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capabil ity for agriculture and forestry followed the procedure asABSTRACT
specified by the Canada Land Inventory (l965, 1970b). Other

i nterpretat ions suitable for resource management and pl anni ng

purposes are also presented.

The report briefly describes the soil associations occurring

in the map area and provides some basic interpretations for

ayricultural, engineering, forestry and recreational uses. Four

1:100000 scale soil maps are included with the report which show

the distribution and extent of the mapping units. Manuscript

The survey of the Seymour Arm map area is part of a continuing

pruy ral,l to map the so il and terra in resources in the Prov i nce of

llritish Columbia at a reconnaissance level and provides land

planners and land managers with a reconnaissance inventory of the

terrain and soil maps at a scale of 1:50000, and a biophysical

forest zonation map at a scale of 1:250000 , although they are not

included in this report, are available fran the Map Librarian,

Resource Analysis Hranch, Ministry of Environment, Parliament

!:lui ldings, Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4.
physical features found in the map area. The classification

systems followed are those outlined in The System of Soil

Classification fur Canada (Soil Research Institute, 1973, and

Agriculture Canada, 1974) and the Terrain Classification System

.-
Technical soils data, including detailed soil profile

descriptions and chemical and physical analyses for 50 soil

profill:!S are entered in the H.C. Soil Data Hank and are available

(Environment and Land Use Committee Secretariat, 1976). Soil upon request fran the Map Librarian.
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HOW TO USE THE
SOIL REPORT AND MAPS

The description of the soils, the environment in which they

occur, and their suitability (or limitations) for specific uses are

presented in the soils report, while the soil maps display the

slope classes and location, distribution and extent of the various

soil s. The soils described in the report are represented on the

soil map by means of symbols. A soils key located on the map

identifies the soil symbols and briefly describes the soils. The

maps located at the back of the report should be used in

cOlilbination with the report, since the report provides a more

thorough description of the soils than does the map key.

The terrain maps, which may be obtained fran the Map

Librarian, display by means of symbols the location, distribution

and extent of the various surficial geological materials. A

biophysical forest zonation map, which may also be obtained,

displays by means of numbers, the location aoo extent of the forest

zones and subzones. A descri pt i on of the forest zones and subzones

noted in the map key is given in the report.

The soil, terrain, and biophysical forest zonation maps may be

used by planners and managers in evaluating the landscape for

various uses. By referri ng to the appropri ate interpretation

section, the necessary information could be transferred to the soil

maps and an interpretati ve map for a specific use or objective

could be prepared. In a similar fashion, an overlay of different

interpretative maps could be derived for a landscape under study.

The maps represent reconnaissance scale mapping and are intended to

be used for overview planning purposes and for general management

decisions. Site-specific applications will require additional

on-site inspection. If the maps are used for site-specific

purposes, their limitations should be fully understood.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE-SEYMOUR ARM AREA

1.1 LOCATION

The Seymour Am map area (National Topographic Series map 82M)

is located in south central British Columbia between 51 0 and 52 0

north latitude and IHl o and 12U o west longitude and occupies an

area of about 15452 km
2

(Figure 1).

1.~ PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS AND BEDROCK GEOLOGY

The physioyraphic regions and the associated bedrock geology

have been used as the first level s in subdividing the Seymour Arm

map area. As outl ined by Holl and (1964) in Figure 2, the area

consi sts of four physioyraphic regions: the Rocky totluntains and

Rocky Nountain Trench, Selkirk Mountains, Monashee Mountains, and

Shuswap Highlands. The bedrock geology shown in Figure 3 has been

yeneralized from Car,lpbell (1963) and Wheeler (1964).

The Rocky Mountains and Rocky Mountain Trench region, l'kIich

has all elevatiunal range of 745 to 2560 m above sea level, occupies

a very small area in the northeast corner of the map area. The

region is characterized by a flooded valley bottom (now called

McNaughton Reservoi r, the pondage behi nd Mi ca dam) bordered by

ruyged, mountai nous slopes underlain generally by 1imestone,

4uartzite, slate and schist bedrock.

~.,.. discull.d I" tNa rlPOft

Figure 1. Senenl map 01 the Irel covered by the
sur,.y



The Selkirk Mountain region, which is located east of the

Culur,lbia River, is characterized by rugged mountains underlain

genera lly by sl ate, schi st, quartzite, granite and 1imestone

bedrock and is dissected by the tributaries of the Columbia River.

Elevations ranye from a low of 510 m on the Columbia River to a

hiyh of :.n7U m at Neptune Peak.

The Monashee ~Iountain region, located between the Columbia and

Adams Ri vers, is yen era lly characteri zed by rugged mountai ns

di ssected by a multitude of streams and rivers. Some of the high

alpine areas have a plateau-like surface expression. The bedrock

consists predominantly of gneiss, granite, granodiorite, and quartz

monzoni teo El evat ions range from 345 m on Seymour Arm of Shuswap

Lake to 2915 m at Gordon Horne Peak.

The Shuswap Highland region is generally characterized by

gently or n()derately sluping plateau areas rising from 1220 m to

over 2U~ m, and is dissected by a Systfftl of rivers and dotted with

numerous lakes. The region is underlain predominantly by gneiss,

granite, yranodiorite and quartz monzonite bedrock. An incl usion

of phyllite, limestone, greenstone and schist bedrock is found in

the lower North Thompson River area and southwestern part of the

',lap sheet and some basalt bedrock is found in the Clearwater River

and Helilp Creek areas. E1evat ions range from 345 m on Seymour Ann

of Shuswap Lake to 2635 m at Dunn Peak.
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1.3 CLIMATE.

The climate of the map area is strongly influenced by the

orographic effect of the mountains on the prevail ing westerly air

flow. Generally, the climate is characterized by warm, moderately

dry SUlllllerS and cool, moderately dry winters in the western half of

the area, and by cool, moderately wet winters in the Columbia River

area. Cl imate for various vall ey bottom locations are presented in

Table 1.

Precipitation patterns are highly variable because of the

topoyraphy, although generally preci pitat i on increases from \~est to

east, south to north and \~ith increasing elevation. Major mountain

barriers at right angles to the prevailing winds increase orograph

ic liftiny of the air mass, resulting in greater precipitation

windl/ard and less precipitation leeward of the barrier. This

effect is evident in the North Thompson River Valley, where annual

precipitation ranges from 366 to 584 llIil depending on the

ori entat i on of the 1oca1 mounta in ranges. A general inc rease of

4.5 I1lI1 in May to September precipitation, and 9.5 mm in annual

precipitation. can be expected for every 100 In in elevation.

Regional tet,lperatures generally decrease from west to east,

south to north and with increasing elevation. South to southwest

aspects are \/arliler than north or northeast aspects. The changes in

therlilal accumulation (growing degree days) with elevation for

various locations in the region are indicated in Table 1 along with

valley bottom growing degree day and freeze free period data. In

general, regional freeze free periods will decrease by 6.5 days for

every 100 m increase in elevation. Because of cold air pooling,

valley bottom locations usually experience shorter freeze free

periods than lower valley slopes, which have better air drainage.

Climatic moisture deficits are !Jreatest in the Barriere River

area, although no deficit is likely to occur above 1500 m.

Generally, no cl il.latic deficits will occur above 900 m in the other

localities listed in Table 1.

A network of short-term (1971-1973) climate stations had been

located and was maintained in the western half of the map area.

(,;1 imate maps and data are avail ab1e from the Ai r Management Branch,

Ministry of Environment, ParliaJ,lent Buildings, Victoria, B.C.

1.4 BIOPHYSICAL FOREST ZONATION

The biophysical forest subzone map was compiled from forest

cover maps obtained from the Canadian Cellulose Company for Tree

Farm Licence No. 23, and fran the B.C. Ministry of Forests for the

Public Sustained Yield Units \~ich cover the remainder of the

area. During the field survey, the biophysical forest subzone

separati ons were checked along wi th the soil s and terra in. The

biophysical regions, zones and subzones are based on criteria

developed by the Vegetation Section of the Resource Analysis Branch

(Walmsley and van Barneveld, 1977) and are comparable to the

Biogeocl imatic Units developed by Krajina (1965, 1969). Table 2

shows the comparison between the Biophysical Forest Zonation and

5



Table 1

Climate data for various valley botton locations

Annual May-Sept. Snowfall GOD FFP CMO GOD
Location Ppt. (fTlo) Ppt. (mm) (ern ) (OC) (days) (01101) (per 100 171)

Southern AdalOls Lake 46!> (18 127 1832 134 228 - 90
(Hindu Point)

rlortliern Adal,is Lake 6b~ 323 160 1460 103 203 - 90

Junction of ~drriere and 49~ 234 86 1421 97 330 -130
Last ~arriere Kivers

Seyl;lour IIrrd 6&l c.74 194 1667 130 -110

North Thompson Kiver 4Y~ 23H 13U 1333 95 260 - 80
Valley* (366-!>l:l4) (177 -279) (103-158) (1153-1525 ) (80-115) (142-356 )

Cl eanlater River Va 11 ey 65U 314 157 1111 80 142 - 80

Kevel stokc 10l:l0 293 411

Mica Creek 1579 353 834

LiOU growi ng degree days above 5. G°C.
FFP frecze free period.
Cl~O clir,iatic moisture deficit (potential evapotranspiration minus precipitation).
LiUU changc in LiUO with elevation (LiUO per lOU m).

* for the i~orth Tltoldpson Kiver Valley an average value is follo~led by a range in parentheses.

6



Table 2

Comparison of the Resource Analysis 8ranch's Biophysical Forest Zonation and Krajina's Biogeoclimatic Units

BIOPHYSICAL FOREST ZONATION

Of{ Y IIHEK!UR RELiION
Interior f{ocky t"oontain Douglas-fir Zone

Lodgepole ~ne subzone
Ponderosa pi lie subzone

Subal pi ne EIl~eli.lann Spruce - Al pi ne Fir Zone
Lodyepo 1e pi ne subLone
Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir - lodgepole ~ne subzone

I1HERIOf{ WeT 8ELT REliIOI~

Interior Western Her,d ock - Western Red Cedar Zone
Rocky Mountain lJouglas-fir - lodgepole pine subzone
Lodgepole pine - Engelmann spruce - alpine fir subzone

Subalpine Mountain Her,llock Zone
(sub zones ha ve not been determi ned)

SubaI pi lie EngelIolann Spruce - A1pi ne Fi r Zone
Lodgepo1e pi nc - wh i tebark pi ne subzone
Krulilnho 1z subzone

Alpine Tundra Zone
(subzolles have not been determi ned)

BIOGEOCLIMATIC UNITS

CANADIAN CORDILLERAN FOREST REGION
Interior Douglas-fir Zone

Subzone b
Subzone a

CN~AlJIAr~ CORDILLERAr~ SUBALPINE FOREST REGION
Engelmann Spruce - Subalpine Fir Zone

Subzone a
Subzone a

CANADIAfl CORDILLERAII FOREST REGION
Interior Western Hemlock Zone

Subzones a and b
Sub zones a and b

CANAlJIAN CORDILLERAN SUBALPINE FOREST REGION
Engelmann Spruce - Subalpine Fir Zone

Subzone a

Engelmann Spruce - Subalpine Fir Zone
Subzone a
Subzone b

ALPIr~E REGIOr~

Alpine Tundra Zone
Subzone b

7



the Biogeoclimatic Zones. Tree species names conform to Taylor and

MacBryde (1977).

Dry Interior Region-Interior Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir Zone

The Interior Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir zone occupies a small

area in the southwest corner of the map area. This zone, in 'rtIich

Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir is the climax species, occurs below an

elevation of 140U m, with Rocky I'buntain Douglas-fir, lodgepole

pine, cOlTlllon paper birch, trembling aspen, black cottonwood and

ponderosa pine being the main tree species. This zone was

di st i ngui shed fran the Interi or Western Hemlock -Western Red Cedar

zone by the absence of \'iestern hemlock. When the forest zonation

in 8LM was being evaluated in 1974, the criteria for and the actual

number of regions, zones and subzones was in an evolving state.

Therefore, some of the Interior Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir zone,

which has western red cedar occurring in it, is now placed in the

Interior Wet Belt re9ion, Interior Western Red Cedar zone, Rocky

Mountain Douglas-fir subzone.

The Lodgepole pine subzone occupies only a small area in the

soutlll~est corner of the map area, at el evat ions up to about 1400 m.

Within the map area, this subzone is dOr.linant in the zone and has

no ponderosa pine growing in it. Rocky t-t>untain Douglas-fir and

lodgepole pine are the dominant tree species with scattered amounts

of trel,lbl ing aspen, cormlOn paper birch and I/estern red cedar.

01 ack cotton~/Ood is found along stream embankments.

The Ponderosa pi ne subzone just enters the map area, and is

8

found on south-facing slopes west of Forest Lake and the lower part

of Fadear Creek at elevations below 1370 m. This subzone is

distinguished by having ponderosa pine growing in it and, in this

area, the only other species found are Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir

and lodgepole pine.

Dry Interior Region-Subalpine Engelmann Spruce-Alpine Fir Zone

The SUbalpine Engelmann Spruce-Alpine Fir zone, in which

Engelmann spruce and alpine fir are the c1 imax species, occurs in

the southwestern corner of the map area at elevations between 1200

and 17UU m. Other species occurring in this zone are lodgepole

pi ne, Rocky Mounta i n Doug1 as-fi r and western red cedar. Thi s zone

is distinguished by the dominance of alpine fir and/or Englemann

spruce and by its elevationa1 range.

The Lodgepole pine subzone occurs in tl'«> small locations at

elevations between 13DO and 1550 m. This subzone is characterized

by the presence of lodgepole pine in association with Engelmann

spruce and alpine fir and by the absence of Rocky t-t>untain

Douglas-fir.

The Rocky Mountain Doug1as-fir-lodgepo1e pine subzone is

characteri zed by the presence of Rocky Mounta i n Doug1 as-fir along

with Engelmann spruce and alpine fir at elevations between 1200 and

17UU m. Lodgepole pine is also commonly found in this subzone.



Interior Wet Belt Region-Interior Western Hemlock-Western Red

Cedar Zone

The Interior Western Hemlock-Western Red Cedar zone, in ~ich

I/estern hemlock and western red cedar ~/ill become the cl imax

species, occurs in the valley bottoms below elevations of 1700 m.

As mentioned in the Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir zone, since

the criteria for regions, zones and subzones was evolving, the

Interior Western Hemlock-Western Red Cedar zone has a much broader

definition than it does in the present classification. Now parts

of the lower North Thompson valley, lower Barriere River and

southern Adams Lake that have no western hemlock, would be

cldssified as the Interior Western Red Cedar zone. Some locations

in the Columbia River valley that are devoid of western red cedar

I/ould be classified as the Interior Western Hemlock zone.

The Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir-lodgepole pine subzone is

located throughout Inost of the map area in the valley bottoms and

lower slopes up to an elevation of about 15UO m and is the dominant

subzone in this zone. There are many tree species associated with

this subzone and, in many instances, because of history, the climax

spec i es of western hemlock and \/estern red cedar may not be in the

present stand, and seral stands of Douglas-fir, western 1'l41ite pine,

lodgepole pine, common paper birch, trembling aspen and black

cottonl/ood may exist. This is especially true in the western

portion of the map area, whereas in the Columbia River area,

\~estern hemlock and western red cedar are usually ev ident in all

stands. Ponderosa pine, Engelmann spruce or al pine fir are not

found in thi s subzone.

- /

The Lodgepole pine-Engelmann spruce-alpine fir subzone is

located in the transition area bet\~een the Interior Western

Hem lock -Western Red Ceda r and the Suba1pi ne Engelmann Spruce-A1pi ne

Fir zones, and is characterized by having Engelmann spruce and

a1pi ne fi r as sera1 spec ies and western hemlock and western red

cedar as the cl imax species. Other seral species occurring in this

subzone are Rocky Mountai n Doug 1as-fi r, western ~ite pi ne, common

paper birch and lodgepole pine. This subzone is found on the

western si de of the Monashee Mounta i ns and throughout the Shuswap

Highlands at elevations between 12UO to 170U m.

Interior Wet Belt Region-Subalpine Mountain Hemlock Zone

The Subalpine Mountain Hemlock zone is located in the

Col umbi a, Perry and upper Seymour Ri ver areas above the Interior

Western Hemlock -Western Red Cedar zone between el evat ions of 1200

and 170U m. This zone was delineated on the assumption that the

hemlock in the hemlock-alpine fir forest types was mountain

hemlock. Where field examination took place, mountain hemlock was

the hemlock species noted. As this zone has not had sufficient

work done in it, no subzones have been del i neated. Thi s zone has

mountain hemlock as the climax species. Other tree species found

in this zone are Engelmann spruce and alpine fir.

Interior Wet Belt Region-Subalpine Engelmann Spruce-Alpine Fir

Zone

The Subalpine Engelmann Spruce-Alpine Fir zone, in ~ich

Engelmann spruce and alpine fir are the climax species, occurs

throughout the ~ole area at elevations between 1200 and 2300 m.

9



Other species found in this zone are lodgepole pine, r.lOuntain

hemlock and I~l itebark pi ne.

The Lodgepole pi ne-I"/hi tebark pi ne subzone is located at

elevations between 1200 and 2000 m in the Shuswap Highlands and

1400 and 2UOO min the rema i nder of the map area. Thi s subzone

reaches its greatest extent in the Shuswap Hi ghl ands, where the

upl and topography is characteri zed by gently or moderately s 1opi ng

plateau areas. This subzone is characterized by the absence of

Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir. Associated with Engelmann spruce and

alpine fir is lodgepole pine and ~.hitebark pine west of the

Monashee Mountains and mountain hemlock in the Columbia River area.

The Krumlo1ho1z subzone is characteri zed by shrubby trees,

predominantly alpine fir ~Iith some Engelmann spruce, occurring in

c 1U1nps and is located Just below the Al pi ne Tund ra zone. Th i s

subzone usually occurs between elevations of 1800 to 2300 m.

Interior Wet Belt Region-Alpine Tundra Zone

The Alpine Tundra zone, which is located above the Subalpine

[nyellilann Spruce-Al pine Fir zone, is characterized by the presence

of herbs, shrubs, grasses and mosses and the absence of trees.

Thi s zone, which occurs throughout the map area above the el evation

of I7UO 10\, is most prevalent in the rugged, steeply sloping areas

of the ~lOnashee and Selkirk l'1ountains. As this zone has had

insufficient work done in it, no subzones have been del ineated.

10

1.5 SURFICIAL GEOLOGY

Uuri n9 the 1ast gl ac i at ion, an ice mass some 1800 to 2100 m

thick overrode most of the area, leaving only the higher peaks

unglaciated. After the retreat and melting of the ice mass, most

of the area was left covered by glacial deposits. Valley bottoms

throughout the area have the deepest deposits, ~Ihich are predomin

antly fl uvioglacial in origin. Although these deposits are usually

gravelly in nature, they may be sandy or capped with sands. In a

fel"/ locations, silty glaciolacustrine deposits occur, notably at

Seymour Arm, Brennan Creek on Adams Lake and near Vavenby. Recent

fl uvial deposits occur along stream and river courses. Where the

flow velocity is slow on the larger rivers, like the North Thompson

and Columbia, silty deposits occur, but with increasing velocities,

the textures change to sands and then to gravels.

The morainal deposits, I"/hich includes basal till, are most

abundant in the Shus~lap Highlands where the topography is

relatively gentle. In all probability, morainal deposits also

occurred in the mountains but have subsequently eroded away until

now they are largely restricted to the gentler slopes. The

morainal materials derived predOininantly fran granitoid textured

bedrocks are generally gravelly sandy loam in texture and those

derived predominantly fran felsitic textured bedrocks are generally

gravelly 10dr.1 or gravelly silty loam in texture.



ColluviLnO is most abundant in the Monashee and Selkirk

f'lounta i liS l'itlere gray itat i ona1 processes are very act i ve on the

steep slopes. The lOI~er slopes in the narrow valleys are usually

chardcterized by the accumulation of the colluvial materials

~/hereas shallow deposits occur upslope. Coll uvi urn is usually

COdrse and pourly consolidated, and has been derived from the

bedrock il,lfllediately upslope.

Oryanic deposits, which are small in size and extent, are

scattered throughout the area, but most commonly in the Shuswap

Hiyhl ands. Ice and exposed bedrock are most preval ent in the

alpine areas, especially in the Monashee and Selkirk Mountains.

HUI/ever, outcrops of rock may occur at all el evations throughout

the I;lap area.
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CHAPTER TWO

MAPPING METHODOLOGY AND

SOIL DESCRIPTIONS

2.1 FIELUWORK

Prior to the Conr.lencement of the fieldwork, prel iminary

assessment of the terrain and access lidS undertaken on 1: 70000

scale aerial photographs and 1:50000 and 1:250000 N.T.S. sheets.

The terra i n Iia s pretyped on the aeri a1 photograph s, mak i ng

separations based on the inferred soil texture, parent [,Iaterial

genesis, surface expression and erosional modification of the

surficial rnaterials and on slope, soil moisture and forest zones.

The terrain lias symbolled according to Fulton's Landfonn scheme as

reported by Alley (1973) which is the precursor to the terrain

classification manual later produced by the LL.U.C. Secretariat

(1976). The bedrock geology maps by Campbell (1963) and I~heeler

(1%4) were used to aid in estimating some of the soil

characteri stics such as texture, soil reaction, carbonate content

and soil development, whereas the physiographic map by Holland

(1964) was used to divide the map area into it's respective

physiographic units. Additional soils data in the Mt. Revelstoke

area was provided by Knapik and Coen (1974).

The survey was started in 1972 on a reconnaissance basls by J.

Senyk and H. Hirvonen of the Canadian Forest Service, N. Gough of

the Ministry of Agriculture, and the author. The surveyors mapped

and fi e1d checked an area of about 15452 km
2

' duri ng a four roonth

field season. Field~/ork consisted of traversing all passable roads

by truck and of spot checking inaccessible areas by hel icopter.

The actual terrain units identified in the field were checked

against those pretyped, and mappi ng li nes and symbol s l'iere adj usted

as necessary. Initially, many stops were made to characterize the

soil s, but as famil iarity with the terrain characteristics

increased, the number of exami nat ions or spot checks were reduced.

The information from the spot checks was put directly on the

photograph in the fon" of a terrain symbol, texture, soil

development or other identifying characteristic. Checks, in I..+lich

the site was described in more detail on a soils description sheet,

were ident i fi ed by a number on the photograph. Over!iO truck and

15 he1i copter samp1i ng po i nt checks were made, wi th t he parent

material, horizonation, depth, drainage, slope, elevation,

rock i ness, aspect and associ ated vegetation exami ned, described and

noted. Many of the terms used are defined in the Glossary of Tenns

in Soil Science (Agriculture Canada, 1976). To assist in

cl assifyi ng the soil profil e development, the "8" ho ri zon of the

soil profiles from the sampl ing point checks was sampl ed for

laboratory analysis. From the resultant data, the soil profile

development was described according to the System of Soil

Classification for Canada (Soil Research Institute, 1973). Forest

capabil ity plots were measured to detenni ne the potenti al product

ivity of the soil mapping units to produce l'oUod fiber. Each soil

mapping unit was also assessed to determine its agricultural

capabil ity.

During the 1973 field season, the author checked the mapping

13



undertaken in 197L, and sampled and described in detail 53

representative soil profiles. The morphological and landscape

characteri st ics were descri bed us i ng tenni nol ogy approved by the

Canadian Soil Information System (1975). Representative soil

profiles were located throughout the map area and were chosen to

show the relationship between soil profile developments and terrain

units in as many physiographic regions and biophysical forest zones

and sub zones as lias feasible. For each soil profile, laboratory

ana lyses were performed on a11 soil hori zons sampl ed to detennine

their chemical characteristics. The water holding capacity of the

soil profile was assessed by detennining the field capacity and

l~iltin9 point in each horizon thicker than 10 em. Thin horizons

were sampled with the thicker ones. For the parent material

(subsoil), a particle size analysis was perfonned on the fraction

1ess than 76 nUll. A1so, the Atterberg 1imi ts were detenni ned on the

parent material. The chemical and physical soil data, as well as

the descriptive information on the soil and landscape, have been

coded and entered into the B.C. Soil Data Bank and are avail able

upon request from the Map Librarian, Resource Analysis Branch,

11inistry of Environment, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. The

cI1elllical data is not incl uded in this report but the physical data

is presented in Table 7 in the Engineering Interpretation section.

L.L I'1APPIHG METHODOLOGY

Upon completion of pretning the aerial photographs, field

checkiny, adJusting the pretyped lines I'ilere necessary, sampliny

dnd laboratory analyses, the terrain maps were developed. The

14

terrain boundaries from the aerial photographs ,/ere transferred to

I,lap bases" and the polygons (map delineations) were symbolled

according to Fulton's Landform scheme as reported by Alley (l973).

The mappiny previously done by Achard (l969-1970) for the valley

bottom deposits of the Columbia River was incorporated into the

terrain mapping, although it was generalized to fit the scale of

thi s reconna i ssance survey.

Using the terrain "laps as a base, the soil maps were produced.

For the study area, both the terrain and soil maps were mapped to

the same detail, that is, they both have coincident lines

delineatiny the areas. A soils legend was constructed using the

soil association as the basic mapping unit to identify and group

the various soils occurring in the map area.

By definition, a soil association is composed of related soil

subyroups that have developed on similar soil parent materials and

under similar cl imatic conditions (in this case, as expressed by

veyetat ion) • When interpreted as an ex press i on of eli mate, the

forest zone becoilles a useful mapping tool which provides additional

boundary limits for each soil association. In areas of limited

access, the extent of a soil association is often detennined by air

photo interpretati on of vegetation and 1andform patterns

extrapolatL>ct frUll relatively few point data sources. This 1 inkage

betl/een forest zone, inferred eli mate and so il as soc i at i on prov ides

a sound ecological basis for land use planning.

A further stratification used in this survey area was



subdivision of the soil association into components based on

observed (or inferred) distribution of various soil subgroup

The most cmnmon soil of a soil association component generally

cOllsi sts of one (or sm~etimes two) soil subgroup. In some cases

profiles over tile landscape. Map units were differentiated soil subgroups of more than one soil great group occur together.

according to the occurrence of different proportions of soil

subgrou~ profiles. For each map unit, the identified profiles The less cOllVTIon soils of a soil association component incl ude

usually occur in a predictable geographic pattern reflecting

topographic position and re1 ated drainage conditions on a given

1andscape. The synthesis of a soil association is depicted in the

Figure 4.

a different soil subgroup and/or seepage phases. They represent an

important part of the soil association component but do not, singly

or combi ned, occupy the maj ority. The seepage phases represent

seepage sites and include gleyed variations of the appropriate

soils within a soil association.

VEGETATION LANDFORM
ZONE and

(Climate) SOIL PARENT MATERIAL

PHYSIOGRAPHIC \ / SOIL
REGION / DEVELOPMENT

~ BIOPHYSICAL /'
"" MAPPING UNIT

(Soli Alloclatlon)

SOIL INTERPRETATION
FOR

AGRICULTURE
FORESTRY
WILDLIFE
RECREATION
HYDROlOGY
ENGINEERIN.

VElETATlON
TYPE

On uniform soil parent material, the basic mapping unit (soil

association component) is sometimes similar to a soil series, but

generally the mapping unit consists of tI<.Q or more soil subgroups.

Map units are del ineations on the map and have symbol s l'Ihich

identify the soil association component therein. These components

consist of the soil association abbreviation plus a subscript

number, e.g. KX1, KX2' The soil association component numbers,

which are depicted in Figure 5, are explained as follo\1s:

Component number 1, which is considered to be the most common soil

developed on a deep material that is \1ell to moderately well

drained and having a single soil profile development (soil

subgroup).

Figure 4. Synthesis of a biophysicalllippl •••• It Component number 2, whi ch is si mil ar to component number 1, except

that it has a proportion of the less COlllnon soils developed in an
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Soil Association AA Soil Association BB

BB7 - Mainly S. HFP avalanche path area with
a minor of treed O. HFP.

BB4 - Mainly treed, OrtNc Humo-Ferric Podzol
(O.HFP) with a minor of Sombric Humo
erric Podzol (S. HFP) avalanche path

area.
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BB5

O.HFP
L.HFP

BB6

L.HFP
O.HFP

Less Common Soil

Soils drier than dominant soils
Soils wetter than dominant soils
Contrasting soils
Shallow to bedrock soils
Dominant soils of Association
Dominant soils of Association

soils - greater tflan one meter to bedrock.

,,~ ,_/

........,_...'...-":!.O-,.:-., LShallow soils -less than one

meter to bedrock.

BB5

(O.HFP
Lithic

Humo-Ferric
Podzol,
L.HFP)

BBI

(O.HFP)

Moet Common Soil

Dominant soils of Association
Dominant soils of Association
Dominant soils of Association
Dominant soils of As.ociation
Dominant soils of Association
Shallow to bedrock soils
Contrast~ soil.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

Soil Water

SeepaQe Phase - minor port affected - v
- mojor port affected - w

Impeded Drainage - Qleyed subgroups - x
-Gleysolic soils and

Qleyed subQroups - y

Component
Number

BB2

(O.HFP
DG.DYB)

AA3

(DG.DYB
Orthic

Humo-Ferric
Podzol,
O.HFP)

AAS

(DG.DYB
Lithic

Degraded
Dystric
Brunisol,
LDG.DYB)

AAI

( Degraded
Dystric
Brunisol,
DG.DYB)

The soil water symbol is placed ofter the component number e.g. BB2v

Figure 5. Cross sectional diagram sbowing In eXlmple of how Ibe component numbers of the soil

associations may be deterllined
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L.3 SOIL ASSOCIATION DESCRIPTIONS

In the study area, 113 soil associations were named and

To describe the complexity of some landscape units, up to four

four components in one del ineated area may result in one or two of

the components having an areal extent of less than 20 percent each,

generally, components interpreted to have less than 20 percent were

not noted. In cases where the feature could be easily identified,

such as rock outcrops or organic areas, a 10 percent 1imit was

used.

Although identifying

Areas interpreted to have a minor proportion of a gleyed soil

subgroup were symbol 1ed wi th an "x" and those areas interpreted to

have a minor proportion of the delineated area having gleyed soil

subgroups and Gleyso1ic soils VJere symbolled with a "y" after the

component number. Under these conditions, the moi sture

characteristics are implied in the soil classification.

soil associati on components were allowed.

additional symboll ing scheme was used (Figure 5). In areas where a

minor proportion of the map unit was interpreted to be affected by

soil water seepage, a "v" was p1 aced after the component number

and, where a major part of the map un it was interpreted to be

affected, a "w" was pl aced after the component number. Under these

conditions, the soil viater seepage has no visible affect on the

soil profile development, allowing the soil subgroup to remain

unchanged.

environment that is either edaphically or cl imatically drier. For

exampl e, the most common soil subgroup may be Orthic Dystric

Brunisol and the less common soil subgroup is Orthic Eutric

Brunisol.

Component number 3, bei ng aga in si mil ar to component number 1,

except that it has a proportion of the less co~non soil development

in an environment that is either edaphically or cl imatically

vietter. For example, the most common soil subgroup may be Orthic

Dystric Brunisol and the less common soil subgroup is Orthic

Humo-Ferric Podzol.

Components number 4 and 7 are located in situati ons where two

different soil profi le developments occur under simil ar

environmental conditions. For example, in component number 4 the

dominant soil development may be Orthic Dystric Bruni sol occurri ng

in stable areas of coniferous forest while the less common soil

development may be Orthic Sombric Bruni sol occurring in avalanche

path areas where the vegetation is deciduous shrub cover.

Component number 7 is the reverse of component number 4 where the

aval anche jJath area is most common and the forested area is less

common.

Components number 5 and 6 are located in areas where the depth of

the soil overlyi ng bedrock is 1ess than one meter. Component

number 5 occurs where the proportion of the deep, most common soil

(for example, Orthic Dystric Bruniso1) is dominant and the shallow

soil (Lithic Dystric Bruniso1) is less common. Component number 6

is the reverse of component number 5 where the shallow soil is most

common and the deep soil is less common.

To indicate where water in the soil maybe of importance, an
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Tabl e 3
described. The soils that were the same as those in the adjoining The soil association locations A to I and the associated map in

Key to the SYlilbo1s for Tabl es 4 and 5 map areas of Vernon (82L) and Bonaparte River (92P) were given the Table 3 are presented to show where the group of soil associations

lodgepole pine

in each of the soil association locations A to 1. Depicted in each

are located. The soil association location separations were based

primarily on physiographic regions, major bedrock types and climate

Western Hemlock - Western Red Cedar zone, Lodgepole pine - Engelmann

in, as well as the physiographic region and underlying bedrock. The

soil profile development indicated represents the most common sub-

group of the soil association. Areas in which there is an inter-

"'Jere prepared to show the relationship between the soil associations

diagram is the genetic material, approximate elevation range and

biophysical forest zone or subzone that each soil association occurs

as they affected biophysical forest regions and soil profile devel

opment. The schematic cross sectional diagrams (Figures 6 to 15)

spruce-alpine fir subzone and the Subalpine Engelmann Spruce -

mixing of two biophysical forest zone symbols represent a bio

physical forest subzone. This situation occurs in the Interior

Alpine Fir zone, Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir

subzone.

It is comprised of the solum, which is

Table 4, VJhich differentiates the soil associations by

supporting plant growth.

horizon.

physiographic regions, major bedrock types, biophysical forest

same soil association name and description derived in these areas.

association symbols how the soil associations were identified.

For clarification purposes, a soil is defined as the naturally

occurring, unconsol idated mineral or organic material at least 10

regions, zones and subzones, and genetic materials, depicts by soil

the upper horizons (usually A and B) of a soil in which the parent

cm thick that occurs at the earth's surface and is capable of

material has been modified and in which most plant roots are

contained, and the parent material, which is the unconsolidated and

associations, "Jhich are listed alphabetically according to symbol.

Table 3, which folds out, explains the symbols in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 5 identifies and describes in detail each of the soil

The soil association components, which were differentiated by soil

subgroup variations, have their areal extent indicated in hectares.

Table 5 also serves as a map legend by providing information on

more or less chemically weathered geological material or organic

matter from which the solum has developed and is usually the C

SOl L ASSOCIATION LOCATION MAP OF 82M,

Zone (SAeS-al F)
subzone

- 1odgepo 1e pi ne subzone

Fi r Zone (SAeS-al F)

Zone (SAmH)
determined)

- Western Red Cedar Zone (IwH-liC)
Oouglas-fir - lodgepole pine subzone
- Engell;jann spruce - alpine fir subzone

Doualas-fir Zone (ID)
subzone
subzone

BIOPHYSICAL FOREST ZOI~AT!ON

Suba 1pi ne Engelmann Spruce 
(a) Lodgepole pine
(c) Rocky Mounta in

Suba1pi ne
( a)
(b)

,1AJUK SUIL uEVELUPMEIH (1973)

IIHERIO!{ WET BELT REGIOil
Interior

(a)
(b)

DRY INTERIm
Interior

(a)
(b)

TUPUGKAPHY CLf\~SES (1973) LA,WFORf'l CL/\SSIF ICIIT!Uli (1 973) genesis, texture, reaction, drainage and approximate rooting depth

slope gradients, elevational range, biophysical forest zonation and

of each soil association together with data on 5urface expression,

physiographic regions. Although the textures indicated are for the

parent material, they generally apply to the solum as well.

- pH
- pH

pH

dcid

REACT! ON CLASSES:I'lodifying Processes

- apron
bl anket
fan
plain

- ri dyed
- steep
- terraced
- veneer

Surface Expression

Alluvial
Fluvioglacial
Colluvidl
lee
Gl aci 01 acustri ne

- i10rai na1
Organic
Bedrock

Genet i c Materi a1s

0.5
to 2

2+ to 5
5+ to 9
9+ to 15

15+ to 30
30+ 60
over

a - nedrly level
b gently undulating
c - undulating
d - gently roll i ng
e - moderately rolling
f - strongly roll i n9
g hi lly
h - very hilly

!'luI t i pI e Slopes~inyle Slopes

u
H -

A - df-'IIY'PSSl nn"
II 
L 
U
E 
F -
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Table 4

General Key to the Soil Associations

PHYSIOliRAPH IC ROCKY MOUNTAINS
REGION AND TRENCH SELKIRK MOUNTAINS MONASHEE MOUNTAINS SHUSWAP HIGHLANDS

MAJOR BEDROCK Limestone, ~uartizite, Slate, Schist, Quartzite, Gneiss, Granite, Granodiorite, Gneiss, Granite, Granodiorite, Gneiss, Granite, Granodiorite,
TYPES Sl ate, Schi st Granite, Limestone Quartz Monzonite ~uartz 1V10nzonite Quartz Monzonite Basalt Phyllite, Limestone, Gr eensto ne, Schist

REGION Interior Wet Belt Interior Wet Belt Interior Wet Belt Interior Wet Belt Interior Wet Belt IWB Interior Wet Belt Dry Interior
BIO-

PHYSICAL ZONE At SAeS-alF IwH-I'lC At SAeS-alF SAmH IwH-I'lC At SAeS-alF IwH-wC At SAeS-alF SArnH IwH-wC At SAeS-alF IwH-I'lC IwH-wC j SAeS-al F IWH-vIC SAeS-al F 10
FOREST

SUBZONE a a b a a b a a b a a ) a b a b a a a b a b a a c and a a b

SOIL ASSOCIATIOli
LOCATION A A A B B B B B C C C C D 0 0 0 D - E E E E E E F G H H H H H I I I

GEI~ETIC IVlATERIAL WH WT GA AD GN GN GN GH SS HH HH CS SS HH HH HH HK <T KT CU CL CN KT KT VN LX SW YW SL LA LX WB H HTWC WE AO liT SO Bt~ RK GM HO FB BA BY HU FB RF FS HW ON CA CR LT ON CA PE LP RT AT HA HOCo 11 uvi al BO

CC SY SO RR DE MH TV WS SB TY TT TE TM SM ST SK KL SM ST MT OA KF TW RO RM AA AL MCMorai na1 SA ME MO TS HS AN·
AM

AE KX AE WO WW WO KK FG SU FG LM SE SRFl uvioglacial SF

KV KV KV WN WN SP OU DU 0 OLFl uvial - fan HP

MM AS MM Mti MN MN BO BO RE REFluvial - plain AU AU AU WY WY PH

LH LH
Glaciolacustrine

RA BE RA BE BE RA BE BE RL RA RL RL RLOryanic
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Table 5

Soil Association descriptions for the Seymour Arm map area

SUIL ASSUCIATIUN SOIL CLASSIFICATION PHYSIOGRAPHIC
REGION AND

MOST COMMON LESS COMMON SOIL BIOPHYSICAL ELEVATION
COi"lPO- AREA SOIL SOIL ASSOCIATION FOREST RANGE SOIL CHARACTERISTICS, SURFACE EXPRESSION,

NA[>'IE NENT 1 (HECTARES) SUtlGROUP SUBGROUP LOCATION ZONATION (METERS) SURFICIAL GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS AND COMMENTS

ALLAlvlORE AA1 2240 PZ.GL Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1675 - landform varies from rolling plateaus to steep valley
slopes with gradients generally between 10 and 60%.

AAla 1220 PZ.GL Highlands - Engelmann - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly clay loam
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated with areas

AA3a 10 PZ.GL LU. HFP I, H s pruce- a1pi ne of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid solum to a neutral, weakly

AA5 5720 PZ.GL LPZ.GL fir: c and a cal careous pa rent materi al •
- rooting depth is limited to about 100 em by a Bt hori-

AA5a 120U PZ.GL LPZ.GL zon and the moderately compact, slovlly pervious parent
material or by the underlyi ng bedrock.

AA6 60 LPZ. GL PZ.GL - soils are generally moderately well drained although
some areas are imperfectly drained or are affected by

1045U downslope, subsurface seepage.

ALlAI"1ANT AD1 141U SM. HFP Selki rk Alpine tundra 1830-3050 - landform consists of steep mountainous slopes with
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 60%.

AD5 I 1220 SM. HFP LSM. HFP Mountains - B - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam
or gravelly loam in texture, are mainly derived from

AD6 4520 LSM. HFP SM. HFP slate, schist, quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid solum to an acid or

7150 neutral parent material.
1- rooting depth for the alpine vegetation is usually

restricted to about 50 em by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained.

ARGENTINE AEl 1U9bU O.HFP Selkirk and Interior 455-1220 1andform vari es from undul at i ng terraces to steep

ImI slopes with gradients ranging between 2 and 60%.
360 O.HFP O.R Monashee western hemlock - deposits of sandy fluvioglacial materials (AE1), vary-

i ng in the amount and si ze of the coarse fragment
11320 Mountains - -western red content, or deposits of sandy or silty glaciolacustrtne

materials (AE4), are located in areas of slate, gneiss,
B, D cedar: a schist, quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 em.
- the soils are generally single grai ned in structure,

coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained.

1. Map component with "a" indicates that this component has a minor part (v) or major part (w) affected by seepage water in the soil profile and/or has a
limited amount of impeded drainage represented by gleyed subgroups (x) or gleyed subgroups and Gleysolic soils (y).
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Table 5 (Cont.)

~UIL ASSOC 11\TI Ol~ SOIL CLASSIFICATION PHYSIOGRAPHIC
REGIOr~ AND

MOS T COM~10N LESS COMMON SOIL BIOPHYSICAL ELEVATION
CO~IPO - AKEI\ SOIL SOIL ASSOCIATION FOREST RANGE SOIL CHARACTERISTICS, SURFACE EXPRESSION,

NAI1E NEIHI (HECTARES) SUBGROUP SUBGROUP LOCATION ZONATION (METERS) SURFICIAL Cl:OLOGICAL MATERIALS AND COMMENTS

ALL I t_ All BUO BR.GL Shuswap Interior 580-1220 - landform consists of valley slopes wi th gradi ents
generally between 10 and 60%.

ALla 440 BR.GL Highlands - I Douglas-fir: a - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly loam in
,texture, are associated with areas of phyllite, lime-

AL4 no BR.GL DG.EB stone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies from a generally neutral solum to an

I\L5 2UlU BK.GL LBR. GL alkaline, strongly calcareous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 cm

ALb 240 LBR. GL BR. GL by the Bt horizon and the moderately compact, cal car-
eous, slowly pervious parent material or the under lyi ng

43BO bedrock.
- soil s are usually moderately well drained although some

areas are imperfectly drained or are affected by down-
slope, subsurface seepage.

AK~IUUR AMI 200 O.FHP Shuswap Subalpine 1525-1980 - landform varies frCln rolling plateaus to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients generally between 10

AMla 19U O.FHP Highlands - E Engell~ann and 60%.
- the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loir.]

AM4 no O.FHP SM. FHP spruce - alpi~e in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

1\115 620 O.FHP L.FHP fir: a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 em

AM~a 526U O.FHP L.FHP by the strongly compact, slowly pervious parent
materi a1 or by the underlyi ng bedrock.

AMb 361U L.FHP O.FHP - soils are generally moderately well drained although
there are areas affected by impeded drainage and by

AMba 2160 L.FHP O. FHP downslope, subsurface seepage.

123lU

kKTI~AII All! 670U BR.GL Shus\~ap Interior 915-1370 - landform varies from rolling hillsides to steep valley
sl opes \~ith gradi ents generally between 10 and 60%.

AI~2 350 BR.GL DG.EB Hi ghl ands - I Douglas-fir: a - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly loam in
texture, are associated wi th areas of phyll ite, 1ime-

AlB 17lU BR.GL PZ.GL stone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies frCln a neutr~ solum to an alkaline,

AI~5 2350 BR.GL LBR.GL strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 cm

AI~b bolU LBR.GL BK.GL by the Bt horizon and the moderately compact, calcar-
eous, slowly pervious parent material or by the under-

1174U lying bedrock.
- soils are usually moderately well drained.
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Table 5 (Conto)

SUIL ASSOCIATION SOIL CLASSIFICATION PHYSIOGRAPHIC
REGION ANU

MOST COMMON LESS COMMON SOIL BIOPHYSICAL ELEVATION
COMPO- AREA SOIL SOIL ASSOCIATION FOREST RANGE SOIL CHARACTERISTICS, SURFACE EXPRESSION,

NAME NENTI (HECTARES) SUBGROUP SUBGROUP LOCATION ZONATION (METERS) SURFICIAL GEOLOGICAL MATERIALS AND COMt~EfHS

ANEMONE AUI ll:40 OG.DYB Rocky Interior 760-1370 - landfonn consi sts of steep mountainous slopes Iii th
gradients predominantly greater than 30%.

A05 1U80 DG.UYI:! LDG.DYB Mountain western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loan
in texture, are associated wi th areas of 1iloestone,

A06 390 LUG.UYI:! DG.DYB Trench - A - western red qua rtzite, slate or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid solum to a neutral or

2710 cedar: a alkaline, calcareous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlyi ng
bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderatel y pervious and
usually well drained.

AVIS AS1 120 O.R Selkirk Interior 425-1525 - landfonn consists of undulating, floodplain terraces
with slopes generally between 2 and 10%.

Mountains - C western hemlock - deposits of sandy loam or silt loir.l alluvial material s,
varying in the ilr.1ount and size of the coarse fragment

- western red content, are located in areas of gneiss, granite,
granodiorite or quartz mnzonite bedrock.

cedar: a - reaction in the surficial material s varies fr neutral
to ac id.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and ex ends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the \later
table.

- the soils are usually single grained or granular in
structure, coherent, moderately pervious and well
drained.

AHGU:.MUNT ATl 144U DG.DYB Shuswap Interior 395-1525 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls vrith
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

ATla 840 UG.DYB Highlands - H western hemlock - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly loam or
gravelly sandy 10ilr.1 in texture, are associated wi th

An 430 DG.DYB O.HFP - western red areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist
bedrock.

ABa 81U OG.UYI:! O.HFP cedar: a - reaction varies from an acid solum to an al kal i ne,
strongly calcareous parent material.

AT4 190 DG.UYI:! O.SMB - rooting depth is usually less than 100 cm restricted by
the depth of the strongly cal careous parent material or

AT~ 9090 DG.UYB LUG.UYB by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

AT~a 67U DG.DYB LUG.DYB us ua 11y we 11 drained although some areas are affected
by downslope, subsurface seepage.

I\Tb 799U LUG.OYI:! DG.DYB

214bO
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ARGLlW\Ur IIU1 253U O. HFP Selkirk and Interior 395-1525 - landfonn consists of undulating terraces having steep
embankments wi th slopes generally between 2 and 10%

I-IU1a nu O. HFP Monashee western her,llock except for the embankments wtJich are usually 30 to 60%.
- deposits of sandy alluvial material s, va ryi ng in the

AU4 4HU ~.HFP O.R Mountains - - \'/estern red amount and size of the coarse fragment content, ar<.
located in areas of slate, schi st, quartzite, granite

3720 B, C, D cedar: a or limestone bedrock.
- reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral or acid

parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 cm but some root i ng restrictions ~y occur
due to the cemented B horizon.

- the soils are generally single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained although
there are areas that are poorly drained.

- although the soil development is dominantly Orthic
Humo-fer~ic Podzol, Ortstein Humo-Ferric Podzol devel-
opment also occurs.

Bll\TUr~ Cl<EEI BA1 200 O. HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1370-1675 - landform consists of steep mountainous slopes \~i'.h

gradients predaninantly greater than 30%.
BAla lUU O.HFP Mountains - C Enge 11'Iann - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy 10,1;1

in texture, are associated \~i th areas of gnei ss,
BA~ 850 O.HFP L.HFP spruce - d 1pi ne granite, granodiorite or quar'tz mnzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is dC id.
BA:,a HlO O.HPF L. HFP fir: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends 1.0

about 120 Clil unl ess it is restricted by the underlyi Illj

BAb 2530 L.HFP O.HF::' bedrock.
- t he so i1s are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

3HbO usually well drai ned.

B'(rW CREE K BUla 1440 O.R Shuswap Interior 425- 915 - landfonn consists of undulating fl oodp 1a i n terraces
with slopes generally between 2 and 10%.

Highlands - western hel~l ock - deposits of silt loam or fi ne sandy loam alluvi al
materials overlying loar.ly sand or sandy alluvial

G, H - western red materials, varying in the amount and size of the corase
fra!):nent content, are located in areas of phyllite,

cedar: a 1imestone, basalt, greenstone or sehi st bedrock.
- reaction in the \..eakly calcareous pa rent rna teri al is

neutral.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm unl ess it is restricted by the water
tab 1e.

- the soil s are usually porous, moderately pervi ous and
moderately well to imperfectly drained.
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BKEWSTER BEl 4S30 SP.F Selkirk and Interior 425-1065 - landform is flat, depressional or undulating with
slopes generally less than 5%.

Monashee western hemlock - deposits of undecomposed organic material, commonly
derived largely from mosses, located in areas of most

Mountains and - western red bedrock types.
- reaction is acid.

Shuswap cedar: a - rooting depth is restricted to usually less than 50 cm
by the high water table.

Highlands - - soils are very poorly drained.

B, 0, E, F

BIGMOUTH BMI 1070 O. HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1370-1980 - landform consists of steep mountainous slopes I·lith
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

BM5 490U O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - B Engelmann - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam, in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schist,
BM6 29130 L. HFP O.HFP spruce - alpine quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.
35100 fi r: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em

by the underlying bedrock.
- t he so i 1s are loose, po rou s , moderately pervious and

usually well drained •

BONNER BOb SBO L.HFP O. HFP Se1 ki rk Subalpine 1675-1980 - landform consists of steep mountainous slopes lvith
grad i ents predomi nantl y greater than 30%.

BOba 1340 L. HFP O.HFP Mountains - C Engelmann - the colluvi al material s, generally gravelly sandy lOin
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

22£'0 spruce - alpine granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

fi r: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 Clll

by the underlying bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately perv i ous and

usually well drained a1 though there are areas affected
by impeded drainage.
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BLAYLOCK BY! 700 O.HFP Selkirk Interior 455-1525 - 1andfonn consi sts of steep JOOunta i nous slopes wi t h
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

BYla 630 O.HFP Mountains - C western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loan
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

BY5 2310 O.HFP L.HFP - \'/estern red granite, granodiorite or quartz JOOnzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

BY5a 1110 O.HFP L.HFP cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 em unl ess it is restricted by the underlyi ng

BY6 3520 L.HFP O.HFP bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervi ous and

8270 usually well drained although there are areas affected
by downslope, subsurface seepage.

CAYENNE CAl 14580 O.HFP Monashee Interior 490-1525 - landfonn consists of steep valley slopes with gradients
as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

CA1a 7370 O.HFP Mountains and western hemlock - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loan
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

CA2 2730 O.HFP DG.DYB Shuswap - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz JOOnzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

CA2a 460 O.HFP DG.DYB Highlands - E cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 em unless it is restricted by the underlying

CA5 28250 O.HFP L.HFP bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

CA5a 2010 O.HFP L.HFP usually well drained although there are areas affected
by downslope seepage.

CAb 2HH70 L.HFP O.HFP

H4270

CLI::MENCEIIU CC1 20 O.R Rocky Alpine tund ra 1675-2440 - landfonn consists of lateral and tenni nal morainal
ridges and slopes generally greater than 30%.,

Mountains - A - the recent morainal deposits. generally bouldery,
gravelly sandy loan in texture, are mainly derived from
limestone. quartzite, slate or schist bedrock.

- reaction in the calcareous parent material varies fran
neutral to alkaline.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
well drained, and I'ilere vegetated allow for
unrestricted rooting depths.
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COPELANU CD5 460 SM. HFP LSM. HFP Shuswap Alpine tundra 1980-2590 - 1andfonn varies from rolling alpine meadows to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients ranging froo 5% to

CD6 4780 LSM.HFP SM.HFP Highlands - E over 60%.
- the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loil1l

5240 in texture, are mainly derived froo 9neiss, grarjite,
granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.
- rooting depth for the alpine vegetation is usually

restricted to about 50 em by the lJ1der1yi ng bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually moderately well drained.

CIINlJLE CLla 140 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1830-2285 - landform varies from rolling hillsides to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients as low as 10% but

CL!:> 1340 O.HFP L.HFP Hi gill ands - E Engelmann usually greater than 30%.
I

- the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam
CLb 5860 L.HFP O.HFP spruce - alpine in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
7340 fir: b - reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.

- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the underlying bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

- althou gh the so il development is dooinantly Orthic
Humo-Ferric Podzol, Sombric Humo-Ferric Podzo1 develop-
ment occurs in treeless areas.

CINNEMOUSEN CN1 1990 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1830 - 1andfonn varies from rolli ng hillsides to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients as low as 10% but

CN1a 336U O. HFP Highlands - E Engelmann usually greater than 30%.
- the colluvial deposits, generally gravelly sandy loil1l

CN4 9110 O. HFP SM. HF P spruce - a1pi ne in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

CN4a 64U O.HFP SM.HFP fir: a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

CN5 14U70 O. HFP L.HFP about 120 em un1 ess it is restricted by the under1yi ng
bedrock.

CN5a 4310 O.HFP L.HFP - the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well dra i ned although there are areas affected

CN6 32780 L.HFP O.HFP by impeded drainage and by downslope, subsurface
seepage.

CNba 2230 L.HFP O.HFP

6U360
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O.R

O.R8U

1140

1060CRI

CR4

CARNES
1----+--+----+----+----+-----+--------1----+--------------'------,

Shuswap Alpine tundra 1830-2590 - landfonn consists of steep talus fan or apron slopes
with 9radients usually greater than 60%.

O.HFP Highlands - E - the colluvial materials, generally rubbly, gravelly
loamy sand in texture, are mainly derived from gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the parent material is acid.
- usually these materi al s are unvegetated and if vegeta-

tion is established the rooting depth is usually
unrestricted although the ground surface available for
vegetative growth is restricted by the large blocks of
rock.

- the soil s are loose, porous, rapidly pervious and
rapidly drained.

- western red

Mountains - C western hemlock

MUUNT CONU C51

CS5

490

140

63U

SM. HFP

SM. HF P LSM. HFP

Selkirk Interior

cedar: a

1065-1525 - landfonn consists of steep avalanche path slopes \1ith
gradients usually greater than 30%.

- the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loan
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually un, estricted and extends to

about 120 cm unless it is re-tricted by the underlying
bedrock

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consi sts of an
organic enriched layer derived frCfil lush deciduous and
herbaceous vegetation

Highlands - I Douglas-fir: a

UUNLEAVY Dl

Dla

04

320

480

14U

940

DG.EB

DG.EB

DG.EB O.R

Shuswap Interior 425-1065 - landfonn consists of moderately sloping fans located in
the valley bottom with gradients generally less than
30%.

- deposits of silt loam or loam alluvial fan materials,
varying in the iITlount and size of the coarse fragment
content, are located in areas of phyllite, limestone,
greenstone or schi st bedrock.

- reaction varies from a generally neutral solum to an
alkaline, strongly calcareous parent material.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 100 cm unless it is restricted by the strongly
cal careous parent material.

- the soils are usually stratified, moderately pervious
and well drained although there are areas that are
impe rfect 1y dra i ned •
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URAGUNFLY DA1 20 DG.EB Shuswap Interior 610-1035 - landfonn consists of valley slopes with gradients
between 5 and 30%.

DAla 40 DG.EB Highlands - G western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of basalt

60 - western red bedrock.
- reaction varies from a neutral solum to an alkaline,

cedar: a strongly calcareous, pare:'1t material.

. - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 cm
by the moderately compact, cal careous, slowly pervious
parent material.

- soil s are generally moderately well drained although
there are areas of imperfect dra i nage.

lJOWNIE lJEl 33U O.HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1220-1675 - landfonn consists of steep mountainous slopes with
gradients ranging generally between 15 and 60%.

DE5 5900 O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - B mountain - the basal till depos its, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schist,

lJE6 2930 L.HFP O.HFP hemlock quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

9160 - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the strongly compact, slowly pervious parent
materi al or by the underlying bedrock.

- soil s are generally moderately well drained.

lJORRELL Dll 50 DG.EB Shuswap Interior 670- 915 - landfonn consists of moderately sloping fans located in
the valley bottom with gradients generally less than

DL4 110 DG.EB O.R Highlands - I Douglas-fir: b 30%.
- deposits of silt loam or loam alluvial fan materials,

160 varying in the amount and size of the coarse fragment
content, are located in areas of phyllite, limestone,
greenstone or schi st bedrock.

- react i on var i es from a neutr al solum to an alkaline,
strongly calcareous subsoil.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 100 cm unless it is restricted by the strongly
cal careous parent material.

- the soil s are usually stratified, moderately pervious
and well drained
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DUDGEON ONI 2580 O.HFP Monashee Interior 1220-1675 - landfonn consists of steeply sl opi ng valley walls with
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

ONla 3U3U O.HFP Mountains and western hemlock - the colluvi al materials, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated \";th areas of gneiss,

DN4 160 O.HFP SM. HFP Shuswap - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz I1lJnzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

DN5 10UI0 O.HFP L.HFP Highlands - E cedar: b - ruoting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unl ess it is restricted by the L01derlyi ng

DN6 22UOU L.HFP O.HFP bedrock.
- the soil s are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

37780 usually well drained although there are areas affected
by downslope, subsurface seepage.

DUNCAN CREEK DUI 5~0 O.EB Shuswap Interior 425-1005 - landfonn consists of moderately sl opi ng fans located
in the valley bottom \~ith gradients generally less than

DUla b40 O.EB Highlands - western hemlock 30% but having gully embankment slopes of up to 60%.
- deposits of sandy loar.l, loar.lY sand or sand alluvial fan

DU3 16U O.EB O.DYB G, H - western red materials, varying in the amoung and si ze of the coarse
fragment content, are located in areas of basalt,

13~U cedar: a phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies fran a generally neutral so lum to an

alkaline, strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 cm unless it is restricted by the strongly
cal careous parent material.

- the soils are usually stratified, moderately pervious
and well drained although there are areas that are
imperfectly drained.

FI{ISllY Flll 4U O.FHP Monashee and Subalpine 1830-2285 - landform varies from rolli ng to steep mountainous
slopes with gradients generally varying betwen 10 and

Fll5 189U O.FHP L.FHP Selkirk Engelmann 60%.
- the colluvi al deposits, generally gravelly sandy lOil11

Fll5a 1210 O.FHP L.FHP Mountains - spruce - alpine in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

Fll6 17U~0 L.FHP O.FHP D, C fir: b - reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id •
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em

Fllea 1190 L.FHP O.FHP by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

2135U usually well drained although there are some areas
affected by impeded drainage.

- although the soil development is dominantly Orthic
Ferro-Humic Podzol, SOOlbric Ferro-Humic Podzol develop-
ment occurs in treeless areas.
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FROG FG1 830 O.EB Shuswap Interior 425-1370 - landform is variable, ranging fran undulating or
rolling terraces to gullied enbankments or steep vall ey

FG3 460 O.EB O.DYB Highlands - western hemlock slopes with gradients generally less than 60%.
- deposits of very gravelly sand and interstratified

FG4 170 O.EB O.R G, H - ~Iestern red sandy fluvioglacial materials are located in areas of
basalt, phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist

FG5 60 O.EB L.EB cedar: a bed rock.
- reaction varies from a generally neutral solum to an

1520 al kal i ne, strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 cm unless it is restricted by the strongly
cal careous parent material.

- the soils are generally single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained.

FISSURE FS1 2740 O. HFP Monashee Subalpine 1220-1675 - landform consists of steep mountainous slopes \~ith

gradients ,as .low as 20% but usually greater than 30%.
FSla 1020 O.HFP Mountains - D mountain - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loan

in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,
FS!:> 116!:>0 O.HFP L.HFP hemlock granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
FS6 15040 L.HFP O.HFP - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlying
30450 bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervi ous and
usually well drai ned.

GOOSEGRASS GAl 160 O.SB Rocky Interior 760-1370 - landform consi sts of steep aval anche path slopes lvi th
gradients usually greater than 30%.

GA5 7UO O.SB L.SB Mountain western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loCl:l
in texture, are associated with areas of limestone,

860 Trench - A - western red quartzite, slate or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid so 1um to a neutral or

cedar: a al kal i ne, cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlying
bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous,moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consi sts of an
organic enriched layer derived fran lush deciduous and
herbaceous vegetation.
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GK IFF ITH GHI 3760 SM. HFP Selkirk Interior 760-1525 - 1andfonn consists of steep avalanche path slopes wi th
gradients usually greater than 30%.

GH5 37U SM. HFP LSM.HFP Mountains - B western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy 10C¥"
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schi st,

GH6 120 LSM. HFP SM.HFP - western red quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.

4250 cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm un1 ess it is restricted by the under1yi ng
bedrock

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drai ned.

- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consi sts of an
organic enriched layer derived from lush deciduous and
herbaceous vegetation

GULOSTKEAM GMI 13890 U.HFP Selkirk Interior 455-1525 - 1andfonn consi sts of steep mountainous slopes I-Ii th
grad i ents predomi nant1 y greater than 30%.

GM5 13890 O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - B western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly -sandy 10ilf;l
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schist,

GM6 14210 L.HFP O.HFP - western red quartzite, granite or limestone bedr Jck.
- reaction in the solum and parent maLcriol is ac id.

41990 cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underly, ,g
bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderatel y pervious and
usually well drained.

GURMAN GNI 74tlO SM. HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1220-1980 - landform consists of steep avalanche path slopes lvith
gradients usually greater than 30%.

GN5 7800 SM. HFP LSM.HFP Mountains - B mountain - the co11uvi a1 materials, generally gravelly sandy 10C¥"
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schist,

GN6 9730 LSM.HFP SM. HFP hemlock, quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

25010 Subalpine - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlying

Engelmann bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

spruce - alpine usually well drained.
- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consists of an

fir: a and b organic enriched layer derived from lush deciduous and
herbaceous vegetation.
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GAlmETT GTl 12U80 O.R Selkirk Alpine tundra 1830-3050 - landform consists of steep talus fan or apron slopes
with gradients usually greater than 60%.

GT6 200 L.R O.R Mountains - B - the colluvial materi a1 s, generally rubb1y, gravelly
loamy sand in texture, are mainly derived fran sla'te,

12280 schist, quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the parent material vari es fran ac id to

neutral.
- usually these material s are unvegetated and if vegeta-

tion is established the rooting depth is usually
unrestricted although the ground surface ava il ab 1e for
vegetated growth is restricted by the large blocks of
rock.

- the soils are loose, porous, rapidly pervious and
rapidly drained.

HEMP HI 870 DG.EB Shuswap Interior 425-1220 - landform consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

H5 1910 DG.Ell LDG.E8 Hi gh1 ands - I Douglas-fir: a - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loilTl
or gravelly loCITI in texture, are associated with areas

Hb 1200 LDG.Ell DG.E8 of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies fran a generally neutral so 1um to an

3980 alkaline, strongly calcareous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually less than 80 cm restricted by

the depth of the strongly cal careous parent material or
by the under1yi ng bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

HALLAMOHE HAl 40 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1675 - landform varies fran rolling plateaus to steep valley
slopes with gradients ranging fran as low as 10% to

HA5 1730 O. HFP L.HFP Highlands - Engelmann greater than 60%.
- the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy lOilTl

HA6 950 L.HFP O.HFP I, H spruce - a1pi ne or gravelly loam in texture, are associated with areas
of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.

2720 fir: c and a - reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral, weakly
cal careous parent material.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlyi n9
bedrock.

- t he so il s are loose, po rou s, moderately pervi ous and
usually well drained.
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HAGGARD HOI 12500 O.R Monashee Alpine tund ra 1675-2745 - landform consists of steep talus fan or apron slopes
with gradients usually greater than 60%.

Mountains - 0 - the colluvial materials. generally rubb1y. gravelly
loamy sand in texture, are mainly derived from gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the parent material is acid.
- usually these material s are unvegetated and if vegeta-

tion is established the rooting depth is usually
unrestricted although the ground surface available for
vegetated growth is restricted by the large blocks of
rock.

- the soil s are loose. porous, rapid 1y pervious and
rapidly drained.

HOLUICH HHI 10b30 SM. HF P Monashee and Subalpine 1220-1890 - 1andfonn consists of steep avalanche path slopes \'lith
gradients usually greater than 30%.

HH4 1280 SM. HFP O.R Selkirk mountain - the colluvial materials. generally gravelly sandy loiWTl
in texture, are associated wi th areas of gnei ss,

HH5 7440 SM.HFP LSM.HFP Mountains - hemlock, granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.

HH6 1135U LSM.HFP SM.HFP 0, C Subalpine - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 em unless it is restricted by the under1yi ng

30700 Engelmann bedrock.
- the soil s are loose. porous. modera~.ely pervious and

spruce - a1pi ne usually well drained.
- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consi sts of an

fi r: a and b organic enriched layer derived fran lush deciduous and
herbaceous vegetation.

HOSKINS HKl 3680 SM.HFP Monashee Interior 580-1525 - landform consists of steep avalanche path slopes with
gradients usually greater than 30%.

HK5 2UU SM.HFP LSM. HFP Mountains - 0 western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loiWTl
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

HKb 40 LSM. HFP SM.HFP - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

392U cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 em un 1ess it is restr icted by the underlyi ng
bedrock.

- the soil s are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consi sts of an
organic enriched layer derived from lush deciduous and. herbaceous vegetation •
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HOOLIGAN HOI 20 DG.DYB Shuswap Interior 9I5-1370 - landfonn consits of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

H05 1830 DG.DYB LDG.DYB Highlands - I Douglas-fir: a - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy locm
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated wi th areas

HOb 930 LlJG.DYB DG.DYB of phyll ite, 1imestone, greenstone or schi st bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid solum to an alkaline,

2780 strongly calcareous parent material.
- root i ng dept his usually 1ess than 80 em restricted by

the depth of the strongly calcareous parent material or
by the underlying bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

HUPEL HPI 160 O.DYB Shuswap Interior 425-1065 - landfonn consi sts of moderately sl opi ng fans located in
the val ley bottom with gradients generally less than

HPla 240 O.DYB Highlands - H westerr. heml~ck 30%.
- deposits of sandy locm, locmy sand or sand alluvial fan

HP2 930 O.DYB O.EB - western red materials, varying in the amount and size of the coarse
fragment content, are located in areas of phyll i te,

HP3 110 O.DYB O.HFP cedar: a 1imestone, greenstone or schi st bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid solum to an alkaline,

HP3a 50 O.DYB O. HFP strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

HP4 30 O.DYB O.R about 150 em unless it is restricted by the strongly
calcareous parent material.

1520 - the soils are usually stratified, moderately pervious
and well drained al though some areas are affected by
downslope, subsurface seepage.

HOBSON HS1 8130 BH.GL Shuswap Interior 395-1525 - landfonn varies froo rolling hillsides to steep valley
slopes wi th gradi ents generally between 10 and 60%.

HSla 2220 BH.GL Highlands - H western hemlock - the ba sal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy 10(1;1,
gravelly loam or gravelly clay locm in texture, are

HS3 10700 BR. GL O.HFP - western red associated with areas of phyllite, limestone, green-
stone or schist bedrock.

HS3a 5300 BR.GL O.HFP cedar: a - reaction varies from an acid solum to an al kal i ne,
strongly calcareQus parent material.

HS5 12720 BR.GL LBR. GL - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the Bt horizon and the moderately canpact, calcare-

HS5a 1760 BH.GL LBR. GL ous, slowly pervious parent material or by the under-
lying bedrock.

HS6 380 LBR.GL BR. GL - soil s are generally moderately \'iell drained, although
there are areas imperfectly drained or affected by

41210 downslope, subsurface seepage.
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HEATHIWW HTl 50 DG. EB Shuswap Interior 580-1370 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradi ents as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

HT5 510 DG.EB LDG.EB Highlands - I Douglas-fir: b - the colluvi al material s, generally gravelly sandy locm
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated wi th areas

HT6 40 LDG.EB DG.EB of phyllite, 1imestone, greenstone or schi st bedrock.
- react ion varies from a generally neutral so 1um to an

6UO alkaline, strongly calcareous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually less than 80 cm restricted by

the depth of the strongly cal careous parent material or
by the underlying bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

HAI~AKWA HW1 3930 O. HFP Monashee Interior 455-1525 - landfonn consists of steep mountainous slopes \;ith
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

HWla 6HU O. HFP Mountains - 0 western hemlock - the colluvi al material s, generally gravelly sandy 10il;1
in texture, are associated wi th areas of gneiss,

HW5 5H90 O.HFP L.HFP - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz lIl.lnzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id •

HW6 6270 L.HFP O.HFP cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by he und er lyi ng

1677U bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, I;]oderately pervious and

usually well drai ned, al though there are some areas
affected by downslope, subsurface seepage.

IC~ I 31970 - pennanent ice and snow fields.

KEEFER KF1 3810 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1830 - landfonn varies from rolling plateaus to steep valley
slopes with gradients generally between 10 and 60')',.

KFla 4490 O.HFP Highlands - H Engelmann - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated with areas

KFLa 160 O.HFP BR.GL spruce - alpine of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction of the solum and parent material is acid.

KF4 4UU O.HFP SM.HFP fi r: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly compact, slowly pervious parent

KFJ 10380 O.HFP L.HFP materi al or by the underlyi ng bed rock.
- soil s are generally moderately well drained although

KF5a 7HU O.HFP L.HFP some areas are imperfectly drained or are affected by
downslope, subsurface seepage.

KF6 3630 L.HFP O.HFP

L365U
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KW IKOn KKI ll~UU O.DYB Shuswap Interior 365-1370 - landfonn varies froo undulating terraces to steep
slopes with gradients ranging between 2 and 60%.

KKla 27lU O.DYB Hi ghl ands - F western hemlock - deposits of sandy f1uviog1acia1 material, varying in
the CITlount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

KK~ 57U O.DYB O.EB - western red located in areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite or
quartz monzonite bedrock.

KK3 64UU O.DYB O.HFP cedar: a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

KK3a 10lU O.DYB O.HFP about 150 cm.
- the soils are generally single grained in structure,

KK4 63U O.DYB O.R coherent. rapidly pervious and rapidly drained although
some areas are imperfectly dra i ned or are affected by

22520 downs lope, subs urfac e seepage.

KOSTAL KLl 85UO O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1980 - landfonn consists of rolling and hUlTlllOcky plateaus with
slopes rangi ng between 5 and 60%.

KLla 146~0 O.HFP Highlands - E Engelmann - the ablated morainal deposits, generally bouldery,
gravelly sandy loClTl in texture, are associated with

KL5 636U O.HFP L.HFP spruce - al pi ne I areas of gneiss, granitic, granodiorite or quartz
mo nzon i te bed rock.

KL5a 247U O.HFP L.HFP fir: a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

KLo 900 L.HFP O.HFP about 150 cm but some rooting restrictions may occur
due to the compactness of the parent material.

KL6a 43U L.HFP O.HFP - soils are generally moderately pervious and IEl1
drained although there are areas of impeded drainage.

33340

KITSUN KTl 4U50 SM. HFP Monashee Interior 610-1675 - landform consists of steep avalanche path slopes with
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

KT4 20 SM. HFP O.R Mountains and western hemlock - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy 10""
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

KT5 82U SM. HFP LSM.HFP Shuswap - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

KT6 16U LSM. HFP SM.HFP Highlands - E cedar: a and b - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 Clll unless it is restricted by underlying

5U5U bedrock.
- the soils are loose. porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained.
- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consi sts of an

organic enriched layer derived froo lush dec iduous and
herbaceous vegetation.
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MOST COMMON LESS COMMON
COMPO- AREA SOIL SOIL

NAME NENTI (HECTARES) SUBGROUP SUBGROUP

KIIHlYV I LLE KVl 2200 O.HFP

KVla 1780 O.HFP

KV4 53U O.HFP O.R

451U

SOIL CHARACTERISTICS, SURFACE EXPRESSION,
SURF ICIAL CLOLOGICAL MATERIALS AND COMME NTS

- landform consists of moderately sloping fans located in
the vall ey bottom wi th gradi ents generally rangi ng
between 5 and 30%.

- deposits of sandy loan or sand alluvial fan material,
varying in the amount and size of the coarse fragment
content, are located in areas of gneiss, slate, schist,
quartzite, granite, or limestone bedrock.

- reaction varies from an acid solum to a neutral or acid
parent material.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 150 cm.

- the soils are generally single grained in structure,
stratified, coherent, moderately pervious, and \..ell
drained although there are areas affected by impeded
drainage and by downslope, subsurface seepage.

Table 5 (Cont.)

PHYSIOGRAPHIC
REGION AND

SOIL BIOPHYSICAL ELEVATION
ASSOCIATION FOREST RANGE

LOCAT ION ZONATION (METERS)

Selkirk and Interior 455-1065

Monashee western hemlock

Mountains - - western red

B, C, D cedar: a

SOIL CLASSIFICATIONSOIL ASSOCIATION

Mountains - C western hemlock

KUSKANAX KXl 780 O.HFP Selki rk Interior

- western red

cedar: a

490- 760 - landform varies from rolling terraces to steep slopes
with grad i ents rang i ng between 5 and 60%.

- deposits of sandy fluvioglacial materials, varying in
the amount and si ze of the coarse fragment content, are
located in areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite or
quartz monzonite bedrock.

- reaction varies from an acid solum to a ne'ltral parent
materi al •

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 150 crn.

- the soils are generally single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained.

Highlands - H western hemlock

LEAGUE LA5

LA6

150

1610

1760

O.HFP

L.HFP

L.HFP

O.HFP

Shuswap Interior

- western red

cedar: a

760-1370 - landform varies from rolling hillsides to steep valley
sl opes \~ith gradi ents generally between 10 and 60%.

- the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loan
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated wi th areas
of phyllite, limestone, greenstone, or schist bedrock.

- reaction varies from an acid solum to an alkaline,
strongly calcareous parent material.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm 1Il1ess it is restricted by the underlying
bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.
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LICHEN LH1 1000 O.GL Shuswap Interior 375- 760 - landfonn consists of a rolling and undulating plain
having steeply sloping sides with gradients generally

LH:J 4:J0 O.GL BR.GL Highlands - western hemlock between 2 and 15',l', but may be as high as 30%.
- deposits of silt loam glaciolacustrine materials are

1430 F, H - western red associated with areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite
or qua rtz monzonite bed rock.

cedar: a - react ion va ri es from an ac id so 1um to a neutral pa rent
material.

- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the pI aty, canpact, slowly pervious parent material.

- soil s are usually moderately well drained.

LATREMOUILLE LMI 510 O. HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1370-1740 - landfonn consists of gently rolling hillsides wi th
gradients generally between 5 and 60%.

LMla 230 O.HFP Highlands - Engelmann I - deposits of sandy fluvioglacial materials, varying in
the amount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

LML 4:J0 O.HFP DG.DYB I, H spruce - al pi ne located in an area of phyllite, limestone, greenstone
or sch i st bed rock.

1170 fir: a and c - reaction varies from an acid solum to a neutral pa rent
materi al •

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
ab out 150 cm.

- the soil s are generally si ngle grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drai ned alt hough
some areas are imperfectly drained.

LUPI NE LPI 1L90 O.FHP Shuswap Subalpine 1525-1980 - landfonn varies from rolling plateaus to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients generally varying

LPla 2l:l0 O.FHP Highlands - H Engelmann between 5 and 60',l',.
- the colluvial material s, generally gravelly loam or

LP4 7l:l0 O.FHP SM.FHP spruce - alpine gravelly sandy loam in texture, associated with areas
of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.

LP5 4blU O.FHP L.FHP fir: a - reaction of the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

LP6 Lno L.FHP O.FHP about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlying
bedrock.

LP7 510 SM.FHP O.FHP - the seils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained al though some areas are imperfect-

LP7a ao SM.FHP O.FHP ly drained.

10460
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LOST LTl 240 O.FHP Shuswap Subalpine 1525-1980 - landfonn varies from strongly rolli ng pl ateaus to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients generally greater

LTla 140 O.FHP Highlands - E Engelmann than 15%.
- the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam

LT4 1190 O.FHP SM. FHP spruce - a1pi ne in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.

LT5 3220 O.FHP L.FHP fir: a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm

LT5a 2270 O.FHP L.FHP by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

LT6 19520 L.FHP O.FHP usually well drai ned al though there are some areas
affected by impeded drainage and by downslope, sub-

LT6a 1790 L.FHP O.FHP surface seepage.

LTl 1120 SM.FHP O.FHP

29490

LAXITY LXI 370 o.m Shuswap Interior 455-1370 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients as lO~1 as 15% but generally greater than 30%.

LX3 30 O.EB DG.DYB Highlands - western hemlock - the colluvial materi al s, generally gravelly loam or
gravelly sandy loam in texture, are associated ~Ii th

LX!:> 2B7U O.EB loEB G, H - western red areas of basalt, phyll ite, I imestone, greenstone or
schi st bedrock.

LXb 8130 L.m O.EB cedar: a - reaction varies from a generally neutral so I um to an
alkaline, strongly calcareous parent material.

4150 - rooting depth is usually less than 80 cm restricted by
the depth of the strongly calcareous parent material or
by the underlyi ng bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

MCLURE MC4 140 BR.GL DG.EB Shuswap Interior 580- 915 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients generally between 15 and 60%.

Highlands - I Douglas-fir: b - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly clay loam
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated wi th areas
of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.

- react ion varies from a generally neutral solum to an
alkaline, strongly calcareous parent material.

- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 em
by the Bt oorizon and the moderately compact, cal care-
ous, slowly pervious parent material.

- soils are usually well dra i ne:l.
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MURTLE MU 4UO BR.GL O.EB Shuswap Interior 915-1065 - landfonn consists of rolling terrain located in the
valley bottom with slopes usually between 10 and 3O'.t.

ME5 40 BR.GL LBR.GL Highlands - G western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy 101111
in texture, are associ ated wi th areas of basalt ,

440 - western red bedrock.
- reaction varies from a neutral solum to an alkal ine,

cedar: a strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 cm

by the Bt horizon and the moderately compact, cal care-
ous, slowly pervious parent material.

- soils are generally moderately well drained.

MOMICH MH1 B220 DU.HFP Sel ki rk Interior 455-1525 - 1andfonn cons i sts of steep mounta i nous slope s wi th
gradients usually between 10 and 6O'.t.

MHla 334U DU.HFP Mountains - B western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy 101111
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schist,

MH5 11320 DU.HFP LDU.HFP - western red quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id •

MH6 1150 LDU. HFP DU.HFP cedar: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly compact, slowly pervi ous pa rent

24030 materi al or by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- soil s are generally moderately well drained although

there are areas affected by downslope, subsurface
seepage.

MAMMOTH MMI 300 O.R Sel ki rk and Interior 455-1220 - landfonn consists of undulating floodplain terraces
wi th slopes generally 1ess than 5%.

MMla 132U O.R Monashee western hemlock - deposits of sandy alluvi al material s, varyi ng in the
amount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

MM4 1bU O.R O.HFP Mountains - - western red located in areas of gneiss, sl ate, schi st, quartzi te,
granite and limestone bedrock.

17BU B, D cedar: a - reaction in the parent material varies from neutral to
acid. ,

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm 1Il1ess it is restricted by the water
table.

- the soils are usually single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained although
there are areas of impeded drai nage.
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MCNOMEE MNI 3470 O.R Monashee Interior 395-1160 - landfonn consists of undulating floodplain terraces
with slopes generally less than 5%.

MNla 3040 O.R Mountains and western hemlock - deposits of sandy alluvial materials, varying in the
amount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

MN4 370 O.R O.HFP Shuswap - western red located in areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite or
quartz monzonite bedrock.

6880 Highlands - cedar: a - reaction in the parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

E, F about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the water
table.

- the soils are usually single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained although
there are areas of impeded drainage.

MULHOLLAND MOL 270 O.FHP Shuswap Subalpine 1525-1980 - landfonn varies fran rolling plateaus to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients generally between 10

MOla 130 O.FHP Highlands - H Engelmann and 60%.
- the basal ti 11 deposits, generally gravelly 10(1;1 or

M05 1990 O.FHP L.FHP spruce - alpine gravelly sandy loam in texture, are associated with
areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist

M05a 840 O.FHP L.FHP fir: a bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

M06 44U L.FHP O.FHP - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent

M07 L40 SM. FHP O.FHP materi a1 or by the underlyi ng bed rock.
- soils are generally n~derately well drained al thou<]h

3910 there are areas affected by the downslope, subsurface
seepage.

MESS ITER MTl 9610 BR. GL Shuswap Interior 365-1525 - landfonn varies fran rolling hillsides to steep valley
slopes with gradients generally between 5 and 60%.

MTla 3680 BR.GL Highlands - F western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated wi th areas

MB 6140 BR.GL O.HFP - western red or gneiss, granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite
bedrock.

MBa 2930 BR.GL O.HFP cedar: a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 120 em

MT5 193LO BR.GL LBR.GL by the Bt horizon, the strongly, canpact, slowly
pervious parent material or the underlyi ng bed rock.

MT5a 540U BR.GL LBR. GL - soil s are generally well drained or are affected by
downslope, subsurface seepage.

MT6 410U LBR.GL BR.GL - although the soil development is daninantly Brunisolic
Gray Luvisol, Degraded Dystric Brunisol development

5118U also occurs.
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PRINCE PEl 40 Dli.EB Shuswap Interior 610-1035 - landfonn consists of steeply sl opi ng valley walls with
gradients as low as 15% but usually greater than 30%.

Highlands - G western hemlock - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of basalt

- western red bedrock.
- reaction varies frOO1 a neutral solum to an al kal i ne,

cedar: a strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually less than 80 cm restricted by

the depth of the strongly cal careous parent material.
- the soil s are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained.

PUI:EASHUN PHI 840 O.OYB Shuswap Interior 425-1065 - landfonn consists of undulating terraces having steep
embankments wi th slopes generally less than 10% except

PH1a 180 O.DYB Highlands - F western hemlock for. the embankments lItlich have slopes between 30 and
60%.

PH2 320 O.DYB O.EB - western red - deposits of sandy alluvi al materials, varying in the
amount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

PH3 60 O.OYB O.HFP cedar: a located in areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite or
qua rtz monzonite bed rock.

PH4 280 O.DYB O.R - reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

PH4a 970 O.OYB O.R about 150 cm.
- the soils are generally single graina:! in structure,

2650 coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained although
there are areas affected by impeded drainage.

RAYONIER RA1 8570 SP.F Selkirk Subalpine 1220-1980 - landfonn is flat, depressional or undulating wi th
slopes generally less than 5%.

Mountains and Engelmann - deposits of undecOO1posed organic material, cOO1monly
derived largely frOO1 mosses, located in areas of most

Shuswap spruce - alpine bedrock types.
- reaction is acid.

Highlands - fir: a - rooting depth is restricted to usually less than 50 cm
by the high water table. ,

B, E, H - soils are very poorly drained.
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RULINU RlJ1a 90 PZ. GL Shuswap Interior 70U-1525 - landfonn varies from rolling hillsides to steep valley
slopes with gradients generally between 10 and 60%.

RD2 720 PZ.GL BR.GL Highlands - H western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly locm or
gravelly sandy loam in texture, are associated with

RlJ3 66U PZ.GL LU.HFP - western red areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist
bedrock.

R03a 410 PZ.GL LU.HFP cedar: a - reaction varies from an acid solum to an alkaline,
strongly cal careous parent material.

RlJ5 273U PZ.GL LPZ. GL - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the Bt horizon, the moderately compact, calcareous,

RD6 5UU LPZ. GL PZ.GL slowly pervious parent material or the underlying
bedrock.

511U - soils are generally moderately well drained.

RENNIE REI 44U O.R Shuswap Interior 550- 610 - landfonn consists of undulating to rolling floodplain
terraces with slopes generally less than 15%.

REIa 24U O.R Hi ghl ands - I Douglas-fir: - deposits of silt loam or fine sandy locm alluvial
material s overlyi ng sand alluvi al materials located in

611U a and b areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist
bedrock.

- reaction in the strongly cal careous parent material is
al kal i ne.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the water
tab 1e.

- the soils are usually porous, moderately pervious and
well drained although there are areas affected by
impeded dra i nage.

RATCHFUKlJ RF1 8BU O.HFP Monashee Subalpine 1370-1980 - landfonn consi sts of steep mountainous slopes wi th
gradients as low as 15% but generally greater than 30%.

RF5 6590 O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - D Engelmann - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy lOaf;]
in texture, are associ ated wit h areas of gnei ss,

RF5a 92U O.HFP L.HFP spruce - alpine granite, granodiorite, or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id •

RF6 3823U L.HFP O.HFP fir: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the underlyi ng bed rock.

RFba 15UU L.HFP O.HFP - the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drai ned.

4B120
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RUOOUCK RK1 14UU O. HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1220-1675 - landform consists of steep mountainous slopes with
gradients predaninantly greater than 30%.

RK5 750U O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - B mountain - the colluvial materi al s, generally gravelly sandy 10<111
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schist,

RK6 277UU L.HFP O.HFP hemlock quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock. '
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

366UO - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the underlying bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervi ous and
usually well drained.

~
~

RAIL RLl 17U TY.M Shuswap Interior 365- 915 - landform is flat, depressional or undulating with
western hemlock slopes generally less than 5%.

Highlands - - western red I -.deposits of organic material at an intermediate stage
cedar: a of decanposition located in areas of basalt, phyllite,

G, H, I limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
Interior Doug- - reaction is acid.
1as fi r: a and - rooting depth is restricted to usually less than 50 em
b by the high water table.

- soils are very poorly drained.

RUSERIM RM3 50 O.EB BR.GL Shuswap Interior 455-1370 - landform consists of steeply sloping valley wall s wi th
gradients generally between 15 and 60%.

RM5 67U O.EB L.EB Highlands - H western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy 10(1;1
or gravelly 10<111 in texture, are associated wi th areas

720 - western red of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schi st ·bedrock.
- reaction varies fran a neutral solum to an alkaline,

cedar: a strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 80 em

by the moderately canpact, cal careous, slowly pervious
parent material or by the underlyi ng bed rock.

- soils are generally well drained.

RUCK UUTCRUP RU 1723lJU all areas all zones all el e- - areas yenerally having less than 10 cm of so il or
organic materi a1 overlyi ng bed rock and in most

vat ions instances the bedrock is exposed.
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REMILLARU RRI 480 O. HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1370-1980 - landfonn consists of steep roountainous slopes with
gradients generally between 10 and 60%.

RR5 7B40 O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - B Engelmann - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of slate, schi st,

RR6 2320 L. HFP O.HFP spruce - a1pi ne quartzite, granite, or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.

10640 fi r; a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent
material or by the underlyi ng bed rock.

- soil s are generally rooderately well drained.

RUTTACHER RT2 210 O. HFP DG.DYB Shuswap Interior 1005-1525 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls wi th
gradients generally greater than 30%.

RT5 2320 O. HFP L.HFP High1 ands - H western her.llock - the colluvial materi a1 s, generally gravelly sandy loam
or gravelly loam in texture, are associated with areas

2530 - western red of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral, weakly

cedar; a cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlying
bed rock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

SNOOKWA SAl 47BO O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1830 - landfonn varies fran rolli ng plateaus to steep
mountainous slopes wi th gradi ents generally between 10

SAla 11060 O. HFP Hi ghl ands - E Engelmann and 60%.
- the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam

SA2a 130 O.HFP BR.GL spruce - al pi ne in texture, are associated wi th areas of gneiss,
granite, granodiorite or quartz roonzonite bedrock.

SA5 1B63U O.HFP L.HFP fir; a - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm

SA5a 27870 O.HFP L.HFP by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent
materi al or by the underlyi ng bedrock.

SA6 11080 L.HFP O.HFP - soils are generally rooderately well drained although
there are areas affected by impeded drainage or by

SMa 3B40 L.HFP O.HFP downslope, subsurface seepage.

77390
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STUBBS SB1 520 O.HFP Selkirk Interior 455-1525 - landfonn consists of steep roountainous slopes with
gradients generally between 15 and 60%.

SB5 2420 O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - C western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated wi th areas of gneiss,

SB5a 470 O.HFP L.HFf' - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz roonzorfite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.

SB6 880 L. HFP O. HFP cedar: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strong ly compact, slowly pervious parent

4290 materi al or by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- soils are generally rooderately well drained.

SAI~LlFOI<U SUla 230 O.FHP Selkirk Subalpine 1830-2285 - landfonn consists of steep roountainous slopes with
gradients generally between 15 and 60%.

505 156U O.FHP L.FHP Mountains - B Engelmann - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loam
- I in texture, are associated wi th areas of sl ate, schi st,

506 454U L. FHP O.FHP spruce - a1pi ne quartzite, granite or limestone bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and pa rent materi al is ac id.

6330 fir: b - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the underlying bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

- although the soil development is dominantly Orthic
Humo-~erric Podzol, Sombric Hurno-Ferric Podzol deve1op-
ment occurs in treeless areas.

STI<UTHERS SE1 148U O.EB Shuswap Interior 580-1280 - landfonn varies from rolling terraces to steep valley
sl opes \~i th gradi ents generally between 5 and 60%.

SE3 167U O.EB O.OYB Highlands - I Douglas-fir: a - deposits of very gravelly sand and i nterstrat ifi ed
sand fluvioglacial materi al s are located in areas of

SEJa 470 O.EB O.OYB phyll i te, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies from a generally neutral solum to an

3620 alkaline, strongly cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 cm unless it is restricted by the strongly
cal careous parent material.

- the soils are generally single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained.
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SAUFF SFl 4640 O.OYB Shuswap Interior 425-1370 - landform varies fran rolling hillsides to steep valley
slopes l'lith gradients generally between 5 and 60%.

SFla 260 O.OYB Highlands - H western hemlock - deposits of sandy fluvioglacial materials, varying in
the amoung and size of the coarse fragment content, are

SFL 1920 O.OYB O.EB - western red located in areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or
schi st bed rock.

SUa 640 O.OYB O.EB cedar: a - reaction varies fran an acid solum to an al kal i ne,
strong ly cal careous pa rent rna teri al •

SF3 2130 O.OYB O.HFP - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 150 em.

SF3a 140 O.OYB O.HFP - the soils are generally single grained in structure,
coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained although

9730 there are some areas affected by downslope, subsurface
seepage.

SASKUM SKI 170 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1890-2195 - landform consists of rolling plateaus with slopes
generally between 10 and 30%.

SK6 100 L.HFP O.HFP Highlands - E Engelmann - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

270 spruce - alpine granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ae id.

fir: b - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the strongly compact, slowly pervious parent
material or by the underlyi ng bedrock.

- soils are generally moderately well drained.
- although the so il development is dominantly Orthie

Humo-Ferric Podzol, Sanbric Humo-Ferric Podzol develop-
ment occurs in treeless area~

SPI LLMAI~ SLL 50 O.HFP OG.OYB Shuswap Interior 1220-1675 - landform consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients as low as 15% but is usually greater than

SL5 840 O.HFP L.HFP Highlands - H western hemlock 30%.
- the colluvi al materials, generally gravelly sandy loam

SL6 900 L. HFP O.HFP - western red or gravelly loam in texture, are associated lfith areas
of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.

1790 cedar: b - reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral, weakly
cal careous parent material.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 em unl ess it is restricted by the underlyi ng
bed rock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderatel y pervious and
usually well drai ned.
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SAMATUSUM SMI 2450 O.HFP Monashee Interior 1220-1675 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls wi th
gradients generally between 10 and 60%.

SMla 511U O.HFP t10unta i ns and western hemlock - the ba sal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associ ated wi th areas of gnei ss,

SM2 860 O.HFP BR.GL Shuswap - ~estern red granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

SM2a 360 O.HFP BR.GL Highlands - E cedar: b - rooting depth is usually restricted to less'than 100 em
by the strongly COO1paCt, slowly pervious parent

SM5 8760 O.HFP L.HFP materi al or by the underlyi ng bed rock.
- soils are generally moderately well drained although

SM5a 2050 O.HFP L.HFP some areas are imperfectly draine:! or are affected by
downslope, subsurface seepage.

SM6 5190 L. HFP O.HFP

SM6a 32U L.HFP O.HFP

25100

SORCERER 501 7620 O.R Sel ki rk Alpine tundra 1830-3050 - 1andfonn consi sts of lateral and tenni nal morai nal
ridges with slopes usually greater than 30%.

S04 610 O.R SM.HFP Mountains - B - the recent morainal depos its, generally boul dery,
gravelly sandy loam or bouldery gravelly silty clay

S05 160 O.R L.R loam in texture and associate:! sandy or very gravelly
sand frontal fluvioglacial deposits are mainly derived

8390 from slate, schist, quartzite, granite or limestone
bedrock.

- reaction in the parent material varies frOO1 acid to
neutral.

- the soil s are loose, porous, moderately pervi ous and
well drai ned, and l'I1ere vegetate:! allow for
unrestricted rooting depths.

STUKEMAPTEN SP1 1320 O.DYB Shuswap Interior 365-1160 - landfonn consists of moderately sloping fans located in
the valley bottom with gradients usually between 5 and

SPla 400 O.DYB Highlands - F western hemlock 30%.
- deposits of sand or sandy loam alluvial fan materials,

SP3 37U O.DYB O.HFP - western red varying in the amount and size of the coarse fragment
content, are located in areas of gneiss, granite,

SP3a 410 O.DYB O.HFP cedar: a granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id •

SP4 1150 O.DYB O.R - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 150 cm.

3650 - the soils are generally single graine:! in struct ure,
stratified, coherent, moderately pervious and \'Ie 11
drained although there are some areas affected by
downslope, subsurface seepage.
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SUCCOUR SRI 50 Dli.EB Shuswap Interior 550- 610 - landfonn varies fran undulating or rolling terraces to
steep slopes with gradients generally ranging between 2

Hi ghl ands - I Douglas-fi r: b and 30~.

- deposits of sandy fluvioglacial materials, varying in
the amount and si ze of the coarse fragment content, are
located in areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or
schi st bedrock.

- reaction varies fran a neutral so 1um to an a1ka1i ne,
strongly calcareous parent material.

- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 150 cm unless it is restricted by the strongly
calcareous parent material.

- the soils are generally single grained in structure,
coherent and rapidly drained.

SOARlJS SSl 100 SM. HFP Monashee Al pi ne tundra 1830-2745 - landfonn consists of steep mountainous slopes with
gradients as low as 1~ but usually greater than 3~.

SS5 80130 SM.HFP LSM. HFP and Selkirk - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are mainly derived from gneiss, granite,

SS6 140 LSM. HFP SM. HFP Mountains - granodi orite or quartz monzonite bed rock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is dC id.

13320 D, C - rooting depth for the alpine vegetation is usually
restricted to about 50 cm by the underlyi ng bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually well drained.

SUI~SET STl 132130 O.HFP Monashee Interior 565-1525 - landfonn varies from rolling terrain to steep valley
slopes with gradients generally between 10 and 60~.

STla 5540 O.HFP Mountains and western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

S12 2090 O.HFP BR.GL Shuswap - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz nnnzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

S12a 740 O.HFP BR.GL Highlands - E cedar: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent

ST5 12600 O. HFP L.HFP material or by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- soil s are generally moderately well drained al though

ST5a 3640 O.HFP L.HFP some areas are affected by downslope, subsurface
seepage.

ST6 6080 L.HFP O.HFP

38970
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SPECTRUM SUl- 3130 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1890 - landfonn consi sts of gently to strongly rolling slopes
and steep anbankments with gradi ents generally between

SUla bl0 O.HFP Highlands - H Engelmann 5 and 30% except for the anbankments which have slopes
up to 60%.

SU2 170 O.HFP DG.DYB spruce - a1pi ne - deposits of sandy fluvioglacial materials, varying in
the amount and si ze of the coarse fragment content, are

SU2a 630 O.HFP DG.DYB fir: a located in areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or
sch i st bed rock.

SU4 460 O.HFP SM.HFP - reaction of the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extehds to

SU5 230 O. HFP L.HFP about 150 cm.
- the soils are generally single graine::! in structure,

SU7 150 SM. HFP O.HFP coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly draine::! although
there are areas affected by impeded drainage.

5380

SAWTOOTH SW6 280 LSM.HFP SM.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1830-2135 - landfonn varies from rolling plateaus to steep
mountainous slopes with gradi ents generally between 15

Highlands - H Engelmann and 60%.

I
- the colluvial materials, generally gravelly loam or

spruce - alpine gravelly sandy loam in texture, are associated with
areas of phyll ite, 1imestone, greenstone or schi st

fir: b bedrock.
- reaction of the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em

by the underlying bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained.
- although the soil development is dominantly Sombric

Humo-Ferric Podzol, Orthic Hum-Ferric Podzol develop-
ment occurs in treed areas.

SYMONLJ SYl 290 BR.GL Rocky Interior 760-1370 - landfonn consists of steep muntainous slopes with
gradients generally between 15 and 60%.

SY5 460 BR.GL LBR.GL Mountain western hem1ock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of limestone,

750 Trench - A - western red quartzite, slate or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies from an acid solum to a neutral or

cedar: a al kal i ne, cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm

by the Bt horizon, the strongly compact, slowly
pervious parent material or the underlying bedrock.

- soil s are generally well draine::!.
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iANliIER TEl 320 O.HFP Monashee Suba1pi ne 1220-1675 - landfonn consists of steep mountainous slopes with
gradients generally between 10 and 601.

TEla 54U O.HFP Mountains - D mountain - the basal till depos its, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with and located in areas of

TE5 720U O.HFP L.HFP hemlock gneiss, granite, granodiorite, or quartz monzonite
bedrock.

TE5a 102U O.HFP L.HFP - reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm

TE6 184U L. HFP O.HFP by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent
materi a1 or by the underlyi ng bed rock.

10920 - soils are generally moderately well drained although
some areas are affected by impeded drainage or by
downslope, subsurface seepage.

TlJMTUM TM1 8300 DU.HFP Monashee Interior 455-1525 - landfonn consi sts of steep mountainous slopes wi th
gradients generally between 15 and 601.

TMla 52£0 DU. HFP Mountains - D western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with the areas of gneiss,

TM5 6560 DU. HFP LDU.HFP - western red granite, granodiorite o.r quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id .

TM5a 125U DU. HFP LUU.HFP cedar: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly conpact, slowly pervious subsoil or by

TM6 200 LUU.HFP DU. HFP the underlyi ng bedrock.
- soil s are generally moderately well drai ned al though

21530 there ate areas affected by downslope, subsurface
seepage.

TSUlUS TS1 260 O.HFP Shuswap Interior 1005-1525 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients generally between 15 and 60%.

TSla 940 O.HFP Highlands - H western hemlock - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loam,
gravelly loam or gravelly silt loam in texture, are

TS4 360 O.HFP S'l.HFP - western red associ ated wi th areas of phyll i teo 1imestone, green-
stone or schist bedrock.

TS5 1840 O.HFP L.HFP cedar: a - reaction varies fron an acid solum to a neutral. weakly
calcareous subsoil.

3400 - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 cm
by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent
material or by the underlyi ng bedrock.

- soils are generally moderately well drained although
some areas are affected by downslope, subsurface
seepage.
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TR IlJE NT TTl 17U O.HFP Monashee Subalpine 1370-1980 - landform consists of steep lOOuntainous slopes with
gradi ents generally between 15 and 60%.

TTla 640 O.HFP Mountains - D Engelmann - the basal till deposits. generally gravelly sandy 10CJ11
in texture. are associ ated wi th areas of gnei ss,

TT5 3810 O.HFP L.HFP spruce - alpine granite. granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

TT5a 2720 O.HFP L.HFP fir: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the strongly canpact. slowly pervious parerft

TT6 596U L.HFP O.HFP material or by the lJ1derlyi ng bedrock.
- soils are generally moderately "*!ll drained although

TT6a 26U L.HFP O.HFP there are areas affected by impeded drainage.

13560

TSIKUSTUM TW1 980 O.HFP Shuswap Interior 1220-1675 - landform consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
gradients generally between 10 and 60%.

TW2 610 O.HFP BR.GL Highlands - H western hemlock - the basal till deposits. generally gravelly 10CJ11 or
gravelly sandy 10CJ11 in texture, are associated with

TW5 1120 O.HFP l.HFP - western red
,

areas of phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schi st
bedrock.

TW6 260 L.HFP O.HFP cedar: b - reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral, "*!akly
cal careous parent material.

297U - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious subsoil or by
the underlyi ng bedrock.

- soils are generally IOOderately "*!ll drained.

TRUPHY TYl 6290 O.R Monashee and Alpine tundra 1675-2745 - landform consi sts of lateral and termainal morainal
ridges wi th slopes. generally greater than 30%.

TY4 16U O.R O.HFP Selkirk - the recent morainal deposits, generally bouldery,
gravelly sandy loam in texture, are mainty derived fran

6450 Mountains - gneiss, granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite
bedrock.

D, C - reaction in the pa rent materi al is acid.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained, and lII1ere vegetated allow for
unrestricted rooting depth.
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VERMELIN VNl 2650 OG.OYB Shuswap Interior 365-1525 - landfonn consists of steeply sloping valley walls with
grad i ents as low as 10% but usually greater than 30%.

VNla 1310 OG.OYB Highlands - F western hemlock - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy lOilll
in texture, are associated with areas of gneiss,

VN2 450 OG.OYB OG.EB - western red granite, granodiorite or quartz monzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

VN3 2720 OG.OYB O.HFP cedar: a - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 120 cm unless it is restricted by the underlying

VN3a 2160 OG.OYB O.HFP bedrock.. - the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
VN5 11280 OG.OYB LOG.OYB usually well drained although there are some areas

affected by downslope, subsurface seepage.
VN5a 580 OG.OYB LOG.OYB

VN6 18280 LOG.OYB OG.OYB

39430

WEBB WBI 90 O.R Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1370 - landfonn consi sts of steep, tal us fan or apron slopes
with gradients generally greater than 60%.

Highlands - I Engelmann - the colluvial materials, generally rubbly, gravelly
loamy sand in texture, are associated with areas of

spruce - alpine phyllite, limestone, greenstone or schist bedrock.
- reaction of the parent material is neutral.

fir: c and a· - rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to
~

beyond 120 cm but the ground surface available for
vegetative growth is restricted by the large blocks of
rock.

- the soil s are loose, porous, rapidly pervious and
rapidly drained.

WARWICK WCl 150 O.R Rocky Alpine tundra 1675-2440 - landfonn consists of steep talus fan or apron slopes
with gradients generally greater than 60%.

Mountains - A - the colluvi al materi al s, generally rubb ly, gravelly
loamy sand in texture, are mainly derived fran lime-
stone, quartzite, sl ate or schi st bedrock.

- reaction in the calcareous parent material varies fran
neutral to alkaline.

- usually these materials are unvegetated and if vegeta-
tion is established the rooting depth is usually
unrestricted although the ground surface avail able for
vegetative growth is restricted by the large blocks of
rock.

- t he so il s are loose, porous, rapidly pervious and
rapidly drained.
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WOLFENDEN WD1 10390 O.HFP Monashee Interior 565-1370 - landfonn varies fran rolling terraces to steep valley
slopes wi th gradi ents generally between 5 and 30%.

WD1a 2830 O.HFP Mountains and western hemlock - deposits of sandy fluvioglacial material s, varyi ng in
the amount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

WD2 412U O.HFP DG.DYB Shuswap - western red located in areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite or
quartz monzonite bedrock.

17340 Highlands - E cedar: a - reaction of the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends, to

about 150 cm.
- the soils are generally single grained in structure,

coherent, rapidly pervious and rapidly drained,
although some areas are imperfectly drained or are
affected by downslope, subsurface seepage.

WHITERUSE WE6 70 L.HFP O.HFP Rocky Subalpine 1370-1675 - landfonn consists of steep mountainous slopes wi th
gradients generally greater than 30%.

Mountains - A Engelmann - the colluvial materials, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of limestone,

spruce - alpine , quartzite, slate or schist bedrock.
'- reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral or

fir: a alkaline, calcareous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually restricted to 17ss than 100 cm

by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- the soil s are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained.

WHIRLPOOL WH5 10 SM. HFP LSM. HFP Rocky Alpine tundra 1675-2440 - landfonn consists of steep mountainous slopes wi th
grad i ents generally greater than 30%.

WH6 27U LSM. HFP SM.HFP Mountains - A - the colluvial materials, generally gravell.)' sandy loam
in texture, are mainly derived fran limestone, quart-

280 zi te, sl ate or schi st bedrock.
- reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral or

alkaline, calcareous parent material.
- rooting depth for the alpine vegetation is usually

restricted to about 50 cm by the underlyi ng bedrock.
- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and

usually well drained.
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WAI3RON WN1 1450 O.HFP Monashee Interior 565-1370 - 1andfonn consi sts of rroderatel y sl opi ng fans located in
the valley bottom with gradients generally less than

WNla 1900 O.HFP Mountains and western hemlock 30%.
- deposits of sand or sandy loam alluvial fan material,

WN2 820 O. HFP DG.DYB Shuswap - western red varying in the amount and size of the coarse fragment
content, are located in areas of gneiss, granite,

WN4 1020 O.HFP O.R Highlands - E cedar: a granodiorite or quartz rronzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.

WN4a 580 O.HFP O.R - rooting depth. is usually unrestricted and extends to
about 150 cm.

5770 - the soils are generally single grained in structure,
layered, coherent, moderately pervious and \<Ell drained
although there are areas affected by impeded drainage
and by downslope, subsurface seepage.

WHATSHAN WS5 610 O.HFP Selkirk Subalpine 1370-1675 - 1andfonn consists of steep rrountainous slopes with
grad i ents generally between 15 and 60%.

WS5a 610 O.HFP L.HFP Mountains - C Engelmann - the basal till deposits, generally gravelly sandy loilll
in texture, are associated wi th areas of gneiss,

WS6 150 L.HFP O.HFP spruce - alpine granite, granodiorite or quartz rronzonite bedrock.
- reaction in the solum and parent material is ac id.

1370 fir: a - rooting depth is usually restricted to less than 100 em
by the strongly canpact, slowly pervious parent
materi a1 or by the under1yi ng bedrock.

- soils are generally moderately well drained although
there are areas that are imperfectly drained.

WAITAI3IT WT5 70 SM. HFP LSM. HFP Rocky Suba1pi ne 1370-1675 - landfonn consists of steep avalanche path slopes wi th
gradi ents generally greater than 30%.

Mountains - A Engelmann - the colluvial material s, generally gravelly sandy loam
in texture, are associated with areas of limestone,

spruce - alpine quartzite, slate or schist bedrock.
- reaction varies fran an acid solum to a neutral or

fir: a a1 ka1 ine, cal careous parent material.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm un 1ess it is restr icted by the under1yi ng
bedrock.

- the soils are loose, porous, moderately pervious and
usually \<Ell drai ned.

- the surface horizon (Ah) of the solum consists of an
organic enriched layer derived fran lush deciduous and
herbaceous vegetation.
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WARSAW WW1 6330 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1830 - landfonn consists of gently to strongly rolling slope s
with gradients generally between 5 and 30%.

WW1a 3770 O.HFP Highlands - E Engelmann - deposits of sandy fluviog1acia1 materials. varying in
the amount and size of the coarse fragment content, are

WW2 190 O. HFP DG.DYB spruce - alpine located in areas of gneiss. granite. granodiorite or
quartz monzonite bedrock.

10290 fir; a - reaction of the solum and parent material is ac id.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 cm.
- the soils are generally single grained in structure.

coherent and rapidly drained although there are areas
affected by impeded drai nage.

WOOLSEY loin 1040 O.HFP Monashee Interior 565- 915 - landfonn consists cf undulating terraces having steep
embankments with slopes generally less than 10% except

WY4 340 O.HFP O.R Mountains and western hemlock for the embankments l<Ihich have slopes between 30 and
60%.

1380 Shuswap - western red - deposits of sandy alluvial materials, varying in the
amount and si ze of the coarse fr agment content, located

Highlands - E cedar; a in areas of gneiss, granite, granodiorite or quartz
monzonite bedrock.

- reaction in the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 150 cm.
- the soils are generally single grained in structure.

coherent. rapidly pervious and rapidly drained.

YEOWARD YW1 290 O.HFP Shuswap Subalpine 1220-1830 - 1andfonn vari es frOO1 roll i ng p1 ateaus to steep
mountainous slopes with gradients as low as 10% but

YW5 6900 O.HFP L.HFP Highlands - H Engelmann usually greater than 30%. ,
- the colluvial rn3teria1s, generally gravelly sandy 10cm

YW6 6900 L.HFP O.HFP spruce - a1 pi ne or gravelly 10(111 in texture, are associ ated wi th areas
of phyllite, limestone. greenstone or schist bedrock.

14090 fir; a - reaction of the solum and parent material is acid.
- rooting depth is usually unrestricted and extends to

about 120 cm un1 ess it is restricted by the under1yi ng
bedrock.

- the soil s are loose, porous, moderately pervi ous and
usually well drained.
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CHAPTER THREE

INTERPRETATIONS

3.1 INTROUuCTION

The purpose of the Interpretations Chapter is to make the use

of soils and terrain information faster and more convenient. Soil

interpretations, which relate soil, terrain, climate, and/or

veyetation characteristics to specific uses based on their

suitabilities or limitations, are predictions about the behaviour

of soils subjected to these uses. They usually pertain to the soil

and terrain as a whole and not to the individual properties and

\jua1it i es.

Soils and terrain, being primary resources, vary in their type

of suitabilities or limitations due to the compleXity of the

landscape. The attributes of these primary resources should be

considered ~.1len undertaking land use planning. Additional soil and

terrain surveys may be necessary in situations where information

necessary for planning or management is not available.

The soil associations described in this report have been

interpreted for agricultural, engineeriny, forestry and

recreational uses. The methods used for the interpretations have

been obtained from other reports and are referenced in the

appropriate section. Other factors, such as economic and social

considerations, may also be required to implement or otherwise

utilize some of the interpretations made. It must be stressed that

since this survey is of a reconnaissance nature, the interpretative

ratinys are also based on a broad scale, and therefore are only

suitable as an overview \\41en used as an input into the planning

process, and are not intended to be appl ied at the site specific

1eve1-

When using soil interpretative ratings, the following must be

considered:

1. Interpretations do not el iminate the need for on-site

evaluations by qualified professionals.

Z. The interpretations consider only those parameters impl icit in

the definition of each soil association. Other limitations

that may exist were not considered.

3. When applying the interpretations to a designated map area, the

user must understand that, because of the variabil ity in the

landscape, inclusions of unmappable (due to scale) soils may be

present.

4. Severe soil ratings do not necessarily imply that a site cannot

be chanyed to remove, correct or modify the soil 1imitations.

The use of the soils rated 'severe' depends on the kind of

1imitations, whether or not the soil 1imitation can be altered

successfully and economically, and the scarcity of good sites.

5. Methods or criteria used to interpret soils for most uses are

an approximation based on current inforination available. Users

are encouraged to modi fy or change these methods when further

experience or informat i on warrants it.
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3.L AGRICULTURE INTERPRETATIONS

3.2.1 Introduction

Very little of the land in the Seymour Arm map area is

sui table for ayricul tural purposes because of the extensi ve amount

of mountainous terrain. Under present agricultural practices, less

than 1.5 percent of the area is suitable for gro\~ing agricultural

crops according to area determinations and reported in E.L.U.C.

Secretariat and B.C. Department of Agriculture (1976). Suitable

areas occur mainly on fluvial deposits in the valley bottoms of the

North Thompson Valley west of Avola, the lower Barriere River,

Si llIi1ax Creek, Fadear Creek, the north end of Mams Lake, Seymour

Arm and the Colulnbia River Valley.

3.2.2 Soil Capability Classification for Agriculture

The soil capability for agriculture classification is based on

the climate and soil characteristics, and their limitations, and on

the range of regionally suited crops that can be grown. Good

management pract ices are assumed. Di stance to markets, ki nd of

roads, location, size of farms, characteristics of lard ownership

and cultural patterns, and the skill or resources of individual

operators are not criteria for capability groupings.

The mapping fur tile Soil Capabil ity for Agriculture maps,

I/hicil follow the Canada Land Inventory (1965) and Runka (1973)

procedures, \~a~ based 011 field examination of all accessible areas

and air photu interpretation for inaccessible areas. The

ayriculture cl il,late rati ngs as outl ined by the Canada Land
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Inventory (191£), which were produced for the western half of the

area by the Cl imatol ogy Section of the Resource Analysi s Branch,

are available in map form frCJll the Librarian, Resource Analysis

~ranch, and are used as the basic soil capability for agriculture

ratings. If there were no soil limiting factors, the rating stayed

at the same level as the agriculture climate rating, but if there

were soil limiting factors, the ratings were 10~lered the necessary

number of classes depending on the severity of the soil limiting

factors. Manuscript Soil Capability for Agriculture maps for

82MjSE, SW, HE and NW with the associated reports W1ich give a

sUlnr,lary of tile relationship between soils and capability are

available from the Librarian, Resource Analysis Branch, Ministry of

Environment, Parl iament ~uildings, Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4.

These maps are currently being published in Ottawa and will be

available for distribution.

At present, the main agricultural enterprise of the area is

the raising of beef cattle, with associated forage crop

production. Some of the alpine and krulT1T1holz areas as well as some

low elevation'forested sites are suitable for extensive grazing.

Table 6 lists the soil associations rated in the various

capability classes. A soil association may be rated in several

capabil ity cl asses because of variations in topographic and soil

features.



Table 6

Agriculture Soil Capability Classes for the Soil Associations

CLASSES
3, 2 and/or 1 CLASS 4 CLASS 5 CLASS 6A CLASS ff3 CLASS 7

Avis Argentine All amore All ie Adamant Rena i ni ng
Argonaut Argonaut Argent i ne Ang1emont Armour Soil
Byrd Creek Avis Argonaut Artisan Bi gmouth Associations
Dorrell Byrd Creek Artisan Brews ter Cand 1e
Duncan Creek Duncan Creek Byrd Creek Dorrell Ci nnenousen
Dunleavy Creek Dunleavy Dorre11 Dun1 eavy Copeland
Frog Frog Dragonfly Heathrow Frisby
Hemp Hemp Duncan Creek Hemp Keefer
Hupe1 Hobson Dunleavy Hobson Kostal
Ki rbyvi 11 e Hupe1 Frog Hooligan Lost
Kuskanax Ki rbyvil1 e Hemp Hupe1 Lupi ne
Kwikoit Kuskanax Hupe1 Kwi koit Mu1 ho 11 and
Li chen Kwi koit Kirbyville Laxity Ratchford
Mammoth Lichen Kuskanax McLure Reni11ard
McNomee Mar.moth Kwikoit McNomee Sandford
Pukeashun McNomee Laxity Messiter Saskum
Rennie Messiter McNomee Pukeashun Sawtooth
Sauff Pukeashun Murt1e Rail Spectrum
Struthers Sauff Pukeashun Rayonier Trident
Stukemapten Struthers Rennie Roserim Warsaw
Succour Stukemapten Roserim Sauff Yeoward

Wabron Sauff Strut hers
Woolsey Struthers Stukemapten

Stukemapten Succour
Succour Sunset
Wabron Verme1in
Wo1 fenden Wabron
Woolsey Wolfenden

A. Soil associations capable only of producing perennial forage crops at low elevations - predominantly extensive nati.ve grazing in forested areas.

B. Soil associations capable only of producing perennial forage crops (native grazing) in high elevation forests or alpine areas.
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3.3 ENGIllEERING INTERPRETATIONS

3.3.1 Introduction

The engi neeri n9 interpretat ion sect ion prov ides general i zed

information on the engineering properties of the soils in the

Seymour Arm f1lap area. Methodology for interpreti ng soil s for

engineering purposes was obtained fran the manuals provided by the

U.S. Department of Agriculture (1971) and The Asphalt Institute

(1969).

Before a particular soil is used as structural material or as

foundation upon which structures are built, the user should be

aware of its suitabil ity for the intended purpose. Due to the

broad scale of mapping, the val ue of engineering interpretations

and their app1icabil ity to specific sites is limited. However, the

soil maps serve as a useful aid in planning more detail ed field

investigations and forecasting the kinds of problems that may be

encountered. Some of the tenns used by the soil scientists may be

unfamiliar to the engineer or may be used in a different sense.

For clarification of the soil terms used, refer to Agriculture

Canada (1976).

3.3.2 Data Collection and Preparation

lJuring the field investigation, 47 engineering soil samples

Ilere obtained. The salllples varied in weight from 10 to 25 kg

dependin~ un their coarse fragl,lent content and were usually taken

from the parent material at a depth of a meter or more below

the soil surface. In the laboratory, the samples l.ere wet sieved
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using the following sieve sizes: 3.0, 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.75 and

0.37!:> inches and 4, 10, 20, 40, 60, 140 and 200 mesh. From the

portion of the sample passing the 40 mesh, the Atterberg 1imits

(plastic limit, liquid limit and plasticity index) were determined.

The percentages of grain sizes passing each sieve size and the

Atterberg 1imi ts are avail ab1e upon request.

Tests for the liquid limit and plastic limit measure the

effect of water on the consistence of the soil material. As the

moisture content of a clayey soil is increased fran a dry state,

the material changes from a semi-sol id to a plastic state. If the

hloisture content is further increased, the material changes fran a

plastic to a liquid state. The plastic limit is the moisture

content at which the soil material changes fran the semi-sol id to

the p1asic state. Similarily, the liquid limit is the moisture

content at which the soil material changes fran the plastic to the

1iquid state. The plasticity index is the numerical difference

between the 1i quid 1imit arxl p1 ast ic 1imit. It indicates the range

of moisture content within which a soil material is plastic.

Coarse textured soils are usually nonplastic (NP).

The particle size distribution, Atterberg limits and organic

matter content of the sample permitted the sample to be classified

into the Unified and AASHO systems of soil classification. In the

Unified systen the soils are grouped into 15 classes. There are

eight classes of coarse yrained soils identified as GW, GP, GM, GC,

SW, SP, SM, and SC, six classes of fine grained soils t1.., CL, OL,

MH, CH, and OH, and one class of organic soils Pt. According to



Table 7

Engineering Test Data

Moisture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Cl assification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passing Diameter (mm) at
Retai ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liqui d
Association Horizon ( em) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Un ifi ed AASHO

All arnore Ae1+Bf 0- 20 21 6 sandy loam 45
Ae2 20- 75 13 4 loam 45
Ht 75-105 19 8 clay loam 45
C 105-180+ 19 9 clay loam 75 43 26 9 6 0.51 2.5 19 18 25 GP-GM A-I-a

Argentine Ae+Bf 0- 18 29 12 loamy sand 0
BC 18- 64 7 3 sand 40
C1 64-105 5 2 sand 70
C2 105-150+ 3 2 sand 70 35 20 12 4 0.25 3.8 19 NP NP GP A-I-a

Argentine Ae+Hhf+Hf 0- 20 44 21 loamy sand 0
BC 20- 70 24 6 sand 0
C1 70- 83 3 2 sand 0
C2 83-150+ 14 6 sand 0 100 100 90 37 0 0 0.13 NP NP SM A-4

Art i san Bm 0- 8 37 12 loam 15
Ae 8- 33 27 8 silty clay loam 15
Bt 33- 55 29 12 silty clay 15
BC 55- 70 31 9 clay loam 30
Cca 70- 83 25 6 loam 30
Ck 83+ 27 7 loam 30 83 70 34 30 0 0.09 1.4 21 32 SC A-2-6

Argonaut Ae+Hfc l 0- 14 16 7 loamy sand 0
Bfc2 14- 40 9 7 sand 0
BC 40- 72 3 2 sand 0
AB+C1 72-152 4 3 sand 0
C2 152-180+ 4 2 sand 0 100 100 54 1 0.23 0.31 0.46 NP NP SP A-3
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Table 7 (Conto)

Moi sture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Classification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passi ng Diameter (mm) at
Reta i ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passi ng

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Li qui d
Association Horizon ( cm) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Unified AASHO

Bigmouth Ae+Bf1 0-10 32 14 sandy loam 35
Bf2 10- 42 21 10 sandy loam 35 I

Bf] 42- 87 18 5 sandy loam 35
C 87-150 7 2 sandy loam 70 39 30 20 10 0.074 2.0 21 NP NP GW-SM A-1-a

Copel and 8hf2 6- 43 80 57 44 16 4 0.20 1.1 5.4 33 36 SW A-2-4

Copeland Ah 0- 14 53 43 loam 45
Bhf 14-. 26 45 19 fine sandy loam 45
Bf1 26- 46 28 15 fine sandy loam 45
Bf2 46- 80 19 9 sandy loam 45 63 55 28 17 0 0.47 8.2 NP NP SM A-2-4

Candle Ah1 0- 12 37 29 loam 45
Ah2 12- 30 27 17 sandy loam 45
Bf 30- 56 17 10 sandy loam 45
C 56-100 20 11 sandy loam 75 27 23 14 80.16 6.0 27 NP NP GP A-1-a

Cinnemousen Ae+Bhf+Bm 0- 21 28 14 sandy loam 40
BC 21- 42 15 10 sandy loam 40
C 42- 57 11 8 sandy loam 65 41 33 19 12 0.054 1.5 15 NP NP GW-GM A-1-a

Downie Ae+Bhf+Bf1 0- 25 37 19 sandy loam 45
Bf2 25- 50 23 ~ sandy loam 45 65 56 37 23 0 0.16 2.9 NP NP SM A-2-4

Fri sby Ah+Bhf 0-17 76 26 sandy loam 60
Bf 17-57 19 10 sandy loam 60
BC 57-88 14 5 sandy loam 60
C 88-125+ 16 5 sandy loam 60 50 37 17 6 0.17 1.1 10 NP NP GP-GM A-1-a
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Table 7 (Cont.)

Moisture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Classification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passing Di ameter (mm) at
Retai ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liquid
Association Horizon (cm) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (',I',) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Uni fied AASHO

Goldstrealn Ae+Bhf 0- 14 44 26 sandy loam 40
Bf 14- 35 49 29 sandy loam 40
BC 35- 80 14 3 sandy loam 40
CB !l0-100 14 3 sandy loam 40
C 100-150 13 2 sandy loam 70 42 30 18 11 0.070 2.0 15 NP NP GP-GM A-1-a

Gonnan Ahe 0- 11 53 30 loam 10
Bf1 11- 29 36 16 loam 35
BfZ 29- 51 24 8 loam 35
C 51-109+ 25 6 loam 60 48 40 23 10 0.074 0.84 9.5 NP NP GW-GM A-1-a

Holdich I\h 0- 20 30 19 sandy loam 40
Bf 20- 37 25 14 sandy loam 40
!lC 37- 52 11 5 sandy loam 40
C1 5Z-160 10 4 loamy sand 55
C2 160-185 4 2 loamy sand 55
C3 185-250+ 7 2 loamy sand 55 51 44 26 8 0.090 0.60 13 NP NP SP-SM A-1-a

Hobson Ae1+Bm 0- 14 38 16 sandy loam 40
AeZ 14- 31 17 7 sandy loam 40
Bt 31- 52 23 12 clay loam 40
BC 5Z- 82 20 13 clay loam 40
C 82-300+ 20 11 clay loam 40 68 59 48 36 0 0 2.4 18 22 SM A-4

Hobson Bm 0- 23 25 9 sandy loam 50
Ae 23- 70 14 4 sandy loam 50
Bt 70- 95 16 8 cl ay loam 50
BC 95-1Z0 15 4 loam 50
Cca+Ck 120-160+ 13 4 sandy loam 50 62 48 23 9 0.84- 0.68 4.3 NP NP SW-SM A-1-a
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Table 7 (Cont.)

Moi sture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Classification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passing Diameter (mm) at
Retai ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liquid
Association Horizon (cm) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Unifi ed AASHO

Hanakwa Ae+Bf1 0- 15 30 17 sandy loam 65
Bf2 15- 40 17 10 sandy loam 65
BC 40- 80 7 5 loamy sand 65
C 80-160+ 7 4 loamy sand 65 55 44 26 6 0.12 0.59 6.0 NP NP SP-SM A-1-a

Kwi koit Ae+Bm1 0- 18 21 12 loamy sand 0
Bm2 18- 36 9 7 sand 0 ,
BC 36- 54 6 4 sand 0
CB 54- 84 4 2 sand 0
C 84-200+ 3 2 sand 0 100 100 80 38 0 0 0.30 NP NP SM A-4

Kwi koit Bm 0- 23 7 4 sand 0
C1 23- 60 3 2 sand 0
C2 60- 85 2 1 sand 0
C3 85-160 2 1 sand 0
C4 160-190 2 1 sand 0 100 99 23 2 0.27 0.46 0.62 NP NP SP A-1-b
IIC 190+ 3 1 sand 70

Kostal Ae+Bhf1 0- 20 41 22 sandy loam 45
Bf+Bhf2 20- 56 26 13 sandy loam 45
C1 56-100 9 5 sandy loam 85
C2 100-200+ 17 8 sandy loam 85 28 15 10 6 0.42 6.4 34 NP NP GW-GM A-1-a

Ki rbyvi 11 e Ae+Bhf 0- 7 83 49 sandy loam 15
Bf 7- 27 76 37 sandy loam 15
BC 27- 86 20 5 fine sandy loam 15
C 86-120+ 21 4 fine sandy loam 35 74 66 54 34 0 0 0.95 NP NP SM A-2-4

Lichen Ah+Ae 0- 20 40 28 silt loam 0
Bt 20- 50 48 33 silty cl ay loam 0
BC 50- 70 46 33 si lt loam 0
C 70-300+ 53 35 silt loam 0 43 66
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Table 7 (Conto)

Moi sture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Llm. Classification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Pass ing Diameter (mm) at
Reta i ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liquid
Association Horizon (em) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limi t Unified AASHO

Lupine Ae+Bf1 0- 18 38 17 sandy loam 0
Bf2 18- 34 31 16 sandy loam 0
BC 34- 50 22 13 loam 0 I

C 50-140+ 23 15 loam 0 22 25

Laxity 13m 0- 16 22 10 sandy loam 70
Bmk 16- 42 15 6 sandy loam 70
Cca 42-100 22 10 loam 70
IICk 100-190+ 18 9 loam 70 39 28 21 16 0 2.4 18 19 20 GM A-2-4

Mornich Ae+Bf1 0- 28 24 13 sandy loam 50
Bf2 28- 60 11 6 sandy loam 50
IIBfc 60- 74 11 5 sandy loam 50
IIBCc 74- 93 9 4 sandy loam 50
IIC 93-135+ 7 2 sandy loam 50 55 50 27 11 0.061 0.55 8.4 NP NP SP-SM A-1-a

MaliTTloth C1 0-17 4 2 sand 0
C~ 17-38 10 2 sand 65
C3 38-100 2 1 sand 65
C4 100-125+ 2 1 sand 65 45 33 13 2 0.33 1.6 13 NP NP GP A-1-a

MauTTloth C 0-100+ 56 2 sand 60 56 39 13 2 0.32 2.1 5.6 NP NP SW A-1-a

McNomee Cn 0- 15 49 15 silt loam 0
Cgz+IICg 15- 32 58 18 silt loam 0
IIICg 32-102+ 48 9 silt loam 0 100 100 99 31 0 0 0.13 NP NP SM A-2-4

Mulholland Bhf 0- 23 43 25 loam 15
Bf 23- 38 33 22 sandy loam 15
BC 38- 53 21 14 sandy loam 60
C 53-150+ 10 3 loamy sand 60 52 41 19 8 0.12 0.96 7.6 NP NP SW-SM A-1-a
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Table 7 (Cont.)

Moi st ure Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Classificat 'on

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passing Diameter (mm) at
Retai ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liqui d
Association Hori zon (cm) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Unifi ed AASHO

Messiter . Ael+Bm 0- 20 24 9 sandy loam 40
Ae2 20- 61 11 6 loamy sand 40
Bt 61- 91 14 10 loam 40
lIC 91-300+ 5 3 sand 85 32 18 11 3 0.32 4.2 39 NP NP GW A-l-a

Mess iter Ae+Bm 0- 18 35 16 sandy loam 40
BC 18- 36 17 6 sandy loam 40
CB 36- 61 15 6 sandy loam 40
Cl+C2 61-120+ 16 7 sandy loam 75 58 28 17 11 0.074 2.1 5.9 . NP NP SP-SM A-l-a

Messiter Ae+Bm 0- 21 51 26 sandy loam 45
BC 21-- 62 15 5 sandy loam 45
Cl 62-117 12 5 sandy loam 90
C2 117-157 8 5 loamy sand 90 27 10 7 4 1.5 6.1 26 NP NP GP A-l-a

Messiter Ael+Bml 0- 18 13 6 sandy loam 35
Bm2 18- 37 14 4 sandy loam 35
Ae2 37- 60 9 3 sandy loam 35
Bt 60- 80 12 7 sandy cl ay loam 35
C 80-160+ 12 8 sandy clay loam 65 50 37 13 7 0.19 1.4 7.9 17 22 GW-GM A-l-a ,A-2-4

Snookwa Ae 0- 13 39 14 loamy sand 45
Ilhf+Bf 13- 46 24 13 sandy loam 45
Bfc 46- 60 23 20 sandy loam 45
BC+C 60-150+ 10 5 sandy loam 65 53 39 25 15 0 0.69 12 NP NP SM A-l-a

Snookwa Ahn 0- 16 61 32 silt loam 0
Ah92 16- 30 42 27 silt loam 0
Aheg 30- 39 27 18 loam 50
Cg 39-130+ 17 8 sandy loam 50 61 50 36 25 0 0.20 4.4 16 20 SM A-2-4

Sandford Bhf 0- 12 45 33 loam 55
C 12- 40 19 7 sandy loam 55 56 43 25 15 0 0.70 6.0 NP NP SM A-l-a
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Table 7 (Conto)

Moi sture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Classification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passing Diameter (mm) at
Retai ned at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liquid
Association Horizon (em) 0.33 bars 15 bars Soil Texture Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Unified AASHO

Sorcerer C 0-300+ 14 3 silty clay loam 60 53 52 32 23 0 0.30 3.8 NP NP SM A-2-4

Sorcerer C 0-300+ 2 1 sand 0 NP NP SP

Sorcerer C 0-300+ 11 3 sandy loam 25 NP NP

Sunset Ae+Bhf 0- 20 47 23 sandy loam 40
BC 20- 51 14 4 sandy loam 40
CB 51- 7B 12 3 sandy loam 40
C 78-150+ 8 3 loamy sand 40 52 42 24 9 0.11 0.76 7.9 NP NP SP-SM A-l-a

Sawtooth Ahl +Ah2 0- 21 36 23 sandy loam 0
Ah3 21- 36 35 22 sandy loam 0
Bf 36- 54 19 8 loam 0
C 54-117 19 6 loam 0 64 57 33 15 0.038 0.32 2.9 NP NP SP A-l-b ,A-2-4

Tangier Ae+Bf l+Bf2 0- 38 21 10 loam 45
BC 38- 61 15 8 sandy loam 65 ,
CB 61- 91 10 5 sandy loam 65
C 91-185+ 7 3 sandy loam 65 42 32 16 7 0.15 1.7 11 NP NP GW-GM A-l-a

Turntum Ae+Bf l 0- 31 21 13 sandy loam 0
Bf2 31- 43 42 25 sandy loam 0
Bf3 43- 68 19 11 sandy loam 0
IIBC 68- 98 12 4 sandy loam 45
IIBC+IIC 98-300+ 12 4 sandy loam 45 60 54 26 13 0 0.57 4.7 NP NP SM A-l-b ,A-2-4

Trophy C 0-300 80 69 58 32 12 0.056 0.37 2.5 NP NP SP-SM A-l-b ,A-2-4
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Table 7 (Cont.)

Moi sture Status Particle Size by Weight Atterberg Lim. Classification

Percent Water Field Est. Percent Passing Diameter (mm) at
Retained at of Coarse Mesh Percentage Passing

Soil Depth Fragments by Plastic Liquid
Association Horizon (cm) 0.33 bars 15 bars So il Text ure Volume (%) 4 10 40 200 10% 30% 60% Limit Limit Unifi ed AASHO

27 10 loam 40
,

Vermelin Ae+Bm 0- 33 sandy
C 33-400+ 3 2 sand 80 38 20 7 1 0.57 5.4 27 NP NP GW A-1-a

Wol fenden Bm1 0- 23 24 17 loamy sand 90
Bm2 23- 38 13 7 loamy sand 90
BC1+BC2 38-260 4 2 sand 90
Cq+Cc2 26U-306 4 2 sand 90
C 306+ 3 2 sand 90 29 13 4 1 1. 2 5.2 25 NP NP GP A-1-a

Wabron Ae+Bf 0-- 15 17 7 loamy sand 0
Bm 15- 33 10 2 loamy sand 0
C 33- 77 7 2 loamy sand 0
IIC 77-185+ 3 1 sand 35 75 67 35 7 0.12 0.36 1.3 NP NP SP-SM A-1-b ,A-2-4

Warsaw Ae+Bf1 +Bf2 0- 18 20 12 loamy sand 0
Bm 18- 47 7 5 sand 0
BC 47- 77 3 2 sand 0
C1 77 -103 3 2 sand 0
C2 103-126 3 2 sand 0
C3 126-15U+ 2 1 sand 0 93 89 59 4 O.ll 0.19 0.44 NP NP SP A-3

Yeoward Bhf1+Bhf2 0- 24 46 28 loam 10
Bf1 24- 42 46 30 loam 10
Bf2 42- 7U 32 20 loam 10
C 70-127 25 10 loam 10
IICc+IIC 127-180+ 22 7 sandy loam 40 67 60 25 II 0.062 0.60 2.2 NP NP SW-SM A-1-b ,A-2-4

Yeoward Ae 0- 13 23 8 sandy loam 60
Bf 13- 37 18 7 sandy loam 60
BC 37- 70 22 7 sandy loam 60
C 70-135 12 3 sandy loam 60 60 46 25 14 0 0.57 4.7 NP NP SM A-1-a ,A-2-4
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the ,american Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) system calculate the A.W.S.C. is listed in Table 7. Since the bulk

of soil classification, soils having approximately the same general

load-carrying capacity and service characteristics are grouped

together to fonn seven basic groups designated as A-I, A-2 and A-3

(granular materials), and A-4, A-5, A-6 and A-7 (silt-clay

densities ~re not measured, they were estimated in relation to

soil texture as shown in Tabl e 8.

Table 8

ma t er i a1s ) • Table 7 lists the pertinent information for Estimated bulk densities for various soil textures

determining the Unified and AASHO soil classifications. Further

i nformat ion concerni ng the Uni fi ed system and the compari son of the

Unified system with the AASHO system of soil classification may be

obtained from the Asphalt Institute (1969) or the U.S. Department

of Agriculture (1971).

The soil profil es Here a1 so samp1 ed for determi nat i on of the

available water storage capacity (A.W.S.C.). Sampling consisted of

taking a soil sample for each soil horizon that was about 15 cm

or more in thickness. The surface organic layer Vias not sampled.

Thi nner hori zons were combi ned wi th thi cker hori zons. Froo the

portion of the sarnp1e passing 6 mesh, the percentage of water

retained in the soil at the field capacity and at the permanent

I/i lti ng point was determined in the laboratory. The difference

betHeen the amount of water retained at field capacity and

permanent wilting point is the amount of water available to

plants. The A.W.S.C. of the horizon is determined by multiplying

the bulk density for the soil texture by the depth of the horizon

or horizons and by the amount of water available to the plants.

The answer wi 11 be in centimeters of water for that horizon. The

A.S.W.C. of the profile is then determined by summing the

Bul k Density Texture Bulk Density Texture

1.10 clay 1.40 sandy clay loam
1.15 silty clay 1.40 loam
1. 20 sandy clay 1. 45 fine sandy loam
1. 25 silty clay loam 1. 50 sandy loam
1. 30 clay loam 1. 55 loamy sand
1.35 silt 1.60 sand
1. 35 silt loam

3.3.3 Guide to the Engineering Interpretations

The engineering interpretations for the soil associations and

components are given in Table 9. All the soil associations are

1isted alphabetically according to their symbol. Soil associations

havi ng simil ar engi neeri ng i nterpretat ions to that of the

alphabetically listed soil association are grouped together with

that soil association. For example, the al phabetically 1i sted soil

association is A1lamore and the soil associations that have similar

engineering interpretations and are listed with Allamore are

Keefer, Mulholland and Tsikustum. Generally, for each group of

soil associations, interpretations ~ere made on three distinctions,

deep soils, shallow soils overlying bedrock, and soils affected by

excess seepage or hi gh water tables. Further on in Table 9, l'61en

soil association Keefer is reached, no interpretations are made at

centilneters of water for each horizon. The data necessary to that point, but a reference is made to see Allamore for the
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interpretations. The same is true for other soil associations

1i sted under All amore or any subsequent soil assoc i at ions l'kIere

interpretations have been made. Each group of soil associations

has been classified according to the Unified system, and the

appropriate symbol or symbol s that best represent the group of soil

associations have been listed. The symbols have been determined

for the soil associations sampled by "following the procedure

outlined by The Asphalt Institute (1969). In instances ~.tJere the

soil associations were not sampled and there is no available data,

the symbols were estimated.

The soil limitations for septic tank absorption fields,

shallow excavations, low dwelling foundations, local roads and

streets, and sewage layoons are indicated by the ratings slight,

moderate and severe. Interpretive tables used to assess limitation

ratings are found in U.S. Department of Agriculture's (1971) Guide

for Interpreting Engineering Uses of Soils. Slight soil limitation

is the rating given soils that have properties favourable for the

rated use. The degree of limitation is minor and can be overcome

easily. Good performance and low maintenance can be expected.

Moderate soil limitation is the rating given soils that have

properties moderately favourable for the rated use. This degree of

limitation can be overcome or modified by special planning, design,

or lila i ntenance. Uuri ng some part of the year the performance of

the structure or other planned use is somewhat less desirable than

for soils rated slight. SOlne soils rated moderate require

treatlolent such as artificial drainage, runoff control to reduce

erusion, extended sewage absorption fields, extra excavation, or
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some modification of certain features through manipulation of the

soil. For these soils, modification is needed for those

construction plans generally used for soils of slight limitation.

Modification may include special foundations, extra reinforcement

of structures, sump pumps, and the like. Severe soil limitation is

the rating given soils that have one or more properties

unfavourab 1e for the rated use, such as steep slopes, bedrock near

the surface, flooding hazard, high shrink-swell potential, a

seasonally high water table, or low bearing strength. This degree

of limitation generally requires major soil reclamation, special

desiyn, or intensive maintenance. Some of these soils can be

improved by reducing or removing the soil feature that limits use,

but in most situations it is difficult and costly to alter the soil

or to design a structure so as to compensate for a severe degree of

1 imitation.

Soil properties that affect septic tank absorption field are

depth to ground water table or bedrock, permeabil ity,

susceptibil ity to fl oodi ng and slope.

Shallow excavations refer to digging or trenching to a depth

of le!>s than 2 meters, such as, excavations for pipel ines, se~ler

lines, telephone and pO~ler transmission lines, ditches and

cemeteries. Desirable soil properties are good workability,

liloderate resi stance to sl ouyhi ng, gentl e slopes, absence of rocks

or big stones, and freedan fran flooding or a high water table.

The suitability of a soil for low d\/elling foundations (less



than three stori es Iii gh) is rel ated to its capacity to support a

load, and depends on wetness, susceptibility to flooding, density,

texture, plasticity, shrink-swell, potential frost action, slope,

and depth to bedrock.

Soil properties that most affect local road and street

construction are load supporting capacity, stability of the

subgrade and quality and quantity of cut-and-fill material. These

properties are dependent on soil wetness, flooding, slope, depth to

bedrock, shrink-swell potential, susceptibility to frost action,

and content of stones.

Sewage 1agoon areas hold water behi nd a dam or embankment.

Soils suitable for sewage lagoons have low seepage, which is

related to their lJen,leability, and depth to fractured or permeable

bedrock or other permeable material.

The material indicated by the soil association name as

suitable as a source of fill material, sand and gravel or topsoil

is indicated by the rating of good, fair or poor.

I{oad fi 11 is soil material used in e1ilbankments for roads. Its

suitabil ity depends on the predicted performance in embankments and

the relative ease of excavation.

The suitability of the soils for sand and/or gravel is

primarily intended to guide readers to local sources. A soil rated

good or fair generally has a layer at least 1 meter thick, the top

of VAlich is within a depth of 2 meters.

The ratings for the topsoil are based mainly on the texture of

the soil, ease of worki ng and spreadi ng of the material, thickness

of the layers, natural fertil ity or the response to fertil izer

dpplication, stoniness, soil drainage and presence of toxic

substances.
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Table 9

Enginee~ing Interpretations

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SU ITABLE AS A SOLRCE OF

SEPTIC TANK LOW
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING USE MATERIAL GRAVEL TOPSO IL

AA-ALLAMORE AAI SM. SP-SM. severe to moderate to moderate to slight to moderate adverse topography, slow good to poor poor
KEEFER KFl.4 GP-GM moderate slight slight moderate permeabil ity fair
MULHOLLAND MOl.7
TSIKUSTUM TWl.2

AA-ALLAMORE AAla.3a.5a severe severe to moderate moderate severe so il wetness. adverse poor poor poor
KEEFER KFla.2a.5a moderate topography
MULHOLLAND MOla.5a

AA-ALLAMORE AA5.6 severe to severe to moderate to severe to severe shall owness to bedrock. fa ir to poor poor
KEEFER KF5.6 moderate moderate slight moderate adverse topography poor
MULHOLLAND M05.6
TSIKUSTUM TW5.6

AD-ADAMANT ADl.5.6 GP-GM. GM severe severe to moderate to severe to severe shallowness to bedrock. poor to poor poor to
COPELAND CD5.6 moderate slight moderate adverse topography fair fa ir
SOARDS SSl.5.6
WHIRLPOOL WH5.6

AE-ARGENTINE AEl.4 GP.SP.GM. slight to moderate to slight to slight severe adverse topography. side- good good poor to
FROG FGl.3.4.5 SM.GW.SW moderate slight moderate wall i nstab il ity. low fair
KWIKOIT KKl.2,3.4 canpressibil ity. di fficult
KUSKANAX KXl to canpact, high percola-
LATREMOUILLE LMl.2 tion
SAUFF SFl.2.3
SPECTRUM 5Ul.2.4.5
WOLFENDEN WDl.2
WARSAW WWl.2

AE-ARGENTINE moderate moderate moderate moderate to severe soil wetness. ad verse good good fair to
KWIKOIT KKla .3a slight topography poor
LATREMOUILLE LMla
SAUFF 5Fla.2a.3a
SPECTRUM 5Ula.2a.7a
WOLFENDEN WDla
WARSAW WWla

AL-ALLIE ALl.la .4 SC severe s1i ght to slight to slight to slight adverse topography, frost good to poor fair
ARTISAN ANl.2,3 moderate moderate moderate to heaving, slow perme- fair
MCLURE MC4 moderate ability. bearing strength

and canpressibi 1ity
problems. erodibility
probl ems

AL-ALLIE AL5.6 severe severe to moderate to severe to severe shallowness to bedrock, fair to poor poor
ARTISAN AN5.6 moderate slight moderate adverse topography, slow poor

permeab i 1i ty
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Tab1e 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SUITABLE AS A SOURCE (F

SEPTIC TANK LOW
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING US E MATERIAL GRAVEL TOPSOIL

AM-ARMOUR AMI,4 GM, GW-GM sl ight to moderate to s1i ght slight moderate adverse topography, high good poor poor
KOSTAL KLl moderate slight to perco1at ion
SNOOKWA SAl severe
SASKUM SKI

AM-ARMOUR AMla,Sa,6a severe severe to moderate severe severe so i1 wetness, ad verse fa ir to poor poor to
KOSTAL KLla,Sa,6a moderate topography, shallowness to poor fair
SNOOKWA SAla,2a,Sa,6a bedrock

AM-ARMOUR AM5,6 severe to severe to moderate severe to severe shallowness to bedrock, good to poor poor
KOSTAL KLS,6 moderate moderate moderate adverse topography poor
SNOOKWA SAS,6
SASKUM SK6

AN-ARTISAN See AL-ALLIE

AO-ANEMONE AOI GW-GM, severe severe to severe severe to severe adverse topography, s ide- good poor poor
BEATON CREEK BAI GP-GM moderate moderate wall instability, erodi-
BIGMOUTH BMI bi1 ity problems, high
BLA YLOCK BYl percolation, sl umpi ng
FISSURE FSI hazard
GOLDSTREAM GMI
HANAKWA HWI
RATCHFORD RFl
RUDllOCK RKI .

AO-ANEMONE severe severe severe severe severe adverse topography, so i1 fair to poor poor to
BEATON CREEK BAla,Sa wetness, shallowness to poor fair
BONNER B06a bedrock I

BLAYLOCK BYla ,Sa
FISSURE FSla
HANAKWA HWla
RATCHFORU RFSa,6a

AO-ANEMONE AOS,6 severe severe severe severe severe shallowness to bedrock, good to poor poor
BEATON CREEK BAS,6 adverse topography poor
BIGMOUTH BMS,6
BONNER B06
BLAYLOCK BYS,6
FISSURE FSS,6
GOLDSTREAM GMS,6
HANAKWA HWS,6
RATCHFORD RFS,6
RUDDOCK RKS,6
WHITEROSE WE6
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Table 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SU ITABLE AS A SOURCE OF

SEPTIC TANK LOW
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING USE MATERIAL GRAVEL TOPSOIL

AS-AVIS ASI GP,SP,GM, severe severe severe severe to severe periodic flooding, soil fair to good poor to
ARGONAUT AUI,la,4 SM,GW,SW moderate wetness, compaction and good fa ir
MAMMOTH MMI,la,4 erodi bil ity prob 1ans
MCNOMEE MNI,la,4
PUKEASHUN PHI,la,2,3,4,4a
WOOLSEY WYI,4

AT-ANGLEMONT ATI,la,3,3a,4 SP-SC,SM severe to severe to severe to severe to severe adverse topography, slow poor to poor poor
LAXITY LXI,3 moderate moderate moderate moderate penneab i 1i ty, s1umpi ng fair
PRINCE PEl hazard, beari ng strength
ROTTACHER RT2 and compress ib il ity

problems, erodibility
problems

AT-ANGLEMONT AT5,5a,6 severe severe severe severe severe shallowness to bedrock, poor poor poor
LEAGUE LA5,6 adverse topography, slow
LAXITY LX5,6 penneabi 1i ty
ROTTACHER RT5

AU-ARGUNAUT See AS-AVIS
BA-BEATON CREEK See AO-ANEMONE

BU-BYHLJ CREEK BUla SM,SP severe severe severe severe severe periodic flooding, soil fair poor fair to
RENNIE RU I, la wetness, erodibility, good

compact ion and con press-
ibil ity problems

BE-BREWSTER BEl PT severe severe severe severe to severe soil ~tness, organic unsuit- un- poor
RAYUNIER RAI moderate soil ab le sui t-
RAIL RLl able

BM-B IGMUUTH See AO-ANEMONE
BO-BONNER See AO-ANEMONE
BY-BLAYLOCK See AO-ANEMONE

CA-CAYENNE CAI,2 GP-GM, GM severe to severe to severe to severe to severe adverse topography, sl ump- poor to poor poor
CINNEMOUSEN CNI,4 moderate moderate moderate moderate i ng hazard, erodi bil ity fair
DUDGEON DNI,4 prob1ems
LOST LTl,4
VERMELI N VNI,2,3

CA-CAYENNE CAla,2a,5a severe severe severe severe to severe soil ~tness, ad verse poor poor poor to
CINNEMOUSEN CNla,4a,5a,6a moderate topography fair
DUDGEON DNla
LOST LTla ,5a ,6a, 7a
VERMELIN VNla 3a 5a
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Table 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SU ITABLE AS A SOURCE Cf

SEPTIC TANK LOW
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING USE MATERIAL ffiAVEL TOPSOIL

CA-CAYENNE CA5,6 severe severe _ severe severe to severe shallowness to bedrock, poor poor poor
CINNEMOUSEN CN5,6 moderate adverse topography
DUDGEON DN5,6
LOST LT5,6
VERMELIN VN5,6

CC-CLEMENCEAU CCI GM, GP-GM severe severe severe severe severe adverse topography, stony, good poor poor
SORCERER SOl,4,5 slumping hazard, erodi-
TROPHY TYl,4 bility problems

CD-COPELAND See AD-ADAMANT

CL-CANDLE CLla,5,6 SP-SM, severe severe to severe to severe to severe shallowness to bedrock, fa ir to poor poor
FRIS~Y FBl,5,5a,b,6a GP-GM moderate moderate moderate soi 1 wetness, ad verse good
SANDFORD SDla,5,6 topography, sl umpi ng
SAWTOOTH SW6 hazard

CN-CINNEMOUSEN See CA-CAYENNE
,

CR-CARNES CRl,4 GP severe severe severe severe severe extremely bouldery, poor poor poor
GANNETT GTl,6 adverse topography, sl ump-
HAGGARD HOI ing hazard, high percola-
WEHB WBI tion
WARWICK WCl

CS-MOUNT COND CSl,5 GW-GM, severe severe severe severe severe avalanching, shallowness good poor poor
GOOSEGRASS GAl,5 GP-GM to bedrock, ad verse topo-
GR IFF ITH GHl,5,6 graphy, sl umpi ng hazard
GORMAN GNl,5,6
HOLDICH HHl,4,5,6
HOSKINS HKl,5,6
KITSON KTl,4,5,6
WAITA~IT WT5

D- DUNLEAVY Dl,la,4 SM, SP-SM, slight to moderate to s1i ght s1i ght moderate occasional soil wetness fair poor fair to
DORRELL DLl,4 SC moderate s1i ght and fl oodi ng, sidewall good

i nstabil ity, bearing
strength and canpress-
ibil ity problems, percola-
tion problems
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Table 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SUITABLE AS A SOURCE (F

SEPTIC TANK LOW
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING USE MATERIAL ffiAVEL TOPSO IL

DA-lJRAGONFLY DAI GP-GM, GM, moderate to s1i ght to s1i ght to slight to moderate low compressibil ity, good poor poor
MURTLE ME2 SW-SM slight moderate moderate moderate to percolation problems,
MESS ITER MTl,3 severe adverse topography
SAMATOSUM SMI,2
SUNSET STl,2

DA-lJRAGONFLY DAla severe severe to moderate moderate severe soil wetness, shallowness fa ir to poor poor to
MESS ITER MTla,3a,5a moderate to bedrock, adverse topo- poor fair
SAMATOSUM SMla,2a,5a,6a graphy
SUNSET STla ,2a, 5a

DA-lJRAGONFLY severe to severe to moderate moderate to severe shallowness to bedrock, good to poor poor
MURTLE ME5 moderate moderate to sl ight severe adverse topography poor
MESS ITER MT5,6
SAMATOSUM SM5,6
SUNSET ST5,6

DE-DOWNIE DEl GW-GM, GM, moderate to moderate to moderate to moderate to severe adverse topography, slump- good poor poor
MOMICH MHI GP-GM severe severe severe severe i ng hazard, low compress-
REMILLARlJ RRI ibility, compaction and
STUBBS Sill erodibility problems, high
SYMOND SYl percolation
TANGIER TEl
TUMTUM TMI
TRIlJENT TTl

lJE -lJOWNIE severe severe severe severe to severe soil wetness, shallowness fa i r to poor poor to
MOMICH MHla moderate to bedrock, adverse topo- poor fair
STUBBS SB5a graphy
TANGIER TEla ,5a
TUMTUM TMla,5a
TRIDENT TTla,5a,6a
WHATSHAN WS5a

DE-lJOWNIE DE5,6 severe severe to severe to severe to severe shallowness to bedrock, good to poor poor
MOMICH MH5,6 moderate moderate moderate adverse topography poor
REMILLARD RR5,6
STUBBS SB5,6
SYMOND SY5
TANGIER TE5,6
TUMTUM TM5,6
TRIlJENT TT5,6
WHATSHAN WS5,6

=JlJL-lJORRELL See lJ-DUNLEAVY
DN-lJUlJGEON See CA-CAYENNE
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Table 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SU ITABLE AS A SOLRCE 0:

SEPTIC TANK LOW .
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALL.OW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING USE MATERIAL GRAVEL TOPSOIL

DU-DUNCAN CREEK DUl,3 SP-SM, SM, slight to moderate to slight slight moderate s idewa11 i nstab il ity, 1Oil good to fair fair
HUPEL HPl,2,3,4 GP-GM moderate s1i ght coopress ibi 1ity, beari ng fair to
KIRll YV ILLE KVl,4 strength and erodibil ity poor
STUKEMAPTEN SPl,3,4 problems, percolation
WABRON WNl,2,4 pr-ob1ems

DU-DUNCAN CREEK DUla severe moderate moderate s1i ght to severe soil I'oetness, occasional fair poor fair
HUPEL HPla,3a moderate f1 oodi ng to
KIRllYVILLE KVla fair
STUKEMAPTEN SPla,3a
WAllRON WNla,4a

FB-FR ISll Y See CL-CANDLE
FG-FROG See AE-MGENTINE
FS-FISSURE See AD-ANEMONE
GA-GOOS EGRASS See CS-MOUNT COND
GH-GRIFFITH See CS-MOUNT COND
GM-GOLOSTREAM See AD-ANEMONE
GN-GORMAN See CS-MOUNT COND
GT -GANNETT See CR-CARNES

H- HEMP HI SC, SM severe to severe to severe to severe to severe adverse topography, slow poor to poor poor
HOOLIGAN HOI moderate moderate moderate moderate permeabil i ty, sl umpi ng fair
HEATHROW HTl hazard, beari ng strength

and coopressibility
problems, frost heaving

H- HEMP H5,6 severe severe severe severe severe shallowness to bedrock, poor poor poor
HOOLIGAN H05,6 adverse topography, slow
HEATHROW HT5,6 permeabil ity

HA-HALLAMORE HAl SP-SM, SM, severe to severe to severe to severe to severe adverse topography, slow poor to poor poor
LUPINE LPl,la,4,7,7a GW-GM moderate moderate moderate moderate permeabil ity, sl umpi ng fair
SPILLMAN SL2 hazard, erodibility
YEOWARD YWI problems, soil wetness

HA-HALLAMORE HA5,6 severe severe severe severe severe shallowness to bedrock, poor poor poor
LUPINE LP5,6 adverse topography
SPILLMAN SL5,6
YEOWARD YW5,6

HD-HAGGARU See CR-CARNES
HH-HOLDICH See CS-MOUNT COND
HK-HOSKINS See CS-MOUNT COND
HO-HOOLIGAN See H -HEMP
HP-HUPEL See DU-DUNCAN CREEK
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Table 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR SUITABLE AS A SOtRCE (}'

SEPTIC TANK LOW
UNIFIEO ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FI LL SAND &

NAM~ COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDAT IONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING USE MATERIAL GRAVEL TOPSOIL

HS-HOBSON HSl,3 SC, SM, severe to sl i ght to slight to slight to moderate slow permeability, bearing good to poor poor
ROUND RD~,3 SP-SM moderate moderate moderate moderate strength, canpressibil i ty fair
RUSERIM RM3 and erodibility problems,
TSUIUS TSl,4 adverse topography

HS-HOBSUN HSla,3a,5a severe moderate to moderate moderate severe soil l>etness, slow perme- fa i r to poor poor to
ROUNLJ RDla ,3a severe ability, bearing strength poor fair
TSUIUS TSla and canpressibi 1ity

problems
HS-HOBSON HS5,6 severe severe to moderate to severe to severe shall owness to bedrock, fa ir to poor poor

ROUND RD5,6 moderate s1i ght moderate slow permeabi1 ity, adverse poor
ROSERIM RM5 topography
TSU I US TS5

HT-HEATHROW See H -HEMP I

HW-HANAKWA See AO-ANEMONE
I -ICE (GLACIERS) Unsuitable
KF-KEEFER See AA-ALLAMOOE
KK-KWIKOIT See AE -AR GE NTI NE
KL-KOSTAL See AM-ARMOUR
KT -KITSON See CS-MOUNT COND
KV-KIRBYVILLE See DU-DUNCAN CREEK
KX-KUSKANAX See AE -ARGE NTI NE
LA-LEAGUE See AT-ANGLEMONT

LH-LICHEN LHl, 3 ML severe s1i ght s1i ght to moderate slight low permeabi 1ity, beari ng poor poor fair
moderate strength, canpressibil ity

and erodibi1 ity problems,
frost heavi ng

LM-LATREMOUILLE See AE -ARGE NT I NE
LP-LUPINE See HA-HALLAMORE
LT-LUST See CA-CAYENNE
LX-LAXITY See AT-ANGLEMONT ,
MC-MCLURE See AL-ALLIE
ME-MURTLE See DA-DRAGONFL Y
MH-MOMICH See DE-DOWNIE
t1'I-MAMMOTH See AS-AVIS
MN-MCNOMEE See AS-AVIS
MO-MULHOLLANU See AA-ALLAMORE
MT -MESS ITER See DA-DRAGONFLY
PE-PKIHCE See AT-ANGLEMONT
PH-PUKEASHUN See AS-AVIS
RA-RAYONIER See BE-BREWSTER
RLJ-ROUND See HS -HOBSON
RE-RENNIE See BD -B YRD CREE K
RF-RATCHFOKD See AO-ANEMONE
RK-RUDDOCK See AO-ANEMONE
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Table 9 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL L:MITATIONS FOR SUITABLE AS A SOURCE (J'

SEPT IC TANK LOW
UNIFIED ABSORPTION SHALLOW DWELLING LOCAL ROADS SEWAGE SOIL FEATURES FILL SAND &

NAME COMPONENT SYSTEM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND STREETS LAGOONS AFFECTING US E MATERIAL GRAVEL TOPSOIL

RL-RAIL See BE-BREWSTER
RM-ROSER 1M See HS-HOBSON
RO-ROCK OUTCROP Unsuitable
RR-REMILLARD See DE-DOWNIE
RT -ROTTACHER See AT-ANGLEMONT
SA-SNOOKWA See Pl-I-ARMOUR
SB-STUBBS See DE -DOWNIE
SU-SANDFORU See CL-CANDLE

SE-STRUTHERS SEl,3,3a GM,SM,GP, slight severe to s1i ght slight severe sidewall instability, low good good poor to
SUCCOUR SRI SP,GW,SW moderate to canpressibil ity, erodi- fair

moderate bil ity problems, high
percolation

SF -SAUFF See AE -ARGE NTI NE
SK-SASKUM See Pl-I-ARMOUR
SL-SPI LLMAN See HA-HALLAMORE
SM-SAMATOSUM See DA-DRAGONFL Y
SO-SORCERER See CC-CLEMENCEAU
SP-STUKEMAPTEN See DU -DUNCAN CREEK
SR-SUCCOUR See SE-STRUTHERS
SS-SOARDS See AD-ADAMANT
ST-SUNSET See DA-DRAGONFL Y
SU-SPECTRUM See AE-ARGENTINE
SW-SAWTOOTH See CL-CANDLE
SY-SYMOND See DE -DOWNIE
TE-TANGIER See DE -DOWNIE
TM-TUMTUM See DE -DOWNIE
TS-TSUIUS See HS-HOBSON
TT -TRIDENT See lJE -DOWNI E
TW-TSIKUSTUM See AA-ALLAMORE
TY -TROPHY See CC-CLEMENCEAU
VN-VERMELIN See CA-CAYENNE
WB-WEBB See CR-CARNES
WC-WARWICK See CR-CARNES
WD-WOLFENDEN See AE-ARGENTINE
WE-WHITEROSE See AO-ANEMONE
WH-WHIRLPOOL See AD-ADAMANT
WN-WABRON See DU-DUNCAN CREEK
WS-WHATSHAN See DE-DOWNIE
WT -WAITABIT See CS-MOUNT COND
WW-WARSAW See AE-ARGENTINE
WY-WOOLSEY See AS-AVIS
YW-YEOWARD See HA-HALLAMORE
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3.4 FORESTRY INTERPRETATIONS

3.4.1 Introduction

The report area covers parts of the Adams, Arrowhead, Barri er,

Eagle, Kinbasket, Nisconolith, North Thompson, Raft and Shuswap

Public Sustained Yield Units, portions of Tree Farm Licences 23 and

33, and parts of Wells Gray Provincial Park and Mount Revelstoke

National Park.

Where it is possible, soil associations having similar

characteristics such as landform, percent slope, elevational range,

texture, forest capabil ity and forest zone, are grouped together

and are given the same interpretation and recommendation. To aid

in understanding the use of soils in forest management, Kowall

(1974) and Arlilson (1977) provide some assistance.

excess seepage or high water tables. Further on in Table 10 when

soil association Artisan is reached, no interpretations are made at

this point, but a reference is made to see Allie for the

interpretations. The same is true for other soil associations

listed under Allie or any subsequent soil associations where

interpretations have been made.

Landform. The symbols listed below under Genetic Materials

and Surface Expression conform to the landform classification

system of Alley (1973). This system was used in this report to

conform to the terrai"n maps al ready in use. Thi s landfonn

classification system is similar to the E.L.U.C. Secretariat (1976)

Terrain Classification Systel~ which gives a more complete

eX(Jl anation of the genet ic materi als and surface expression.

The percent slope vias grouped into the

less than 1U, 15, 3U and 6U percent and

3.4.2 Guide to the Forestry Interpretations

Soi 1 Associations. Forestry interpretations for the soil

associations and components are given in Table 10. All the soil

associations are listed al phabetically accordin9 to their symbol.

:ioil associations havi ng simil ar forestry interpretations to that

of the alphabetically listed soil association are grouped together

with that soil association. For example, the al phabetically 1i sted

soil association is Allie and the soil associations that have

similar forestry interpretations and are listed with Allie are

Artisan and Mclure. Generally, for each group of soil

associations, interpretations were made on three distinctions:

deep soils, shallow soils overlying bedrock, and soil affected by
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Genetic Materials

A - All uvial

AU - Fluvioglacial

C - Colluvial

- Ice

LG - Glaciolacustrine

M - Morainal (including basal till)

U - Organic

R - ~edrock

Percent :ilope.

follOI/in\:! categories:

greater than 3U percent.

Surface Expression

a - apron

b - blanket

f - fan

p - plain

I' - ridged

t - terraced

v - veneer



Texture. The textures listed are the most cOl1lT1on ones found and by the use of the B.C. Ministry of Forests inventory data and

in the parent material of the soil associations. Generally, the forest cover maps. The methodology of locating and measuring

sol um textures are simil ar to the parent materi al • forest productivity plots, and assessing the capability of the

Texture Symbols and Modifiers soi 1sis descri bed by Kowall (1971). The mappi ng of the Land

fsl - fine sandy loam gsil - gravelly si 1t loam
gel - gravelly cl ay loam ls - loarny sand
gl - gravelly loam s - sand

gls - gravelly loar'ly sand sl - sandy loam
gs - gravelly sand sil - silt loam

gsl - gravelly sandy loam vgs - very gravelly sand

For a Iilore complete expl anation of the textural classes see the

Canadian Soil Survey Committee (1978).

Capabil ity for Forestry follows the Canada Land Inventory (1970a,

1970b) procedure and the manuscri pt maps are available fran the Map

Librarian, Resource Analysis Branch, Ministry of Environment,

Parl iament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4. The capabil ity classes

found in the report are based on Mean Annual Increment (growth

expressed in cubic meters per hectare per year) and are as follows:

and are:

Classes 1 and 1a are assumed to have no limitations to tree

growth, therefore the limitations are restricted to Classes 2 to 7

C - combination of climatic factors at high elevations

5. a - 6.3
6.4 - 7.7
7.8 - 9. 1
9.2 - 12.0

Class 3 :
Class 2 :
Class 1 :
Class 1a:

O.U - 0.7
U.8 - ,.1
2.2 - 3.5
3.6 - 4.9

Class 7:
Cl ass 6:
Class 5:
Class 4:

o - physical restriction to rooting by dense or consolidated
layers, other than bedrockpoor - less than 7 em/laO em

Available Water Storage Capacity. The available water storage

capacity (A.W.S.C.) was characterized by sampling and analyzing 49

soil profiles. The data is presented in Table 7 in the engineering

classes:

section where a more complete explanation of the A.W.S.C. is given.

The A.W.S.C. is the amount of water that can be stored in the upper

1UO centimeters of the soil and is represented by the following

medium - 7 - 14 em/lOa em

good - more than 14 em/lOa em

Where the depth of the soil is restricted to 1ess than 100

E - actively eroding soils - avalanche paths

H cold temperatures - soil and air

M soil moisture deficiency at some time during the growing
season

centimeters by the bedrock, the A.W.S.C. is lowered accordingly.

Average Forest Capability Classes. The land capabil ity for

forestry cl asses represents an average capab il ity of a part i cul ar

soil (usually a soil association component) and was determined by

the location and measurement of typical forest productivity plots

R - restriction to rooting by bedrock

S - a combination of soil factors which collectively lower the
capability class

U - exposure - aspect and atmospheric

W - soil moisture excess
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A surnnary of the relationships between forest zones, tree

species, soils and capability is given in the short reports

accompanying the Land Capabil ity for Forestry Maps for 82MjSE, SW,

NE and NW.

IW~ INTEKIOR WET BELT REGION
IwH-wC Interi or Western Hemlock -Western Red Cedar Zone
IwH-wC:a Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir-lodgepole

pine subzone
IwH-wC:b Lodgepole pine-Engelmann spruce-alpine

fir subzone

SAmH Subalpine Mountain Hemlock Zone
(subzones have not been determined)

Speci-es Suitability. The species listed are obtained from the

product i vi ty data der i ved from the forest inventory and capab il ity

plots. They represent those species which seem to be best adapted

to the site and are the most productive.

SAeS-alF
SAeS-alF:a
SAeS-alF:b

At

Suba1pi ne Engelmann Spruce-A1pi ne Fi r Zone
Lodgepole pine-whitebark pine subzone
Krummholz subzone

Alpine Tundra Zone
(subzones have not been determined)

For more precise information on species suitability, the

guidelines outlined by utzig and McDonald (1977) should be

consulted and used in conjunction with the soils and forest

capability information. Syr'lbols used for the various species are:

VIB - Ilhi te birch
wC - western red cedar

bCo - black cottonwood
D - Douglas-fir

mH - Inounta in her,llock

wH - western hemlock
lP - lodgepole ~ne

pP ponderosa pi ne
eS - Engelmann spruce
wS - white spruce

Potential Regeneration Limitations. Regeneration, especially

natural regeneration, is dependent upon a number of variables. One

of the most important factors is an adequate seed source. Other

vari ab1es i ncl ude whether the seedbed has been scarifi ed or

compacted, cutting methods, distance of the seedbed fran the seed

source, prevailing wind direction, shade requirements of the

various seedling species, soil characteristics, climate, aspect,

elevation, frost potential and brush competition.

Biophysical Forest Zonation. The biophysical forest zonation

is that used by the Vegetation Section of the Resource Analysis

~ranch and a full er explanation is given in Section 1.4. The

symbols of the biophysical forest zonation is as follows:

SAeS-alF
SAeS-alF:a
SAeS-alF:c

Zone

The following is a list of possible reasons 'ikly regeneration

high lirne cuntent - areas where carbonate levels are high
in the soil and restrict the uptake by the plants of
essential nutrients causing a fertility problelil.

frost heaving - usually occurs on soils having a high
clay or silt content.

low ferti 1ity - usually occurs in coarse textured soil s
such as gravels, especially when the surface organic
1ayer has been removed.

(3)

(2 )

(1 )

may be unsuccessful or of 1irni ted success:

DRY INTEKIUR REGION
Interior Rocky Mountain Douglas-Fir

Lodgepole pine subzone
Ponderosa pi ne subzone

Suba 1pi ne Engelmann Spruce - A1pi ne Fi r Zone
Lodgepole pine subzone
Kocky Mountain Douglas-fir-lodgepole
pine subzone

lU
IU:a
IU:b

UI
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(4) so il moi st ure defi c i ency - us ua 11 y occurs in coarser
textured soils such as sandy 10ams, 10arny sand and sand
with or without a coarse fragment content.

Extreme conditions occur in coarse textured soils such as
gravel s ~lich have very low water holding capacities and
rapid percolation rates.

(5) soil moisture excess - occurs in areas having a high
water table, causi ng the soil to be poorly or very poorly
drained, which limits aeration on seedling establishment.

adequate supply of soil moisture, which usually contains the

necessary nutrients for good plant gro~lth. In general such sites

revegetate to brush, grass and/or undesirable tree species in much

less time than it takes to establish desirable tree species.

Conversely, on dry sites that are rapidly or well drained, brush

competition is low and generally not a problem.

(lU) shallow rooting medium - areas that have shallow soils
overlying bedrock, these soils teoo to drain rapidly and
become quite droughty.

(11) rocky rooting medium - coarse, fragmental and rubb1y
areas and tal us slopes where a reduction in the soil
root i ng med i um occurs due to the coarse fragments.

(12) inundation - areas subject to periodic flooding.

characteristics, field observations, slope, aspect, climate and

elevation, and indicate the susceptibil ity of the soil association

components for revegetation to brush following harvesting.

Generally, it is assumed that the IilOre productive the site the

greater will be the problem with brush revegetation and

competition. Better forest growing sites are usually areas with an

(6) climatic limitations at high elevations - areas that are
subject to high snowfalls ~ich effectively shorten the
growi ng season and/or areas that have cold soil
tel~peratures especially during the early part of the
growing season or areas subject to wind exposure.

(7) climatic limitations at low elevations - areas that are
subject to high evapotranspiration, low precipitation
(aridity), and wind and aspect exposure.

(H) steep slopes - soil surface is unstable and subject to
erosion which washes away the seedlings especially if the
surface organic horizon is greatly disturbed - usually
occurs on slopes greater than 50% but may occur on 1ess
steep slopes on soils having a high clay or silt content.

(9) unstable soil surface - areas ~ere avalanche paths are
preva1ent.

the more windfirm will be the tree. Therefore, on coarse textured

Other factors that

revegetation of brush species is not a factor in
the establishment of a desirable tree crop.

some revegetati on of brush speci es will occur
and compete with the desired species.

revegetation of brush species is severe and
greatly restricts the establ i shment and growth
of the desired species.

Low:

Moderate:

tracks, and extent of the exposed forest edge after harvest i ng.

The ratings are as follows:

should be considered are the rooting characteristics of the various

tree species, exposure to the prevailing winds, especially storm

It is assumed that the deeper the effective rooting medium,

Brush revegetation, including the seeding of domestic grass

species, is not always detrimental and in many instances may be

beneficial in stabilizing sites disturbed by harvesting and thereby

reducing soil erosion. It may also aid seedling establishment by

curbing frost heaving and, with certain species, provide shade.

Wi ndthrow Hazard. These ratings are based on such factors as

soil texture, water table and effective rooting depth, and are

considered individually or in combination.
The ratings are based on soilPlant Competition.
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harvesting, mining exploration, recreational activity or any othermaterials such as gravelly f1uvioglacial materials lacking any root

restricting layers (ortstein or duric horizons), root penetration activity which causes soil disturbance. To aid in making the

is unrestricted, allowing for deep rooting and wi ndfinnness. In rat i ngs, the physical properties of selected soil s, such as

contrast, fine textured soils such as clayey glacial till or texture, Atterberg limits, bulk densities and available water

lacustrine sedi1l1ents usually have a dense subsoil which restricts

root pen~tration, causing a shallow rooting pattern and less

storage capac ity were determi ned. Some of these propert i es are

listed in Table 7 in the engineering section. Damage is caused to

windfinnness. Soils that have a high water table or are poorly soils by creating soil disturbances l'kIich may destroy soil

drained a1 so cause shallow rooting patterns and less wi ndfi rmness, structure, cause compaction, and increase erosion, and al so by the

as is the case in most instances of shallow soils overlying removal of the soil surface. These factors may affect other

bedrock. Slope also has an adverse affect on tree stability. With resources through decreased site productiVity, lower water quality

increasing slope steepness, soil mass movement (soil creep)

increases, thereby decreasing the tree roots' ability to become

and yield or by loss of fish habitat. The ratings for the four

categories of Physical Soil Damage, Organic Matter Loss, Surface

finn1y anchored, resulting in more b10wdown. For more information Erosion Hazard and Mass Movement Hazard are low, moderate and .!!i.9!!.

on \~ind damage see the pub1 ication by the Bureau of Land

Managenent.

which occurs in soils usually having a high silt or clay content.

Soil damage is only important if considering plant growth and its

productiVity. Damage usually occurs I'ilen the soil is compacted or

churned when it is wet. Under these conditions, Hhen the soil is

in a wet and plastic condition, the soil pore space and pore size

is so reduced that the soil becomes practically impervious to air

This category considers the

structure, soil compaction and/or puddling

Soi 1 Damage.(1) Physical

destruction of soil

Many trees are expected to blow down during
periods of soil wetness with moderate and high
wi nd. Effect i ve root i ng depth is us ua11 y
shall ow, slopes are usually severe.

No special problem exists. Effective rooting
depth is deep with limited rooting restrictions,
slopes are gentle.

Some trees are expected to blow down during
periods of excessive soil wetness and high wind.
Effective rooting depth may be restricted,
slopes are more irregular and severe.

Low;

Moderate;

Potential Soil Damage from Disturbance. These ratings are and water. When this soil dries it usually becomes hard and dense.

based on such factors such as soil wetness, soil texture, coarse

frawnent percentage, slope, and drainage, and indicate the

susceptibility of soils (and other resources dependent on soils) to

(L) Organic Matter Loss. This category is concerned with the

loss of organic matter froln the disturbed site. On coarser soils

incur damage duri ng and sub sequent to all phases of forest such as loamy sands, sands or gravels, the removal of the organic
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litter layer can cause a decrease in soil fertility and soil

granu1 ation and lower the water holding capacity.

(3) Surface Erosion Hazard. This category considers the loss

of the solum and subsoil after the vegetation and litter has been

disturbed or removed. Factors to be considered include the soil

texture, depth of the soil to bedrock, seasonal rainfall

intensities, aggregate stabil ities and slope. Of particular

concern is steeply sloping shallow soils overlying bedrock and

occurring in positions in 'ttIich the soil moisture rapidly drains

away. Another is deal ing with roads where, without proper ditching

and cu1vertiny, considerable ~nount of surface erosion can occur on

the cut slopes, fill areas and a1 so sidecast areas. Concurrent

\~ith surface erosion is stream sedimentation (and siltation), which

is the sediment load added to streams in addition to that 'ttIich

occurs normally.

(4) Mass Movement Hazard. Individual factors affecting mass

movement are relatively easy to identify, but it is difficult to

determi ne the combi nat i on of factors result i ng in mass movement of

a 1andscape. Factors affect i ng mass movement are topography, soil

physical characteristics, moisture status, climate and vegetation.

These factors were subJ ect i ve1y assessed to estimate an overall

rating.
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Table 10

Forestry Interpretations

PUHiHI"L SUIL OAI1AGE
SOIL ASSUCIATION AVERAGE

FOREST BIOPHYSICAL PLAIH \iIIW- PIIY;, IehL URGAiil C SURFACE IqASS
SLOPE CAPABIliTY SPECIES FOREST POTENT ~\L COI-IPE - THROI/ SuIL i'1ATTlR EROS lUll i10VEI1EIH

NAME COMPONENT LANOFORM (PERCENT) TE XTURE A.H.S.C. CLASS SUITABIliTY ZONATION REGENERATION liMITATIONS TITIDrI HAZARD UA.dr\GL LOSS ~AZi\RO HAZARO

AA-ALLAMORE AAI Mb <60 gc1,gl M-G 3S eS,lP ,0 SAeS-al F:c ,a -frost heaving M I1-L I'I-I! L IHI M
AAla ,3a ,5a Mb <30 3S ,4MR eS,lP -occasional so il looi sture H H II L 11 L

excess, some shallo.·1 rooting
medium

AA5,b Mv <60 4MR eS,lP ,0 -frost heavi ng, shall 001 L M-II I'J-H L H L-I·\
root i ng med i um

AU -I\UAMANT AUI,5,b variable variable variable variable 7CR non- fo rested At -climatic 1imitations at high L L L-I'l L H M-H
CLEMEIKEAU CCI el evat ions
CUPELAIW C05,b
CARNES CRI,4
GANNETT GTI,b
HAGGARO HOI
SORCERER SUI,4,5
SOAROS SSl,5,b
TROPHY TYl,4
WARWICK wCI
WHIRLPUOL WH5,b

AE-ARGENT lNE AEl,4 AGt <60 s,gs,vgs P 3M,2S wH,wS,D IwH-,;C :a -soil moisture deficiency L L L M L-M L
KUSKAljAX KXI

AL-ALLiE ALl,4 Mb <60 gl,gcl G 3S,4M o,lP ,pP 10 b: a -frost heaving, climatic M-L M-L ,.j L Iq-H M
ARTISAlj AIH,Z,J 1imi tations at low el eva-
MCLURE MC4 t ions

AL-ALLiE All a Mb <30 3S D,lP -occasional so i1 roo i sture H M rl L L-f1 L
excess

AL-ALLiE AL5,b Mv <60 4MR o,lP -frost heaving, shallow root- L M-H 11-H L H L-M
ARTISAlj AI15,b ing medium, climatic limita-

tions at lnw plpvations
AM-ARMUUR AMI,4 Mb <60 gsl ,g 1 M 511 eS, 1P ,a1 F SAeS-al F:a -climatic limitations at high " L L L L-M L-M

KEEFER KF I, Z, 4 4H,311 elevations
KUSTAL KLl 411,SH,7H
MULHOLLANU MOI,7 5H
REi1ILLARO RRI 4H
SNUOKWA SAI,< 4H,311
THrUEIH TTl 411,3H

AM-ARMUUR AMla ,Sa ,ba Mb <3U 5H,5HR -some soi 1 r.lOl sture excess, H II l'l-L L M-L L
KEEFER KFla ,2a ,:,a 3S, SHR climatic limitations at high
KOSTAL KLla ,:,a,6a 411,5HR elevations. SOI;le shall (1,1
MULHOLLANO MOla ,Sa SH, SHR root i ng l;)Cd 1Ul:l

SI~OUKWA SAla ,2a ,Sa ,ba 311,SHR
TRIOEIH TTla ,:,a,ba 3H ,SIIR
WHATSHAlj WS:,a 311,4HR

Al1-ARMUUR AMS ,b Mv <60 SHR ,bHR -shallow root i ng ned i U1:J, :1-L M I" L M Iq
KEEFER KF:, ,b SHR climatic 1i"itations at high
KOSTAL KLS ,b SHR el evat ions
MULHOLLAHU MU:"b SHR ,6HR
RlMlLLARU RR:',b SHR ,4HR
SIWUJ,.WA SA:' ,b SHR
TR lUUH TT',b SHR
Willi TSHAlj WSO, b 411R

AI~-ART ISAlj See AIL -ALLi E
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Table 10 (Cant.)

PUTlIHI"L SUIL IJA11ALiE
SUIL ASSOCIATIUN AVERAGE

FUR EST BIOPHYSICAL PLAin WIIlO- PHYSICAL URLiAlliC SURFACE MASS
SLOPE CAPABILITY SPEC IES FOREST POTENT !AL CO!'lPE - THR<lI SUIL MI\TTER ERUSIUIl MUVErlEln

NAME C0I1PONEIH LANUFORM (PERCENT) TEXTURE A.W.S.C. CLASS SUITABILITY ZOflATlOIl REGENERATION LIMITATIOIIS TIT lOll HAZARD J"'-'I\GE LUSS HAZMD HAZARD

AU-AIlU1UIlL AUI Cb <3U 9S1 M 3M,2S D,IIH,wC,wS lI,H-liC :a -steep slopes, SOI:le rocky M ti~ L L H H
tlLAYLUCK tlYl root i n9 red i urn
CAYENllE CAI,2
WLDSTREAM GMI
HAI~ KWA HWI
RUTTACHER RT2

AO-ANEMOI~E Cb <3U 2S ,4MR -some shallovl rooti~ l:lediUl-:l H M L-I-l L fl L-fl
BLAYLUCK BYla,Sa
CAYENNE CAIa ,2a, Sa
HANAKWA HAIa

AU-AlIEMOI~E IAOS,b Cv >30 SRI1,4MR -shallow rooting cJediu"" soil M H '-I r1 H M-H
tlLAYLOCK BYS,6 moisture deficiency, steep
CAYE NNE CAS,v slopes, so"'e rocky root i ng
GULUSTREAM GMS,6 med lum
HAN"KWA HWS,b
LEAGUE LAS,b
ROTTACHER RTS

AS-AVIS ASI Apt <ID sil ,sl , P(G) 2S ,Ia bCo,wS,wH,D IwH-IIC:a -i nundat ion H L L-M L-M M-L L
ARGUNAUT AUI,4 s ,9s, 2S
MAMMOTH MMI,4 vys I,2S
MCI~OMEE MIll,4 1,2S
PUKEASHUN PHI,2,3,4 2S
WOULSEY WYl,4 2M ,I

AS-AVIS Apt <10 -i nundat ion, occasionally H H M L M L
ARGUNAUT AUla 2S soil moi sture excess
BYRU CREEK BUIa I
MAMMOTH MMIa I
MWOMEE Milla 1
PUKEASHUN Pilla ,4a 2S

AT -ANGLEI10IH ATI,3,4 Cb >30 91,9S1 M-G 4M,3M D,lP ,wH,wS IwH-liC :a -steep slopes, soil moisture M M-H M L H H
LAXITY LXI,J deficiency, some frost
PKINCE PEl heavi n9, some rocky rooti ng
VERMELW VIll,2,3 medium

AT -ANGLEI1UNT ATIa ,3a ,Sa Cb <30 4M,3M -some frost heavi n9 , H M-H M L M M
VERMELIN Villa ,3a ,Sa occasional soil moisture

AT -ArlGLEMOIH ATS,6 Cv >30 SRH -shallow rooting medium, L H H M H M
LAXITY LXS,b steep slopes, soil moi sture

VEKMELIll VNS,b
deficiency, some rocky
rooti ng medi urn.

AU-ARGONAUT See AS-AVIS

tlA-BEATON CREEK BAI Cb >3D gsl ,gl M 4H eS,lP ,al F,mH SAeS-alF:a - steep slopes, climatic M H~ L-M L H H
BIGMUUTH BMI 4H limitations at high eleva-
CINIIEMOUSEN CHI 4H tions, some rocky rooting
LUPII~E LP1,4,7 SH,7H medi urn
LOST LTI,4,7 SH,7H
RATCHFORD RFI 4H,3H
YEOWARD YWI 4HM

BA-UEATUN CREEK BAIa,Sa Cb <3U 4H -climatic limitations at high H H L-M L M L-M
BONNER BU6a SHR el evat ions I so"'e soil mcist-
CI1HlEI10USE 1'1 CNla ,4a ,Sa ,6a 4H ,4HR ure excess, some shallow
LUPlllE LPIa,7a Sf!,7H root i ng med i um
LOST LTIa,Sa,ba,7a ·~~RSHR,7H
RATCHFURU RF5a 6
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---------------------------------------------------------.

Table 10 (ConL)

PUTEIH lilL SO IL UAI1AGE
SOIL ASSUCIATION AVERAGE

FOREST BIOPHYSICAL PLANT WINO- PHYSICAL ORGANIC SURFACE MASS
SLOPE CAPABILITY SPECIES FOREST POTENT lAL COMPE - THRGI SUIL MATTER EROS ION 110VEMEtH

NAME COMPONENT LANOFORM (PERCENT) TEXTURE A.W.S.C. CLASS SUITABILITY ZONATION REGENERATION LIMITATIONS TIT ION HAZARD UI\I1AGE LOSS HAZARO liAZARD

BA-BEATO!l CREEK BA5,6 Cv >30 5HR -shallow rooting medium, M-L H M M H M
BIGMOUTH BM5,6 6HR ,5HR climatic limitations at high
BONNER B06 6HR ,5HR el evations, steep slopes
CINNEI10USEN CN5,6 5HR ,4HR
LUPIUE· . LP5,u 6HR ,5HR
LOST LT5,6 5HR ,6HR
RATCHFORO RF5, b 5HR ,6HR
WHITEROSE WEb 5HR
YEUWARO YW',b 5HR

BU-BYRU CREEK See AS-AVIS

BE-BREWSTER BEl 0 N/A N/A G 7W non-forested variable -excess so i1 mo i sture U/A N/A L L L L
RAYONIER RAI
RAIL RLl

BM -B I GMOUTH See BA-BEATON CREEK
BO-BONllER See BA-BEATON CREEK
BY-BLAYLOCK See AO-ANEMONE
CA-CAYENNE See AD-ANEMOllE
CC-CLEMENCEAU See AD-AOAMANT
CU-CUPELAND See AU-ADAMANT

CL-CANULE CL5,b Cv <60 gsl M-G 7CR alF SAeS-al F:b -climatic limitations at high N/A N/A M L H M
FRI SBY FBI,5,b elevations, shallow and
SANDFORD SD5,6 rocky rooting medi um
SAWTOOTH SW6

CL-LANOLE CLla Cvb <30 7CR -climatic limitations at high N/A N/A M L M M-L
FRISBY FB5a ,6a elevations, soil rroisture
SANDFORU SOla excess, shallow and rocky

root i ng med i um

CN -C I NllEMDUSE N See BA-BEATON CREEK
CR-CARllES See AU-ADAMANT

CS -MOUIH CUHO CSI,5 Cbv >30 gsl M-G 7E ,7RE non-forested IwH-IIC: a, -unstable soil surface- NtA N/A L L H H
GOOSEGRASS GAl, :; ID: a aval anche path, steep slopes
GRIFFITH GHI,5,b
HOSKINS HKI,',b
KITSON KTl,4,',b

0 -DUNLEAVY DI,Ia,4 Af <30 gsil, gl M(G) 5M D,pP ,lP lD:a ,b -climatic limitations at low L-M L 11 L M L
DURRELL DLl,4 elevations, frost heaving

UA-URAGUilFL Y UAI Mb <6U 91,gsl M-G 5M,4M lP,wS,D,wll IwH-IIC:a -soil 1000isture deficiency, M-L L-M L-M L M M
MURTLl MU 3S some frost heavi ng
RUSERIM RM3 4M
ROUNU RUl,3 3S

UA-URAGUHFL Y DAIa Mb <30 4M -some soil moisture N M L L L-11 L
RUUIlD RD I, 3a 3S defic i ency

DA-URAGUNFL Y Mv <60 -shallow rooting raedium. some M-L M 1'\ 1-\ 11-11 M
MURTLE ME5 4MR frost heaving, soil rooisture
ROSLR lt1 RM5 4rtR defic i ency
RUUllD RU5,b 5RM

DE-DUWNIL DEl Mb <60 gsl M 4H,3H eS,mH ,al F S/li:1H -cl imat ic I imi tations at high M L-M
TAHuIL.< TLl elevations i"l-L L 11 ~1

UL -DUWIIIL Mb <30 311 -clir:1atic limitations at high 11 M
TAllGllR Tlla "a el evat ions L-11 L L -1·\ L

UL -UUWIIIl Dl5, u Mv <6U 5HR ,4HR -shallml rooting l;edium, M 11-11
TAllGllK Tl5,u c 1irnat;c limitations at high ;1 L-11 11-11 11

el evat ions
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Table 10 (Conto)

POTENTIAL SOIL OAMAGE
SOIL ASSOCIATION AVERAGE

FOREST BIOPHYSICAL PLANT WIND- PIIYSICAL ORGAHIC SURFACE MASS
SLOPE CAPABILITY SPECIES FOREST POTENT lAL COMPE - THROW ~UIL 111<TTER ERUSION MOVEMENT

NAME COMPONENT LANUFORM ( PERCENT) TEXTURE A.W.S.C. CLASS SUITABILITY ZONATlDN REGENERATION LIMITATIONS TIT ION HAZARD U!li1I<GE LOSS HAZARD HAZARD

UL-UORRELL See 0- DUNLEAVY

UN-UUUGEON UNI,Ia,4 Cb >30 gsl ,g1 M 3S,3M O,eS,wH IwH-wC:b -steep slopes M M-H ,1 L H M
SPI LLMAI~ SLl

Uli-UUUGEON UI~5, b Cv >30 5RM,5HR, -shallow rooting r.edium , M-L H 1'\ L-M H M
SPI LLMAll SL5,b 4HR steep slopes

UU-UUNCAN CREEK UUl,3 At <30 s1,1 s ,s P-M 3M,4i1 0, 1P ,wH,wS IwH-wC:a -soil I;x)isture deficiency L-M L L M L L
HUPEL HPl,l,3,4 gs, vgs
STUKEI1APTEN SPl,3,4

UU-UUNCAI~ CREEK OUla Af <30 2S -nothi ng spec i fic H M L-M L L-M L
HUPEL HPla ,3a
STUKEMAPTEN SPla,3a

FB-FRISBY See CL-CANULE

FG-FROG FGl,3,4,5 Abt <60 s,9 s , vys P 4M,3M o,lP ,wH,wS IwH-wC: a -some extreme soil moisture L L L M-H L-M L
KWIKUIT KKl,l,3,4 defic i ency, low fert il ity
SAUFF SFl,l,3
WOLFENUEN WOl, ~

FG-FROG AGt <30 3S -nothi ng speci fic M L-M L-M L L-M L
KW IKOIT KKla ,3a
SAUFF SF la ,~a ,3a
WOLFENUEI~ WUla

FS-F ISSURE FSI Cb >30 gsl M 3H,4H eS,mH,a1F SAmH -climatic limitations at high M M M L H H-M
RUDUOCK RKI elevatations, steep slopes

FS-F IS~URE FSla Cb <30 3H -climatic 1imi tations at high H I-M M L M L
FS-FISSURE FS5,b Cv >30 5HR,4HR elevations M-L H H L-M H M

RUUDOCK RK5,b -sha 11 ow rooti ng medi urn,
steep slopes, climatic limi-
tations at high elevations

GA-GOOSEGRASS See CS-MOOIH CONa
GH-GRIFFITH See CS-MOUTH COND
GM-GOLDSTREAM See AO-ANEMQrIE

GN-GORMAN GNl,',b Cvb >30 gsl M-G 7RE,7E non-forested SAmH ,SAeS-a1F -unstable soil surface- H N/A M-H L-M H H-M
HOLUICH HHI,4,5,b :a,b aval anche path, steep slopes
WAITABIT WT5

GT -GANliE TT See AU-ADAMANT

H -HEMP HI Cb >30 gl,gsl M-G 5M IO:a,b -climatic limitations at low L M M-H L H M
HOOLIGAN HOI elevations, steep slopes,
HEATHROW HTl soil moisture deficiency,

some frost heaving
H -HEMP H5,6 Cv >30 5RO ,5RM, -climatic limitations at low L H H L-M H M

HOOLIGAN H05,b 6RU elevations, shallow rooting
HEATHROW HT5,6 medium, steep slopes, soil

moisture deficiency

HA-HALLAMOHE HAl Cb >30 gsl ,gl M-G 3S eS,lP,O,alF SAeS-al F:c ,a -steep slopes, some rocky M-L M-L M L H M
rooti ng medi urn, some frost
heavi ng

HA-HALL!\I10RE HA5,b Cv >30 5RM -steep slopes, frost heaving, L M M L-M H M
shallow rooting medium, soil
moi sture defici ency
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Table 10 (Cant.)

POTE NT[ AL SO I L OAI1AGE
SO[L ASSOCIATION AVERAGE

FOREST BIOPHYSICAL PLANT WINO- PIIYSICAL ORGAN [C SURFACE MASS
SLOPE CAPABILITY SPEC IES FOREST POTENT tAL COflPE - THRCW SU [L MATTER EROSIOll MOVEMENT

NAME COMPONENT LMOFORM (PERCENT) TEXTURE A.W. S.C. CLASS SUITABILITY ZONATION REGENERATION LIMITAT[ONS TIT ION HAZARD UII11AGE LOSS HAZARU HAZARD

HU-HAGGARU See AD-AUAMANT
HH-HOLUICH See GN -GORMAN
HK-HOSKII~S See CS -MOUTn CONU
HO-HOOLIGAN See H -HEMP
HP-HUPEL See DU-DUNCAN CREEK

HS-HOBSON HS1,3 Mb <6D gsl ,g1 M-G 3S D,lP,wH,wS [wH-wC:a -some frost heaving M-L L-M M L M M
MESS ITER MTl,:J
TSUIUS TS1,4

HS-HUBSON HSla ,:Ja ,5a Mb <30 2S -nothi ng spec; fic H M M L L-M L
MESS ITER MTla ,:Ja ,5a
TSUlUS TS 1a

HS-HOBSON HS5,6 Mv <60 4MR -shallow rooting medium, L M M L-M H-M M
MESS ITER MT5,6 some frost heavi ng
TSUIUS TS5

HT -HEATHROW See H -HEMP
HW-HAI~AKWA See AU -ANE MOljE
I -ICE GLACIERS - N/A
KF -KEEFER See I'M-ARMOUR
KK-KWITOIT See FG-FROG
KL -KOSTAL See I'M -ARMOUR
KT -KI TSON See CS -MOUNT CONU

KV-KIRBYVILLE KV1,4 At <3U s1 ,s ,9s, P-M 3M D,wS ,wH ,IIC IwH-IIC:a -so il ooisture deficiency M L L M L L
WABRON WN1,2,4 vgs

KV-KIRBYVILLE KV 1a At <30 2S -nothing speci fic H L-M L L-H L L
WABRON WNla ,4a

KX-KUSKAI~AX Sec AE-ARGENTWE
LA-LEAGUE See AO-ANEMONE "
LH -LI CIiErI LH1,3 LG <30 si 1 G 3MD o,wS ,wH ,wC [wH-wC:a -frost heavi n9 M M H L M L

LM-LATREMOU [LLE LMI,2 AG <30 s,gs,vys P 4HM,3H eS,lP,alF SAeS-al F:a,c -climatic limitations at high L-M L L M L-M L
SPECTRUM SU1,2,4,5 elevations, soil rooi sture
WARSAW WW1,2 defici ency

LM-LATREMOU [LLE LMIa AG <3D 3S,3H -cl imat ic 1imitat ions at high H M L L L-M L
SPECTRUH SUla,2a,7a elevations
WARSAW WW1a

LP-LUPlI~E See BA-BEATUH CREEK
LT -LOST See BA-BEATON CREEK
LX-LAXITY See AT -ANGLEMOln
MC-MCLURE See AL -ALLIE
ME-MURTLE See UA-ORAGONFLY

MH-11UMICH MIH Mb <6U gsl M l,2S,3S D,wH ,wS ,wC IwH-"C:a -noth; ng speci fic fl L -M L-M L 11 ;1-11
STUBBS SB 1
SUNSL T STl,2
SYMUIW SVl
TUNTUI1 TMI

MII-MUMICII MHla Mb <30 I,2S -some shallow root i ng l:'Cd; ura II M-H L-M L M L-M
STUBBS SB5a
SUNSL T STIa ,2a ,5a
TUMTUM TM1a,5a
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Tabl e 10 (Cont.)

PUTENTIAL SO 1L DAMAGE
SOIL ASSOC IAT lUll AVERAGE

FOREST BIOPHYSICAL PLANT WIND- PHYSICAL OHGANIC SURFACE MASS
SLOPE CAPABILITY SPECIES FOREST POTENTIAL COMPE - THROW SOIL MATTER EHOS ION MOVEMENT

NAl1E COMPO liE NT LAlmFDRI1 (PERCENT) TEXTURE A.ILS.C. CLASS SU ITABI LITY ZONATlUN REGENERATION LIMITATIONS TITION HAZARD UAMAGE LUSS HAZARD HAZAHD

MH-MOMICH M1I5,b '~v <60 41~R, 5RM -shallow rooting medium, soil M-L M-H M L-M M-H H
STU~BS S~5,6 moi sture deficiency
SUNSET ST5,6
SYMOND SY5
TUMTUM TM',6

MM-MAMMOTH See AS-AVIS
Mli-MCliOMEE See AS-AVIS
MO-MULHULLAHD See AM-AHMUUR
MT -MESS ITER See HS-HOBSON
PE -PR I IlCE See AT -AHGLEMONT
PH -PUKEASHUN See AS-AVIS
RI\-HAYUIHEH See ~E -~HEWSTER

HD-RUUNU See DA-DRAGOliFLY

HE-RENNIE REl,la Ap <15 si 1, fsl , M-G 5M ,41~ o,pP, lP ID:a ,b -cl imatic 1imitations at lOYI L L L-M L L-M L
s elevations, some frost

heaving, soil moi sture
defic i ency

RF -HATCHFOHU See BA-BEATON CREEK
RK-HUDUOCK See FS-F ISSURE
HL-HAIL See BE-~REWSTER

RM-HUSEHIM See DA-DRAGONFL Y
HU-ROCK OUTCROP ~EDHOCK - N/A .
HR -REM l LLAHD See AM-ARMOUR
RT -HOTTACHER See JlD -ANEMONE
SI\-SNUUKWA See AM-ARMOUH
S~-STU~~S See MII-MOMICH
SU -SANUFORU See CL-CANDLE

SE-STHUTHERS SEl, :J,:Ja Al't <30 s,gs,vgs M 4M,5M,3M o,pP, lP ID:a,b -cl imatic limitations at low L L L I~-H L L
SUCCOUR SRI elevations, extrene soil

moisture deficiency, low
fertility

SF -SAUFF See FG-FROG M L M M

SK-SASKUM SKI,6 Mbv <15 gsl M 7CR a1 F SAeS-al F:b -climatic limitations at high N/A N/A
el evations, rocky rooting
med i urn, sh allow root i ng
medium

SL-SPILLMAN See DN-DUOGEON

SM-SAMATOSUM SMI,2 Mb <60 gsl ,gl M-G 3S ,3H,2S D,eS,wH,wC SAeS-al F:b -nothing specific M M-L 11 L M M-L
TSIKUSTUM TWI,2

SM-SAMATOSUM SMla ,5a ,6a Mb <30 2S,4MR - some sh allow root i ng l:ted i um H M L-M L L-11 L
SM-SAMATOSUM SM',b Mv <60 4MR -shallow rooting medium, so il M M-H 11 L-M M i1

TSIKUSTUM TW',b moi sture deficiency

SO-SOHCLHEH See All-ADAMANT
SP -S TUKEMAPTLIi See UU-UUNCAN CHEEK
SR 7 SUCCUUR See SL-STHUTHEHS
SS-SOAHUS See AU -ADAMANT
ST -SUNSET See '~-MOMICH

SU-SPECTHUM See LM-LATHLMOU I LLE
SW-SAWTOOTH See CL-CANDLE
SY-SYMONO See I~H -11Ot11 CH
TE-TAHGIER See OE-DOW/lIE
TM-TUMTUM See MH-MOMICH
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Table 10 (Cont.)

PUTENTlAL SU lL OAMArr

SOIL ASSOCIATlON AVERAGE
FOREST BIOPHYSICAL PLANT WIIW- PHY~,[cAL URGArl I c SURFACE MASS

SLOPE CAPABILITY SPEC IES FOREST POTENTIAL COMPE - THRo,.S SUIL MATTER ERUS lUN MUVEMEIH
NAME COMPOIlENT LANOFORM (PERCENT) TEXTURE A.W.S.C. CLASS SUITABILITY ZOWIT 1011 REGENERATION LIMITATIONS TIT ION HAZARD U~1AGE LUSS HAZMU HAZARD

TS-TSUIUS See HS-HUBSON
TT -TRIDEIH See AM-ARMOUR
TW-TSIKUSTUM See SM-SAMATUSUM
TV -TRUPHY See AD-ADAMANT
VN - VERMELI N ' See AT -ANGLEMONT

WB-WEBB WBI Cb >3U y1s P 7R non- fo rested SAeS-al F:c ,a -rocky root i ng Iiledi UI11. L L L H L 11
unstable soil surface-talus
slope

WC-WARWICK See AD-ADAMANT
WD-WULFENOEN See FG-FRUG
WE-WHITEROSE See BA-BEATON CREEK
WH-WHIRLPOUL See AD-ADAMANT
WN-WABRUN See KV-KIRBYVILLE
WS-WHATSHAll , See AM-ARMUUR
WT -WAITABIT See GN-GORMAN
WW-W:\RSAW See LM-LATREMOUILLE
WY -WUULSEY See AS-AVIS
YW-YEUWAAD See BA-BEATUli cREEK
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3.5 RECREATION INTERPRETATIONS

3.5.1 Introduction

More widespread use of outdoor recreation resources is

expected due to the public's increased awareness of their

recreational needs. This will necessitate better planning and

Jilanagernent of recreational facil ities in the future. Recreational

activities in the surveyed area are varied because of the

favourable climate, lakes and river systems, mountainous

topography, and impressive scenery. Sports fishing and hunting are~

ir,lportant activities, as is boating, especially house boating on

Shus~lap Lake. Picnicking and camping, although seasonal, are also

important forms of recreation in the area. The potential for

hiking and scenic viewing is excellent, with some trails already

located in Wells Gray Provincial Park and a road to the krummholz

in Mount Revelstoke National Park.

3.5.2 Guide to the Recreation Interpretations

Recreation interpretations for the soil associations and

cOinponents are given in Table 11. The soil association names are

listed alphabetically according to their symbol. Soil associations

having similar characteristics to that of the alphabetically listed

soil are grouped together, and in turn li sted al phabetically

according to their symbol.

In planning sites for recreational purposes, such as

campsites, tentsites, roads, hiking trails, buildings, playgrounds,

or cottages, soil properties should be considered. Soil texture,

structure, consistence, depth, stoniness or rockiness, drainage,

fl oodi ng, perflleabil ity, and slope are factors l'!t1i ch shoul d be

considered in the choice of a suitable recreation site. The same

soil property has different effects on various recreational uses,

but most soil properties influence all uses.

Coarse sandy soils pose severe limitations for intensive play

areas, but only moderate limitations for paths and trails and no

1imitations for building sites. Fine, clayey soil s present severe

1ililitations for almost all recreational uses because they have very

slow permeabil ity and are sticky and sl i ppery lItten wet. Poorly

drained soils are also severely limiting for most recreational

facil ities. The same is true for soil s subject to frequent

flooding. Droughty soils also have severe limitations for

intensive recreational uses, like playgrounds, because it is

difficult to establish and maintain a good sod. Stones, cobbles,

rocks and gravel also limit soil use for recreation to varying

degrees, depending on their quantity and the proposed use.

Steep and very steep slopes are limiting factors for r.1Ost

facilities disregarding other soil properties (scenic trails and

paths being an exception). Intensive recreational areas should

have sanitary facilities. Soils with poor drainage, slow

permeability and shallow depths to bedrock impose severe

limitations for septic tank disposal fields.

Level or nearly level soils of sandy loam or loam textures,

with good drainage and which are stone and gravel free, would be

well suited for most recreational uses. Table 7, in the
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engineering section, gives additional interpretations pertinent to

recreational uses. The guidel ines and interpretations for soil

1imitations for recreational use are taken from Montgomery and

Edminster (1966).

The abil ity of a soil to produce and maintain natural as well

as introduced vegetation is important in maintaining the

environmental character of recreational sites. This capability is

reflected in the Ecological Uamage Hazard rating.

The soil s were interpreted for different recreat i onal purposes

into three basic ratings, according to limitations imposed by the

soil and terra in features as 1i sted in the 1ast col umn of the

table. Limitations and ratings are based on the physical soil

properties, without considering other aspects such as aesthetic and

economic values, vicinity of lakes, and proximity to the population

centres.

A description of the ratings is as follows:

None to sl ight soil 1imitations mean that the soil is free of

1imitations or that limitations such as sl ight stoniness or

gent le slopes can be easily overCOI,le.

~loderate soil limitations indicate that the soil still can be

used satisfactorily for a particular purpose with correct

p1ann i ng and good management, but the corrective measures wi 11

be somewhat more costlier. The main limitations include:

sOI,lewhat poor drainage, moderately steep slopes, silty or

sandy texture, stoniness, shallower water table, restricted
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depth, occasional flooding, seepage or ponding, moderately

slow permeability.

Severe to very severe soil limitations almost al ways prohibit

the use of the soil for the stated purpose. In certain cases

a particular limitation can be overcome, but often only with

major reclamation work. Severe limitations include: steep or

very steep slopes, high water table, poor drainage, flooding,

serious ponding and seepage, unfavourable texture (loose sand,

clay), acidity, excessive stoniness and rockiness, shallow

depth, very slow permeability and organic deposits.

The Canada Land Inventory's Land Capability for Recreation map

for H2N is available for the area. Classification guidelines

include Canada Land Inventory (1969) and E.L.U.C. Secretariat

(1975).



Tabl e 11

Recreation Interpretations

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS & TRAILS PICNIC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

AA-ALLAMORE AAI moderate to moderate to moderate to s1i ght to moderate to slight to moderately slow permeability, slopes 10 to
KEEFER KFl,4 severe severe severe moderate severe moderate 50%, medium to moderately fine textured
MULHOLLAND MOl,7
TSIKUSTUM TWl,2

AA-ALLAMORE AAla,3a,5a severe moderate to severe moderate severe slight to high water table
KEEFER KFla,2a,5a severe moderate ,
MULHOLLAND MOla,5a

AA-ALLAMORE AA5,6 severe severe to severe moderate to severe moderate shallowness to bedrock, bedrock outcrops
KEEFER KFo,6 moderate severe
MULHOLLAND M05,6
TSIKUSTUM TW5,6

AD-ADAMANT ADl,5,6 very severe severe very severe severe very severe severe alpine, sh-allowness to bedrock, bedrock
COPELAND CD5,6 outcrop, slopes usually greater than 40%
SOARDS 551,5,6
WHIRLPOOL WH5,6

AE-ARliENTINE AEl,4 none to none to moderate to none to none to slight coarse textured , rapid permeabi 1i ty,
FROli FGl,3,4,5 moderate moderate none slight moderate slopes 5 to 50%
KW IKon KKl,2,3,4 ,
KUSKANAX KXl I

LATREMOUILLE LMl,2
SAUFF SFl,2,3
SPECTRUM SUl,2,4,5
WOLFENDEN WDl,2
WARSAW WWl,2

AE-ARliENTINE moderate to moderate moderate to moderate to moderate to slight high water table
KW IKOn KKla,3a severe severe slight severe
LATREMOUILLE LMla
SAUFF SFla,2a,3a
SPECTRUM SUla,2a,7a
WOLFENDEN WDla
WARSAW WWla

AL-ALLIE ALl,la ,4 severe to moderate to severe to moderate severe to slight to slow permeabil ity, slopes 10 to 50%,
ARTISAN ANl,2,3 moderate severe moderate moderate moderate medium to moderately fine textured
MCLURE MC4

AL-ALLIE AL5,6 severe severe severe moderate to severe moderate sha11 own es s to bed rock, bed rock outc rop s
ARTISAN AN5,6 severe

AM-ARMOUR AMl,4 moderate to moderate to moderate slight to moderate to slight slopes 10 to 50%, moderately coarse
KOSTAL KLl severe slight none severe textured
SNOOKWA SAl
SASKUM SKI

AM-ARMOUR AMla,5a,6a severe moderate to severe moderate severe s1ight to high water table
KOSTAL KLla,5a,6a severe moderate
SNOOKWA SAla,2a 5a 6a
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Table 11 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS &TRAILS PICNIC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

AM-ARMOUR AM5,6 severe to moderate to moderate to moderate to severe to moderate to shallowness to bedrock, bedrock outc rop
KOSTAL KL5,6 moderate severe severe severe moderate slight
SNOOKWA SA5,6 I

SASKUM SK6

AN-ARTISAN See AL-ALLIE

AO-ANEMONE ADI very severe severe very severe severe to very severe s1i ght slopes greater than 40%, moderately coarse
BEATON CREEK BAI moderate textured
BIGMOUTH BMI
BLAYl.OCK BY!
FISSURE FSI
GOLDSTREAM GMI
HANAKWA HWI
RATCHFORD RFl
RUDlJOCK RKI

AO-ANEMONE very severe severe very severe severe very severe moderate high water table, shallowness to bedrock
BEATON CREEK BAla,5a
BONNER B06a
BLAYLOCK BYla ,5a
FISSURE FSla
HANAKWA HWla
RATCHFORD RF5a ,6a

AO-ANEMONE A05,6 very severe severe very severe severe very severe moderate shallowness to bedrock, bedrock outcrops,
BEATON CREEK BA5,6 coarse fragments
BIGMOUTH BM5,6
BONNER B06
BLAYLOCK BY5,6
FISSURE FS5,6
GOLDSTREAM GM5,6
HANAKWA HW5,6
RATCHFOIW RF5,6
RUDDOCK RK5,6
WHITEROSE WE6

AS-AVIS ASI moderate to severe moderate to slight to moderate to slight to seasonal flooding, slopes less than 10%,
ARGONAUT AUl,la,4 s1i ght s1i ght none slight moderate coarse textured, rapid permeabil ity, some
MAMMOTH MMl,la,4 swampy areas
MCNOMEE MNl,la,4
PUKEASHUN PHl,la,2,3
WOOLSEY WYl,4

AT-ANGLEMONT ATl,la ,3,3a,4 severe severe to severe severe to severe slight slopes greater than 40%, slow permeabil-
LAXITY LXI,3 moderate moderate ity, medium textured
PRINCE PEl
ROTTACHER RT2

AT -ANGLEMONT AT5,5a,6 severe severe severe severe to severe moderate shallowness to bedrock, bed rock outc rops,
LEAGUE LA5,6 moderate coarse fragments
LAXITY LX5,6
ROTTACHER RT5
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Tables 11 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS & TRAILS PICNIC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

AU-ARGONAUT See AS-AVIS
BA-BEATON CREEK See AO-ANEMONE

BY-BYRD CREEK BOla severe to severe moderate to slight to severe to slight seasonal fl ooding, slopes 2 to 10%, high
RENNIE REl,la moderate slight none moderate water table, coarse textured, rapid

permeabil ity

BE-BREWSTER BEl very severe very severe very severe severe very severe none organic, high water table
RAYONIER RAI
RAIL RLl

BM-BIGMOUTH See AD-ANEMONE
BO-BONNER See AO-ANEMONE
BY-BLAYLOCK See AO-ANEMONE

CA-CAYENNE CAl,L severe severe to severe severe to severe s1i ght slopes greater than 40%, moderately coarse
CINNEMOUSEN CNl,4 moderate moderate textured ,
DUDGEON DNl,4
LOST LTl,4
VERMELIN VNl.L.3

CA-CAYENNE CAla,La,5a severe severe severe severe to severe slight high water table
CINNEMOUSEN CNla,4a,5a,6a moderate
DUDGEON DNla

~

LOST LTla,5a,6a,7a
VERMELIN VNla,3a,5a

CA-CAYENNE CA5,6 very severe severe severe severe to very severe moderate shallowness to bedrock, rock cutc rops,
CINNEMOUSEN CN5,6 moderate coarse fragments
DUDGEON DN5,6
LOST LT5,6
VERMELIN VN5,6

CC-CLEMENCEAU CCI very severe very severe severe moderate to selleri! slight to slopes greater than 40%, stony, non-
SORCERER SOl,4,5 severe none vegetated
TROPHY TYl,4

CO-COPELAND See AD-ADAMANT

CL-CANDLE CLla,5,6 moderate severe to moderate slight to moderate severe to slopes 10 to 60%, high water table,
FRISBY FBl,5,6a,6,6a moderate moderate moderate shallowness to bedrock , ,bedrock outcrops
SANDFORD SDla,5,6
SAWTOOTH SW6

CN-CINNEMOUSEN See CA-CAYENNE

CR-CARNES CRl,4 very severe very severe very severe severe very severe slight to avalanching, rock falls, bou1dery, slopes
GANNETT GTl,6 none greater than 40%
HAGGARD HDI
WEBB WBI
WARWICK WCl
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Table 11 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS &TRAILS PI CN IC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

CS-MOUNT COND CSl,5 very severe very severe very severe severe very severe slight avalanching, shall ~ness to bedrock, rock
GOOSE GRASS GAl,5 outcrops, slopes greater than 40%, coarse
GRIFF ITH GHl, 5,6 fragments
GORMAN GNl,5,6
HOLOICH HHl,4,5,6
HOSKINS HKl,5,6
KITSON KTl,4,5,6
WAITABIT WT5

D- UUNLEAVY Dl,la,4 s1i ght to moderate to moderate slight to slight to moderate moderately slow permability, medium
DORRELL DL 1,4 moderate slight moderate moderate textured, seasonal high water table,

occasional fl oodi ng

DA-DRAGONFLY DAI moderate to moderate to moderate to sl ight to moderate slight to slopes 10 to 50%, moderately coarse
MURTLE ME2 severe slight severe moderate moderate textured
MESS ITER MTl,3
SAMATOSUM SMl,2
SUNSET STl,2

lJA-URAGONFLY DAla severe severe to severe severe to severe moderate high water table, bedrock outc rops,
MESS ITER MTla,3a,5a moderate moderate shallowness to bedrock
SAMATOSUM SMla,2a,5a,6a
SUNSET STla,2a,5a

DA-DRAGONFLY severe severe to severe moderate to moderate to moderate shallowness to bedrock, bed rock outc rops
MURTLE ME5 moderate severe severe
MESS ITER MT5,6
SAMATOSUM SM5,6
SUNSET ST5,6

DE-UOWNIE DEl severe to moderate to severe moderate to severe to slight slopes 20 to 50%, moderately coarse
MOMICH MHI moderate severe severe moderate textured
REMILLAI{D RRI
STUBBS Slll
SYMONlJ SYl
TANGIER TEl
TUMTUM TMI
TRIUENT TTl I

DE-UOWNIE
MOMICH MHla very severe severe very severe severe to very severe moderate high water table, shallowness to bedrock
STUllBS SB5a moderate
TANGIER TEla,5a
TUMTUM TMla,5a
TRIUENT TTla,5a,6a
WHATSHAN WS5a
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Tab1e 11 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS &TRAILS PICNIC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

DE-lJOWNIE DE5,6 severe severe to severe moderate to severe moderate shall owness to bedrock, bedrock outc rops
MOMICH MH5,6 moderate severe
REMILLARD RR5,6
STUBBS SB5,6
SYMOND SY5
TANGIER TE5,6
TUMTUM TM5,6
TRIDENT TT5,6
WHATSHAN WS5,6

DL-DORRELL See D -DUNLEAVY
DN-DUDGEON See CA-CAYENNE

DU-DUNCAN CREEK DUl,3 none to moderate to none to none to none to moderate slopes less than 25%, coarse text ured ,
HUPEL HPl,2,3,4 moderate s1i ght moderate s1i ght moderate occasional fl oodi ng
KIRBYVILLE KVl,4
STUKEMAPTEN SPl,3,4
WABRON WMl,2,4

lJU-lJUNCAN CREEK DUla severe moderate severe moderate to severe moderate high water table
HUPEL HPla,3a severe
KIRBYVILLE KVla
STUKEMAPTEN SPla,3a
WABRON WNla,4a

FB-FRISBY See CL-CANDLE
FG-FROG See AE-ARGENTINE
FS-FISSURE See AD-ANEMONE
GA-GOOSEGRASS See CS-MOUNT CONlJ
GH-GRIFFITH See CS-MOUNT COND
GM-GOLDSTREAM See AO-ANEMONE
GN-GORMAN See CS-MOUNT COND
GT-GANNETT See CR-CARNES

H -HEMP HI severe severe to severe moderate to severe sl ight to slopes greater than 40%, slow permeabil i ty
HOOLIGAN HOI moderate severe moderate
HEATHROW HTl

H -HEMP H5,6 severe severe severe severe severe severe shall owness to bedrock, bedrock outcrops
HOOLIGAN H05,6 ,
HEATHROW HT5,6

HA-HALLAMORE HAl severe severe to severe moderate to severe s1i ght slopes greater than 40%, seasonal high
LUPINE LPI,la ,4,7,7a moderate severe water table
SPILLMAN SL2
YEOWARD YWl

HA-HALLAMORE HA5,6 severe severe severe severe severe moderate shall owness to bed rock, rock outc rop
LUPINE LP5,6
SPI LLMAN SL5,6
YEOWARU YW5,6
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Tab1e 11 (Cont.)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS &TRAILS PICNIC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

HD-HAGGARD See CR-CARNES
HH-HOLDICH See CS-MOUNT COND
HK-HOSKINS See CS-MOUNT COND
HO-HOOLIGAN See H -HEMP
HP-HUPEL See DU-DUNCAN CREEK I

HS-HOBSON HS1,3 severe to sl i ght to severe to moderate severe to s1i ght slow- permeabil ity, slopes 10 to 50%
ROUND RD2,3 moderate moderate moderate moderate
ROSERIM RM3
TSUIUS TS1,4

HS-HOBSON HS1a,3a,5a very severe moderate to very severe moderate to severe s1i ght high water table
ROUND RDla ,3a severe severe
TSUIUS TSla

HS-HOBSON HS5,6 severe moderate severe moderate to severe moderate shallowness to bedrock, rock outc rops
ROUND RD5,6 severe
ROSERIM RM5
TSUIUS TS5

HT -HEATHROW See H -HEMP
HW-HANAKWA See NJ-ANEMONE
I -ICE (GLACIERS) Unsuitable
KF-KEEFER See AA-ALLAMORE
KK-KWIKOIT See AE -AR GE NTI NE
KL-KOSTAL See Jll.1-ARMOUR
KT -KITSON See CS-MOUNT COND
KV-KIRBYVILLE See DU-DUNCAN CREEK
KX-KUSKANAX See AE -ARGENT INE
LA-LEAGUE See AT-ANGLEMONT

LH-LICHEN LH1,3 moderate sl ight to moderate moderate to moderate moderate slow permeabil ity, slope s 1ess than 15%
moderate s1i ght

LM-LATREMOUILLE See AE-ARGENTINE
LP-LUPINE See HA-HALLAMORE
LT-LOST See CA-CAYENNE
LX-LAXITY See AT -ANGLEMONT
MC-MCLURE See AL-ALLIE
ME-MURTLE See DA-DRAGONFLY
MH-M~ICH See DE -DOWNIE
MM-MAMMOTH See AS-AVIS
MN-MCNOMEE See AS-AVIS
MO-MULHOLLAND See AA-ALLAMORE
MT -MESS ITER See DA-DRAGONFLY
PE-PRINCE See AT-ANGLEMONT
PH-PUKEASHUN See AS-AVIS
RA-RAYONIER See BE-BREWSTER
RO-ROUND See HS-HOBSON
RE-RENNIE See BD-BYRD CREEK
RF-RATCHFORD See AD-ANEMONE
RK-RUDlJOCK See AD-ANEMONE
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Table 11 (Conto)

SOIL ASSOCIATION SOIL LIMITATIONS FOR ECOLOGICAL
DAMAGE

NAME COMPONENT CAMP AREAS BUILDINGS PLAY AREAS PATHS &TRAILS PI CN IC AREAS HAZARD SOIL AND TERRAIN FEATURES AFFECTING USE

RL-RAIL See BE-BREWSTER
RM-ROSERIM See HS-HOBSON
RO-ROCK OUTCROP Unsuitable
RR-REMILLARU See DE-DOWNIE
RT-ROTTACHER See AT-ANGLEMONT
SA-SNOOKWA See JVoI-ARMOUR
SB-STUBBS See DE-DOWNIE
SD-SANDFORU See CL-CANDLE

SE-STRUTHERS SEI,3,3a none to moderate none to none to none to s1ight slopes less than 50%, rapid penneabil ity
SUCCOUR SRI moderate moderate s1ight moderate

SF-SAUFF See AE-ARGENTINE
SK-SASKUM See AM-ARMOUR
SL-SPILLMAN See HA-HALLAMORE
SM-SAMATOSUM See DA-DRAGONFLY
SO-SORCERER See CC-CLEMENCEAU
SP-STUKEMAPTEN See DU-DUNCAN CREEK
SR-SUCCOUR See SE-STRUTHERS
SS-SOARDS See AD-ADAMANT
ST -SUNSET See DA-DRAGONFLY
SU-SPECTRUM See AE-ARGENTINE
SW-SAWTOOTH See CL~CANDLE

SY-SYMOND See DE -DOWNIE
TE-TANGIER See DE -DOWNIE
TM-TUMTUM See DE-DOWNIE
TS-TSUIUS See HS-HOBSON
n -TRIDENT See DE -DOWNIE
TW-TSIKUSTUM See AA-ALLAMORE
TV-TROPHY See CC-CLEMENCEAU
VN-VERMELIN See CA-CAYENNE
WB-WEBB See CR-CARNES
WC-WARWICK See CR-CARNES
WD-WOLFENDEN See AE-ARGENTINE
WE-WHITEROSE See AO-ANEMONE
WH-WHIRLPOOL See AD-ADAMANT
WN-WABRON See DU-DUNCAN CREEK
WS-WHATSHAN See DE -DOWNIE
WT -WAITABIT See CS-MOUNT COND
WW-WARSAW See AE-ARGENTINE
WY-WOOLSEY See AS-AVIS
YW-YEOWARD See HA-HALLAMORE
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